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IN RIF:P1 V REFER TO

United StaftS Department o' f the Interior
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS` 1,

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20242

.Memorandum

.
R

To: Education Staff

,

'From: Director of Education Programs

Subject: 'Final Report of ESEA Title I, III, VI'Conference

I am pleased to provide you with the final edited proceedings'of
the conference held in 1971.

o' More than one hundred Bureaus education perdonnel and either interested
,-persons attended the conference. Speakers included representatives'

from the U.S. Office of7Education, Western,MichiganUniversity, the
Universiq of Arizona, the Albuquerque Public Schoold, Bureau
personnel,.school'bdard members, and the National Indian Education

. Advisory Committee representatives:. 4

ti

The proceedings offer the reader an unusual opportunity to become
better acquaint t with ESEA Titles I, in, and VI;.what services
are possible ,for,handicapped Indian children using these resources;
What the Bureau school system has done in'this regard; and, some
directions for the future.

Copies of this report are being distributed to.all'Bureau schools,
aslwell as to all Area Offices. Additional copies maybe requested
from the Central Office, Dr. Peter A.'Campanelli, (202) 343-5670.

ti

Hopefully, these proceedings Will encourage the development of
quality school programs for Indian children in need of °exceptional

-child education services.
.

7- Jame E.' HawkinsHawkins
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Dr. Lobosco: When we, are talking about some of these educational
terms,, when we are talking about "Special Education" or "handicaps,"
we really sauld agree on what we mean by these terms. And also,
when we are talking about TitleC'I, it should be pretty .clear what
is meant by ESEA Title L.

I would like to begin with work ng definitions of both. The
definition of the "handicapped child" thatI am personally using is.
the one that exists in the leg slation; and, that means mentally
retarded, hard of hearing, de fosPeech impaired, visually handi-
capped, seriously emotionally disturbed, crippled, or other health
impaired children who, by re son thereof, require Special EddCation;
any one -of those'factora or combination of them.

With the BIA, the handicapp d Child represents one category of
educationally deprived, wh ch the local school must-Consider in
devising its overall educa ional program.

Titie I, ESEA, is intended' to improve edncation for disaAtentaged
. . .

children attending school from low

Title I is a major,impetus'in encouraging schools to initiate
programs for educationally disadvantaged students. It is the
largest federal aid to education program with a 1971 allocation,
nationally, of 1.5 billion dollars. Nearly eight:million educa-
tionally deptived children receive services under Title I. 'The

BIA'1971 allocation is $11,720,000. That is a lot of money. The
President's budget, his request for 1972, includes 1.5 billion
dollars again for - Therefore, I think it is fairly -safe ,
to assume thatLthe program will be funded at about the level it is'
this yeat.

A brief labk at Title I will help to avoid some confusion later on.
And it may also help us understand better how the handicapped can
and are being served with Title'I funds.

First, and foremost, we Must understand that Title I is an
educational program. And I stress the word education.. It is not
primarily a welfare program, a nutritional programrit is-not a
health program. rt is an educational program which may, under
proper circumstances, serve needs in those other areas.

The money goes .to the BIA, as to all States, as an allocation-tot
the Washington. Office. It goes then to.the local schools on a
project basis) and also there must have to be a project. And a
"procject" simply'is a set of activities designed to meet some special
educational needs. Title I law keePs referring to "meeting the
special needs of educationally deprived youngsters."' And at this
Conference you are going to keep'hearing about "special education."
They are not,the game thing. At thi$ Conference, when we talk



aboUt Special Education, I thihk by and large we are talking about
education of the handicapped. -When Imantion special educational
needs of deprived children in Title I- context, I am not talking just
about the handicapped. I am talking about any special educational
needs that children have. Any special needs to meet deficiencies
that youngsters have is acceptable under Title I.

,They are those who need special.eduotional assistance so as to
raise the leVel of educational. attainment to that of appropriate

"44 .children of-their own age. We diagnose the achieving atone level
and.if it is far below the achievement of youngsters of their own
age, what they are suppossdAto be achieving, then what we are

A trying to dog' is to` raise 'their level of achievemeht.

$

Again, we-must make particular note that Title I begin and ends
with the child's educational performance. I can't strdss this too
much. It begins and ends. with a chi's educational performance.
Any disability which you,aink-impedes the learning process for
educationally deprived children is an area wherejitle I funds may
be used for assistance.

.4

Improvements shoLd be sought in terms of their educational attain-.
ment, motivation, behavior, their attitude', any of those ageas.
Those are appropriate areas of Title I funds. If they are not
behaving as ndrmal youngsters doirfortheri age level. Title I

. projects are constructed\ to help them with 'it, Lo raise their
,level of attainment. If they are not performing in academic work
at the level 6f child4pn of their age, the Title I services can
be used to raise their level of educational achieuement. Those
are, Iy-and-laTge, the areas that Title I concerns itself with.

It just makes good sense"to take-a close and, as much as possible,
a documented look at all the eduiational needs and deficiencies of
the youngsters. Forget the source of money. When you look ae\le
youngsters, we shouldVt be thinking of "Title I "' or "Title III'".,
or "Title VI," .or "regular programs." We should lust be looking
at the youngsters,and trying to dItermine as specifically as possible
what are the deficiencies that these youngsters have? What is it
that must be done with these youngsters? What are the areas,
regardless of the source TOI4fiftids, that these yo,ungsters need help
in? Where are they not performing?

0

Thieis.your need assessment, andit must be done locally. It
can't be done nationally. It can't be done even on an Area basis.
These studies help, but you have got to. do a local assessment of
the youngsters as to arl/f their needs. Based upon what you
determine at the local level (the needs of the youngsters) you set
.up priorities. But priorities must be determined. There will
neVe! be.a<Gy...II don't think I will be pessimistic in saying this--
there"will never be a day when any school system w11 be able to.

-
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meet all of the needs, onehundred percent, of .all of the youngsters
in its school -s. So, we are always going to be determining
priorities.

, And then, once we determine:the priorities, it becomes a much
simpler matter to determine the program to meet (:)me of these needs.

How can -the educationalneeds of handicapped children be me within
the context of this Title I frameWork that'iam about to describe?

' -Well, one of the things,, certainly, that every school should be
doing is to make every effort'to Attermide the kind and degrees of '

physical, emotional, neurologic, and communication handicap's that
any of its children might have, And they can do it in a couple of
ways. I will just mention two, 'and there are probably others.

One is by'just taking a good look at the youngsters i the school,
and assessing each one of them and determining overall what are the
learning handicaps.that these youngsters have. And thy have got= t

to be varyspetifio. You can't look.at one, school and say that
every youngster is "handicapped,"- 'I think we are misusing thevord'
"handicapped" in. that context. It's like saying every youngster in '
America should be doing better work than.he is doing. It is just

,too broad. We haV6 got to be very specific in this!atea." In what
area-is he handicapped? What specifically ish.is handicap? 'What
specifically-are the educational problems the youngster. has?

/
1/4 k

Even without an assessment of each youngster, you can.make some
generalities by looking at previous youngsters that went through
the school. Sometimes handfCaps,dorOt show up because you haven't
done screening. But you know whg. has 'happened to'youngsters.who
have Passed through your school system." That is not as good as the
first One,'"Dut at least it'g'ves you soMe idea of the kinds of
problems ty. kids have th re in your school.

As early as posstblejn.the school Aystgm, in the local school,
:there should be a thorough,screening of all of the*youngsters in'
the health area. eshould he no' youngster that gets through
the' primary years witho being.,thoroughly screened as: to any
learning handicap that he might have. There are resources for

-this. I know that the Public Health Service does what it can to
help. There certainly'should be fundse'at the local level set
aside fbr this'purpose. Unless you do this, we can be spending4
money for special education classes-dawn the line.

Secondly, are the conaition edically correctable? TheseAlandicape
should be corrected in.ika . ThisshEiuld be pretty high on the
priority-list of any schoo Where you have identified youngsters
with rental or physiisaa-ha icaps. 4

Third, qnce we have (lane these two and we have done what we could
with the.exiting progamand nos available and we have taken a

8
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look at all the resouciCis, then Title I comes in. We say, now, we
have problems that still exist, there are still priority problem&

ft.

and we want to attack them under this particular Title Iproject.
Unless we do it in this way, what can Very easily happen is-that.
the Project Is written first,, and resources that were available gre..

: not utiliied and: you are really short-changing the youngster.

because instead of, giving him both, 'this and this, you are just
giving the services here. He's losing out. So, it must be done 4n
that order to, be eligible for title I and to get the Most for, the
youngsters. Use all other resources at your disposal first, and
then come on top of the, whole thing and fill it in with Title I
after that.

There seems to be some hesitance, Maybe because of bad e$)eriences
in the past of integrating programs, o, using money. of various
sources, and cooperatively doing something for the youngsters. If
you can find only much Mbney.from the existing program, five
percent for a program,;and another fifteen.percent'here, there hXL
been a tendAcy,'across the Oountry, to ignore that twenty. percent
and_tack the whole thing under Title I, or the whole thing under
a demonstration project under Title III. Whe.fe youhave the funds,
the resources from various sources, 8044d the.cooparative proj;ect.
Yes, yOu can maintain-the uniqueness of the Title I activityand
the Iltle III activity or the Title VI activity, or the contribu-".
tions from regular funds. ..But interrelate these things. Run one
good prograpi from any squrce. I don't knOta hovi to stress most
strongly.tNe cooperative nature; and more can be done'fOr the

ngster.

Simply screening the youngsters and only providing medical and
surgical remediation is not appropriate under Title I. JuSt the.
one step is not appropriate. These must be part of the ptogrardto,
overcome these students' educational deprivations. Now, how is
this done? '

4

I think it is correct to assume that a ygengsterwho has a handicap,
is even more disadvantagedthan a youngster wit a handicap:'
He probably has a greater educational y because he has
years without the experiences, the growth, that are normal for a
human being to have in growing-up. So, he is a prime target 'for

4 educatiOnal services under Title I. It just seem's, to be common
.

sense to think this way. I think there may .be exceptions, like
(''-' /..

excelling in sac-e-a-esarC.c work because of some handi,cap, but' by `andsexcelling
large, the youngster with the hapdicap is in more dirg need of ,

rt emedial educational services thn the youngster without the handi-
cap. And the further along you go in school,' probably the greater'

N the need. .. ..

. , . .

\ .
.

- , -

And second, if we have youngsters with handicaps and we set up a ,/

prokram to correct the handicap before we provide the aducational
Services, it makes sense that after providing the medical

(

I>
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attention to the youngst rs that these results should be reassessed,
as, part of the pro am. And then a program be established or .

designed to help li hi educationally from where he was before
'te attention, where'n would like to see him be, or where he
should be, according to his age

1

roup. This Is the program that
can be built under Title I. As. said, simply screening and
proViding medical attention is not appropriate by itself. But as
part. of this three-fold process,, it is appropriate. We identify
the youngsters who have medical handicaps, correct them where they
are correctable, and do as much as we dan, and then we reassess
where they are.' Look, we have done what we could fii.r your eyes,
we have corrected the hearing-to the extent possitile,:now-let's .

take a lookssat where-you are performing in relation to the rest-of
the school population. And when you find out where they are, your

. design a,program to move them from where they are 'to_ where they
..s.

should be in relationsh ip to the other youngsters of'their age.
.

group.
.. .

.
.

Also if a specific educational deficiency has been iclentifiedeftr
a group of youngsters in a schOoli it makes good sense to eliminate
pr-reduce theefactors that are causing or conOributing to the

.

-deficiency before we do anything &Pee.° For example, most of these
s eels have reading programs. And nationally, we invest a lot
of money-in reading. ,If there are problems that are. not_ideniified,

/7.- we are wasting money. These youngsters will still have-problems
'no matter how sophisticated the reading program. .So we.would" .

simply- advise as part of the reading program, (isf it doesn't exist
already) some vision screening by trained persons. 4It dodsn't take
long; it doesn't cost a lot of money to...identify those youngsters --
who have visual problems; and, provide the medical Services to
them early in the reading program rather than at the end of the
'year. Then, take a'look at the youngsters and say: "You know,
we haYe not achieved the objectives which we set Out for'them. We
had betikr take: another took at this." Use some of"these Title I.
funds tcrhe p at the beginning of the program in correcting visu ki
proble the-youngsters Who a 're going to be in the reading
program. 7o I

D

Title I legislation, speaking of the handicapped, says that the,
States shall use payMents onty.for programs and piojects that are
designed to meet the special.e,educational needs of the children,
which I emphdeized in the beginning, and I repeat now. Youican
build, legally and desirably, eprogram-to meet the needs of
handicapped youngsters that shoUld'be'part2an&parcel of a progra*
which is intended to raise educational achievement. Let's not
stop-7let's do the medically and surgiCally correctable things for-
the youngster. But let's not stop with that. S6, as you can see,

7 Title I dan And is doing work in these areas. thank you.

,

Dr. Warner: I have been asked briefly to talk about ESEA Title III,
its MeIn all of the pieces of legislation that htvabeen passed

1.0
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by the United. States Cohgress. To do that, I would like to set
the stage for Title III. I would like to set, the stage for you so

4 that you can get it inothe proper perspective, because I:don't
11 .

think-many people have the correct',perspective of Title III of.ESEA.
N. Behind it is a-demonstration program whiCh.is one that tries to

0 demonstrate more effective ways of'helpingchildren'tearn. That
is

*a A
the crux and thrust of Title ILI.,

,

Title III came in and Was not tn'play a role with,heavy emphaSis
on research and development, although some was needed. Some,is
needed. But the more tdpOrtant role is the 'diffusion process, the
diffusion of ideas;prattides that are recognized as unique and.
proven to work. And then when ft' gers-eVer to the adoption stage
it drops off ,radically-nit does not have an adoption role. By

A "adoption," I mean, once it has been proven that it works\then
Title III money should not be used for that pbrpose any long r.

/'
, And that was one of the unfortunate mistakes ehathas been ade in
Title III. - . . -

Then, you see. Title I and U.-tie II, whose role is really one of
adoption--those two--they pick up the evidence and the concepts

-

Title ,IV (research) and Title III (diffusion and demonstration
programs) -and try to get them adopted on a'large scale effort.

Once you have found out it works, through Title IV and.IIUthen
you use the other programs to get it adopted. You don't need to

0
worry whether it is going to work any more, because it has been
proven that it will work. Well, that is the thrust. '''

So.you see, we call. it "Projct to AUvance Creativity in Edutatiore!.
(PACE) and that is the rralfter"-tyr Title III histo'ry. You see,
its role then is invention and dem nstration.

What we are saying is*that we don't want more of the same. Ti,tle
III was not designed for a bunch of projects that are more of the
same things you know have worked; but rather, new packages.
Packages designed that draw upon research, knowledge, and infor-
mation that is available from recognized experts, building a
package to demonstrate a better way of helping children learn.

If you are talking about the three I's, as removed from the three
R's (rote, regurgitati& and restraint) the three Its are.
inspiration, ideas, and innovations. And that2-4.s-the,virit of

1

*,

So basically, for the first time in'American history, wed now'haye,
funds available to local school people'to allow you to experimente
to innovate, to be creative, to try for better and more effective
ways. to help, theSe children learn. So Title III, then, is not for
direct services to children. There are other prpgrams designed('

14*
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V . .. . . .

for those purpOtes. It is not for general aidto meet 'Children's' ....

needs. You say, Mk; we haVe'so many needs,- and thie lie-an. `i

unfortunate way to spend money." - Well',, if you:wouldElop and
analyze how small, 4n amount of monty'BIA has available under
Title.;ZI--this year $298,000--that is xotLmuchmoney. And. the

best may to-capitalize on that-is to take that small amount of
. money and do the best jobvfodemOnstrating`mote_effective ways'etf: ',

! helping children learn.- Yod will get more mileage fcA'.yOur*dorlar .44,. 1,

4, ,
services thatt bnI

.

t go. very far; anyway.. -, ',

So,-_I think --the- challenge then'-is to,permit-and encoukage yotur-to--- -

utilize existing_ knowledge coming_ out. of Our universities,_ through
. research of forts, through the ERIC* vstm. of :Ilie U.S. Office of

Education, where we are trying.tcs prcivId2 toths .local educators ...,,,....,..--,,L.:,--.

proven. prfictices, research findings evidtkce, so that you ca&haVe
a better basis -for making decisions.

ft.,. -

T' --' Now, that is the pUrpose then, to provide,fOr a-more meaningful v

curriculum,' new administrative structures, new methods of teaching,
new methods of learning,,, ant,most -=off all, new people. .And' that
is the biggest

.
challenge, at last, the new people.people.

. --"-.7

-'I think that I will spendN,thenext-feviminutes talleing about the
notion of change.

'

,.. ...if
''

. 6

Title. III's role, then, is to encpurage change. Now, by change,
.

I

mean this: ReleVant change, Chafige in a-positive dipection.. We
haverto be looking for betterways of helping 4ildren learn. That
is the kind of change that I am- talking about. And that'coles4

-44thrpugh researdnitvidence,Land then Alemotpstrating0that.kfild of
prdgram in your schools. S it is not doing thigie differently
just for the Sake of doing gomething'differently.. It is doing-
something/differently because you knowait'is going 'to, be more
beneficial. for children.

ta ; ,
Our second ass tion iS that we need to more-effectively-Utilize

,.'v ..the knowledmth t is available to, us through,all kinds of sources.
And through Title III, under ERIC, we-have what we call pace-
setters, and these' documents are.availablefrOmtheU.S. Office of
Education. The Title III project is digeetV; one chart, or maybe
half a page,of reading; it is digestedr the fiNdings, the evidence
for programs evaluation and iso that you'ought tp haVe avajtlable
to you. $ - .4 6 iiA., . 1

A

C4 .0'
The second assumption is that once we'provide money to the local,
school district or school toinnovate,glere aught to be awilling-
ness tdqqntinue that,-ofiCe you have tried it to see if it works.'
It is too easy Wsay.,-4.on as the money is gone: "The idea

.4.-.

0 is gone. We can't go on Aily longer." But that is not true.
.

els- , A %.

that wayithan just trying to divide up and proVide a small

or-

8.

t.

.0' 12
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Title III is capital designed to give you some riskmoney to try
some better ways of doing things. If you'find it Works, then it

.may be a concept. It ma nd up a$ new curriculum,, or.new organi-
zation that doesn't require any more money. It may require new
kinds of people, new kinds of ways ofiodealing with the learning

_process. That'is.Title III.

And, finally, the assumption is that you need more money for these '

things. There are aTftrelesearch studies that have found little
correlation between per-pupil expenditure and pupil achievement.
Thefe are studies that have been made that slow adirect and

.greater correlation, howevdr, between pupil achievement and socio-
economic.consiitions df the community. We have evidence in Title.
III where you pump million's of'dollars into some of the big city
systems, have no evidence whatsoever that children learn more, more
effectively, dr their behavior has changed in a more positive.
dii-ec5ion. We have other cases where we have put small amounts of\
money, And,!..pvn Isay small, I meen fifteen to twenty thoUsand
dollars,14'erA children come out learning more, their behavior has
changed more positively, and the school system has adopted that and
'continued it because it worked. And that is the spirit of Title III.

A,7y1Well;\whar

do we know about the change process? I t ink we have to
underStand this if we'are"going to make Title LLi work. There are
some initiating mechanisms, some sustaining mechanisMs, and some
performance feedback transmission that you must be willing to

' install inyour system, Let me talk a little bit about this.

That it, we need to have t continuing flow of knowledge into the
. school district from outside. sources. You have to have available

. .\;printed matert , information on mass media, for'instance:
Training piogr that are innovative? in and, of themselves. Inter-

. personal communic tionsA such as studies'like this, T.,here you
Share ideas about Something betterisomething that is Working.
That is initiating, that is generating your interest in newd.deag.
That ie kind of enodtvaging you to start thinking about cha*i.

And then, the second is, it is'a sustaining mechanism, which is the
capability and the willingness of the school system to respOnd ang
act upon such knowledge Once they have it So, I think you must 0
be willing to accept the .notion that new knowledge,isaVaFlable.
Andt at you ought to obtain it and utilize what you have;' once

_ you ha e access qiit.
Vo - 4 "

And then Eiai one is performance feed..Vgic transmission and
that is me ely the clarity andpeastifeability of objectives:. One
of the prob ems is that we don't have measurable objectives in
edUc:t.ion. nd moreover, we haveery poorly stated .goals for
educat.e.,-. A teacher has adiffieLaf,time in statinwebjectives

'Hfor, her ct,- if she does not.knw what the goals of the system

.. 1
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are. There must be goals. There mist be objectives. And they
must be measurable, and that is getting a little bit towards the
.concept of accountability that is being talked about across the
country. If you don't know what the system expects of you as a
teacher ok an administrator, if you don't know that, how can you
'write an objective to try to achieve that? And if you can't -

write measureable objectives, you'just can't evaluate your effec-
tiveness. It is just that simple. So, that is part of the kind of
feedback transmission you must have. You must know whether S not,
the idea of innovation is working or not.. If you do not know
you can't adopt it, or you shouldn't adopt it, because you may be
adopting something that isn't any bettdr.

Well, let me talk,on the last point, about what we know about the
clkange process in terms of stages-in the change process. Now,
this s Title III I.am talking'about. I am not talking adout
then 'of changes. I am talking about Title III, and if you are
thin ing about Title. III, these are the types of things you must go

. through. And I am'hoping that before I get through herer.you will -

le have at'least some notion about this kind-of a structure.

First of all, there must be an.awareness stage. An awareness stage
is'nothing more than the person learns of an innovation or some
alternative to his current practfce, and this comes from some. sort
of mae., media, publications, conferences, articles, and so on.'
This is the first level.. Well, maybe there is a better way of
doing something, and maybe I ought to start thinking about it.

If you don't believe there is a little better way of doing something,
.nothing will:ev4 happen. So, awareness is first. And then yoU
ove to a seddnd staga, which is the interest stage. On'the

in eresr stage, likewise a very important stage, in that it is a

sta e in which the potential adopter seeks out additional and more
tecpn cal information about innovation. Ydu must have technical
inform tion. And )44 say: "Well, I would like to try it, but it
its too rd; it 1.1flitust not worth the effort." know in Education
that is a big proBlrem. ,You go 'through the resear stage, the
.literature, and it is Very difficult. But if you' nt to move, \
you .have go to generate dhis interest an&try to f the techni-
cal Jnformati n on the thing you want to change,and rove. And
that comesjito omd kind of interpretive technical basi

. The U.S. Office o Education is moving very fast. n this a . We
have what we call 'prep kits." These prep kits are nothing re
than digested\documents about the latest research findings in\
several academic areas. 4Tie that to the ERIC document, which i
,a large document about all kinds of funcled projects, and you have
digested information available to you. Oreyou can turn to other
research documents and add to that.

a,
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Now, following that, you move to the next stage-4 The next stage is
orie1where you have to make some kind of an evaluation': "Well, I am
interested, .I have done the research. Now, I have got to make kind
of in-the-head evaluation. Is it worth pursuing or isn't,it?" Well,
if it is, you have to say the evidence points that maybe it would be
worth trying,. Or maybe there is a better way. Some other people
have found a,petter.way of doing this, therefore I think I will try

.

it. So you make an evaluation, sort of in- the - head,, based on the
data you have available to you, and decide whether it is worth try-
ing. Krid that is the lvel of.evaluation I mm talking about. That
has to be done academically, and if you don't have the project at
hand to make the evaluation of the children's performance, that
evaluation has-to be done on an in-the-head sort of basis. And to ,

help you in that'process, you will find all sorts of interpresonal,
communication. You can contact people who may be in the know,, who
know something about ;hat area. Some organization that may have
done lot of work in the area that will help you.

1
Theu you move to the next stage, the fourth,Stage, and that is of
trial. Now that you haves ile technical information .availab '1e to 1

you and makaa preliminary, evaluation, then you say you have to try
it, you have to try it out and gee if it,wetks. And sd, here is
where the-laggards are likely 4o skip this stage. They will not .tty
to pilot It. They will move from the evaluation stage to full-scale
adoptidn.. Ihey,say: "Well, let's move it to the- whole'system immedi-
ately," rather than moving it to a trial state and working out the
,weaknesses and some of the ,faults which you have found; trying it
out in' your own setting; seeing what the problems are in .0ur own
community; and, then after the trial, in which you hava,bUift in
some evaluation or performance objectives andyou have tried it,
then you move to the'last stage: you adopt it systemwide:

Now, those are just five simple Steps that researchers have,said -
change occurs.. And I would like to say that this is the way. Title
III works. And if you will, follow that kind,of format, I think you
will make Title III work.

Ronald Lippett has pointed:out that here are two clear differences
in prograMs of social changes which w are involved in as compared
to physical or biological sciences. We in Education, areimore -

concerned and involvedin.."people changes " Whereas, biological and
exact.,sciendes are involved in "things cha ing." And,.tp:change
things is plot eaaier than to c ange people But that doesn't Mean
that you can't do, -it. I think the e are alway ways of bypassing
people, or even encouraging them to harige. .\ 1-

.
1\.

I think that in medicine and in industy, they basically replace
one thing.for another, the displacement, rocess. Whereas in
Education, when we do change things such team teaching, new -1

curricula, behavioral, performance objective program,and so on,
..,. .
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it requires the change in role perception of people in the system.;
It requireS,a change of aptitude of the people. Arid the behevAor
change must accompany the innovators and the adopters.' Sothose
are soile factors that have to go into its and the project adopter-
must take cognizance afthose things. And the second difference
that Lippett points out ii that most changes are not simple
adoption, simply tried elsewhere, but are adaptations' that'have
been working some place else to yOur,own surroundings; not merely
outright adoption of a curriculum or some other innoyation.
14

Weil, even within "the restraints that are there in this" context, I
think the BIA may be in a hatEer position than many 9f the public'
schools in the United Statts. The last statistics I saw found tbat
there wereahout a quarter of a millionolhdian students in school
and about Irlf of those were enrolled in.BIA schbols. ,An8 the BIA
schools are such as they have some bureaucratic cOntrOl,'like the
U.S. Office of Education, and some OthertOnstreintt'thatare.;:.4.2
different, than the public-schools One of the constraints iS '
that we.have a pluralistic educational system in America. It is a
heterogeneous society. People have different values. And, a
monolithic system, of course, will not serve a1/1 Of the peoples'
needs; The other constraint deals with the non-explicit nature of #

the goal, that I talked about a little bit earlier. When.you do *r

not have clearly stated goals - -I ailltalking about broaclgoals for
pupils, not for the system--there are conflicts of the goals and
it becomes difficult to'identify and clearly advance Education.

You can say that I am going to introduce an innovative program and
project in this system, but if the goal is non-explicit, who knows
whether it makes any difference anyway? So I think, then, you:,
have to start with the identification of goals for children, ,and
then submit measureable opjectives within those goals.

Thwlast is the limited scientqgc tradition of American Education.
Weffon't approach things on thelcientitfic basis. We approach them
more on an "experiehe basis" method: Now, -Title III again,;
encourages many to use the scientifiC methomove away from the
experience-base'towards more the scientific method of encouraging ,

utilization of known research and known evidence and applying it
to the demonstration setting.

Now, let me conclude with just a little notion about some of the
criteria that one would expectin any project that you might want
to submit f6r handicapped children or for any'other project:

The first is,.you must demonstrate the solution to the critical
educational. needs. of the children in the area served. Now, mind

, you, I didn't say that "they must be'designed to meet the needs of
children." I'said, "they Mustbe designed to demonstrate how the

.

children's needs may be more' ffectively met." And that is the
crucial criteria.

16



The seccipd is that the concepts, the Practices, and the techniques
can be.adopted or adapted elsewhere.' There is little sense in
funding'a half-million-dollar projecf-that can'never be adopted or
utilized anyplace else, and when theMoney is'gone, that isthe
end of It, in Title III. So it m_st be.'able to be replicated
somewhere.

And the third is'that the concepts or practices must be recognized
original, unusual, and innovative. Basically, it is trying to say
they ought -to he on the cutting edge :of the proving nit of

.* 'tddeation, not a one-deal shot. '_w'.

One must be economically feasible. Anether is that the evaluation
strategy must be designed to show the improvement in pupil
behavior or outcome. And that requires measureable objectives.
And the. evaluation component must be designed in such a way as.
based on valid reSearfth methodology.' The performance objectives
must be measureable.and)appropriate activity designedto achieve
them.. "Performance-objectives",meaning that:they are stated in
such terms as to show performance,,mo'vemcnt, in one way or another.
And they mustbe evaluated in such a way that the product can be
deterMined.. .

t-
....°

1 ., ...

,And then, therelkust be an awarwhess ol.similar research findings
or similar pr'ograms or having infOrmation from recognized experts,,'

: qualified, staff, appropriate.faciliti'ea, materials,
...-

and equipment.
And then the utilization,of community resources. And finally, ,.

provision for disseminating the.results of these findings in the
area served by the projedt. . \

Y:
,., .

,Participant: What are the prospects of getting Title III funds.

* for the Bureau. of Indian Affairs Schools? It seems to me that this
...

more than anything else, tends to fuzz or confuse the real purposa.
of legislation, you know, the different parts, the fact that you
do have here an inadequate financial base. in Title III, so you Ifo
lean on other parts of the law.

ft

And if Title is really to do what it is intended. to it seems
that that is a very critical part of it

Dr. Warner: Yes, I think' you are. right. The
year alittle less*than,three hundred thous
means possibly six - -maybe five projects
where in that neighborhood. The han
year, about $35,000, that may be on
and the rest in other areas. I do

will have this
dollars. And that

t $50,000 each, some-
capped child component this

project for the Aandicapped,
t think we'are going to get

much more. I think we're going to have-to live with what we
have. I think six projects,..six quality projects, in the BIA
program, may be extremely import,ent in improvingIndian egircation.
Sb, 'even though the amount is small, I still think thet there is
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a sufficient amount of money available to demonstrate six projects
that may.revolutionize educati n in the BIA.

Participant: Well, that's another PO-int that bothers me somewhat.
You,ard using the term "proven" because using ERIC or any other
,data-ga hering center, if you look--start looking at things like
local c ntrol, if you'start looking at things, bilingual, bicul-
tural e ucation, you will find that as far as--it is makinga big
impact,,and as far as proof existing, no, you aren't going to find
that. lt-is an unproven qualitp. It seems to me that these are
some of the things we are trying to do the hardest, is thrown out.

Dr. Wrner: I think you are exactly right. You probably have
less available to` you in Education than other areas of our sodiety.

Participant: We\are. writing the book, in other word's, and havef,
bee for a long eim41,0

.

.

Dr. Warner: The Title III role in-that ,context then is to say to
you, and notice the criteria-I have read to you,'ta1ce what you have
available here-and throw that one on the different Titles--in the
BIA it well may be' that'in this area you may need to spend a little
bit your money in these projects, youknow, that may be necessary,
necessa element, before you get to the diffusion stage, becau'e

,don'on have a lot of base evidence upon which to base your
decisions.

e"-

Like we say, resea h some evidence from other kinds of proven
projects, are tried r recognized experts. And. they may hale some
recognized experts wh, say, I think this is going to work over
here in this setting,' 14ehave tried it- in some other cultural
,elements of our society.. 'And T think it will work just as well,
with the .ndians as it did among-the Japanese or the Blacks or in
Appalachia. And in that instance, I still think you are an the
bandwagon.

Participant: You have some people here from Pins Ridge.and the
centra4 part of South Dakota, and the Wahpeton project, which deals
with special education funded for one year. And the advisory
council of the Title III BIA recommended that it be absorbed into
the regular school bodget. It has beens9 done.. And now it is
being used as a model for other agency satdOs to adopt and incor-:,
porate in their system. So this is an examiale of what Title III

, has done with just one'year of funding. I believe it was fifty
thousand dollars, as I recall.

Dr. Warner: That is an example.

Participant: Is.the.dehionstration aspect-Of Title IIL-have greatest
'._consideration for our population or is it contrasted in the general
public schoOl system?
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Dr. War*: It may well be that. what you learn in the Indian schools
may weWapply just as' Well a similar environment. I was over
in Hawaii, for instance, whe they have Filipinos and Hawaiians
in thatarea, and they have very many curriculums. They are going
to try (o get it adopted statde in Hawaii with Title III.

Participant: ,On the basis of funding, priorities are fixed'
according to need. How do you detetMine the amount of appropriations
to the BIA.

Dr. Warner: Well, 'the statute determines the amount of money. it
is.based upon the number of children aged five to seventeen. For
instance, a hundred and sixty-four mi on dollars based-on the
number of children aged five, to seventeen.

Participant: In your.comments regarding the notion of change, you are
referring to relevance. _I would like ,to know the relevance to the
Navajo culture in our Caseior is it relevant to what the Navajo
parents think of education, or is'it relevant to thq American .

school system? Now, the other question is, give us stages of
_change in Title III. Has this been researched, or 31.5 this relevant

tv to Indian education? Row do you get these five things?

Dr. Warner: Let me answer your TIrst questiOn on relevance. As.
you know, one restraint of American Education is that it is not
centrally controlled like it is in England and in- Russia. The
basic decisions of Education are made at the local level. The
local boards of education, some eighteen thousand of them in the
United States, are basically the controlling elements in deciding-
what:thA goals and the objectives of education are That is
extremely important, because that brings it down to the people
wto have hildren in the schools of that area. And local boardS14'4. j
of eduCation are where the control of eAucation ought to exist.

. I think the United States is saying thatwe need to keep that kind
QS control at.the local level." It had not ought to be centralized
in either thb States--that Stateg making all of the decisions--
and it certainly had ought not to be in Washing n. It ought to be

Ableleft so that you and your children ought to be le to help make.,
the decision as to what is relevant to.your children. So the
relevancy, I think, the question is to you 'and your child In your
own setting, that ought to be part of it. ButIt had ought not to
be totally .left there, because the children may leaye the.localiti. .

whe're you are and move some pla.Ce in a large city, and find himsel£
totally lost. I think there has to be a little bit of mixture;'
1)4 that ought to be still decided by Local boards of education,
knowing full well that some of the children are going to be Living
somewhere else.

c4

The change occurs in, the minds of people.- You don't change tiem
uilmless,thc people change. And these five points merely emphasize.

A
tl
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that to get people to change there are ordinarily fire steps that go
into the change process. It will apply, as much to Indian setting as
to Appalachia or Chicago. People are people., and you must go through

'that kind-of a process.
A

Mr. Horse: We will now have .a brief discussion about Title VI with
representatives from the U.S. Office of Education, Mr..Sam Barone and
Mr. :John Davis. At this, time I,would like to introduce Mr. Sam Barone
from the U.S.'Office of Education.

Mr. Barone: Our Office is directly concerned with helping handicapped
children "become independent and self - sufficient through programs
designed to: (1) increase the number of qualified personnel;
(2) imprbve educational services in preschool and,school programs.
We will be talking about that a little bit more,as we get into Title
VI; (3) stimulate the acquisitIonand use of modern educational
equipment and teaching materialh; and (4) encourage research and
advance educational technology.

Now, what are we talking about? What is thecproblem? Why is all
this necessary? Let''s,take a,look at the problem:. It'is estimated'
that there are at.present six million school-aged hapdicapped children.
It is estimated that there are about one million preschool-aged .

handicapped children: It is also estimated.that only about 2.6
million children receive any special educational services,.only.about
forty percent of these children are receiving. special educational
services. Now, for the year 1971, lat's take a look at how much
money was spent. For fiscal year '71, the agency's administrative
branch.administered or monitored inn federal funds in the amount of
$130,250,000 being spent for handicapped children. And rebghly it is
broken-doWn,into Title VI, which amounted to thirty-four million.
Public Law 89-313, the state-owned and state- operated schools,, amounted
to forty-six million: Title III for the handicapped, nineteen. and a
half million. And then in vocational education, which I understand
that you 'don't get any share of those funds, ten percent in vocational
education amounting to thirty million dollars. So roughly, this is
theprqblem and'this is how it is being taken care of in the field.

Now, one of'the concerns that was expressed was that we provide
definitions for tha.various handicapping conditions. However, it is
the responsibility of each State Educational Agency to come up with
the actual definition. ,The,federal government gives us the broad,
categories here. It is the'vesponsibility of each State Educational.
Agency, and this' is what you will be talking about;- defining your

.

handicapping Conditions and applying them within your.own groups,
and broadly speaking, these are some of the handicapping conditions.
The Mentally retarded, who are they? The hard of'hearing, and the
deaf. The speech impaired. The visually handicapped, and you may
want to break that down between the visually handicapped and the
blind. The seriously 04catiOnally disturbed. What do we mean? Who
are we talking about? ',gild here again, the purpose and the types of
programs we have developed for them.:. (
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The otheOlealth impaired." And a ain, there are okhers; the
learning diAabled. I think that this needs to be dbfined.,Who
are We, talking about When we are talking about the learning ,

disabledt--Wejind that this is today a catch-all phrase,
there is a specific definition for these learning disabled
children.

In order to provide these services, you have the Bureau of
Education for the Handicapped in AheI.I.S.Office,of Education. We
find that the Bureau is broken down into .three' divisions: The
division of research.

Two, the division'of training programs. And-this proyides,suppott .

to higher educational institutions, colleges, and universities, to
prOvide the manpower training, tither teachers or the personnel
in the area of education for handicapped children.

Three, the division.of educational services provides the resources
to:the state and_local agency. ,

Now, in addition to the three major operating divisions, there is
also a Bureau office which prcivides for the coordination, planning,
management, evaluation, and.informatien assistance for the-entire '

overall prograr

Now, let me talk a little bit about the services provided by the
Aid -to- States Branch which either-Supervises or monitors funds

. under these various acts or laws. Public Lana 91-230, the four
programs for -educational services to-handicapped children,

.,think we heard them talk this morning about, Title III, \ But'
Public Law 89-313, that's point two, I kow you don't have anything
Much to do with this/rat the 1:iesent time.' Thdt is state-owned or'
state - operated schools. Money for that is allocated bAsed on the
average daily attendance. So you don't have any fundt.underthat
at the present' time.

Then I want to move along to P.L. 91-230, part "B," and here the
'Bureau of Indian Affairs is Allocated $110,000 for fiscal year
'71. And these are' the monies we are talking about. We hope you
will be able to, after this Conference, be able to get Out and
write pp a project and p rograms for this particular section.-

Now these= projects under' P. L. 91-230, part "B,". the projects
may include basic services in the development of mew programs from
activities going from preschool children including work study
programs, and academi0 programs at the se.condary.or high. school
level. Sorpe of the ervices that may be included are diagnostic
services. You can ao almost anything, provided yo4 relate them
to Child-oriented o jectives. Development of leadership personnel,
curricula, insruct'onal materials, equipment, and, even in-service,
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training of staff, provided that pertains to that specific project.
I understana.you get nofunds Under part "D" of P. L. 91-230, which
is for.the education of teadhers and educalional personnel.

4 ,
And we come down to part three: Vocational" edhcatlon.-;Here,
again, there is a ten percent set -aside for education of handicapped'
children. ,

6

Partlimkpant: Youjkave said that the 'Bureau of Indian Affairs
no funds under the training. What is the background or rationale,
on that?

" 4

. Mr. Barone:' I couldn't answer/ that for ou. ,And.I mentioned it
because We-wadted you to know just what' is being gone in these
other aspects, what is going on. Here, again,.that is something
that we-hope that you will be able to discuss and recognize, and
maybe you will be able to do somdthing about it.

'Participant: But this is done for children who.attend State
schools, isn't that right? I mean, could be.

Mr.,Barone: Under part thre

Participant: Yes, sir.

Mr. Baronet: ThTs is anextra frond that is given tb the States-, yes.

Participant: And anything that-you got under that'program would. '..-
be through a State-Supported educational institution?

. r . b A

So if you have a reservation in State, the re erva-
.

Mr. Barone: So far.

,s

Partici A .

tion doe or does not become eligible?

The State gets runds under part "B," -
Ant here, again, thies raises a-

.

Participant: And you ',do business, whatever that State Department
of Public Instruction, that deals with this; is that correct? We
have no contact with the WIshingtop Office, it is strictly the
States?

Mr. Barone: TAe State does.
R. L. 91-230, and part "D."
question that I Aah't answer.

Mr. Davis: Except for part "B:"..

Participant: Well, this says "aid -to- states," so--

Mr. Davis: Well, ror the purpose Of part 1113," however, the Bureau'
of Indian Affairs is a State fpr all practical purposes. 0
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Mr. Barone`: ,You, as aX Indian tribe would Apply to your State Office.
That is the analogy_for money on the reservations, However, you also
work with the State in trying to get anything that you can, toe.
It/doesn't exclude You necessarily from going to thejocal sdhool.
system. Tf you can go in there, it is fine.

4 . V

Dr. Campanelli: I think the question he asked here is, for example:
Downin Choctaw, Mississippi, could he go tellis State, Department of '

Public Instruction ghere they receive money under part "D," and ask
to be included in that appropriation to the State?

Mr. Davis: Yes: You see, part "D" is a training program and the
'training, generally speaking, is given to colleges and universities.
Ho ever, thereqs a small amount set-aside for each State., And-they
usuy award'summer s. Iplarship et cetera. I know Arizona and
New Mexico, that m- y teachers have participated in these programs, 4c
that have gotten funded through the State Department of Education.

Mr. Barone: I do want to mention the USOE-Njectl/les for the next
,

Lewyears, to give you some idea as to what USOE is 99F.I.c.PAnediaGbut........ .- ..

. Andge hope 'that you' tii11.1Ye-abre- to ntese concerns, also.
.,i,

'BY. 1976, the USQE hopeA that at least sixty percent of all handi-'
capped children are adequately served by'educational agend(ie . We
hope that by 197.3, that we gill have developed programs and models
for early educ4tion of potentially handicapped preschool'-ag

. .

children. We hope:that by 1976, we have developed educational .

modelS- for career training and job opportuni'ties for all handicapped
youths. We hope that by. 1976, that we will have been able to pro-
vide assistance and resources for teachers of handicapped to at least
sixEY,Percent gf all handicapped children being served. We hope that
by 1976 we have increased the number of trained professionals so
that sixty percent'Of the handicapped children hav dequate instruc-
tional and supported seryices: And we hope that.by 1aft976, we will
have been able to change the attitude of educators, professionals,
lay persons, and employers, to an acceptance bf the potentials of
andicapped children and youth. ----,

------

0

Now, these are some of the goals'oi-ydbr Bureau of Education for t e
Handicapped.

Thank You.very much.

Mr.'Davis% I wanttd talk to you on the maximum utilization.of
federal funds and sort of planning concepts and how toteke a little
bitof money and do the whole job.

Dr. Campapelli.Was sayipg that:you had at le* nine or ten t- ousand
Inds n children who wereN4andbcappedand needed services. Welt" ii
you took our. one hundred and ten thousand dollar61-"that would mean'
about eleven.dollars,ap-ieceand that is not going voi do very much
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good, Sou can see we really have limited resources. And what
I would like to talk about, briefly, trying to maximize that.resource.
Not looking at Title VI and Title III, vocational eduCationj what
yodictn squeeze out of Title I and what youCan-squeezefout,of BIA, A

all'_ of these little pots ,pf money, but more-impartantly, are the
handicapped children that stand at the local level'and that aren't
getting services. And basically what we are trying todo 1.6 target-4
ing in on that group and looking, and saying, like Dr. Warner
saying, what' are their needs,throygh a need assessment., And you
can't do it fiom Washington. It's the local people, local tribes
and local school systems who can determine what the needs of the

.

children are.

I would like to make a parallel to,the systems approach. If I can
restate it in the systems language, that there are many Indian
hand) capped children not receiving appropriate Speoial'Educaticin for
their''needs. That's the problem. in "a nuts611. Oir objective is
to increase the number of, children beilig servedliand, then we use

1, different strategies to impietent that gap. If I can make an
analogy to the system, the systems people talkosbout the, systematic
approach, the systems approach. They said,that the moon s4pt--
PresIdent Kennedy set as a national goal to have a than on The moon.
That was the objective. The problem was national security, -

national prestige, the knowledge involved. And so,he arbitrarily
set.this objective of getting a man to the moon. And he setup a
systems appoach of analyzing all of the,variou,s components, that
were necessary, the technology, tolget to the moon. There were
fuels to be devel4ed, there was Cape Kennedy; or Cape Canaveral at
the time, to be developed. The Houston space center. The flight,
supplort system. There were so, many thingg. You know, we didn't
know anything about space medicine; technology, teflon; a41 of the
things that were develdped out of the space age. And to look ae
all of these things together--that is what we have to do'ild the case
of the handicapped. We have a lot of differera,Adds with a lot, of
different types of needs. We have'the handicapped children who might
-have-a wheelchair, so all you have to do, perhaps, is to put ,a ramp
outside the door and they, can partiqipate likelany other child.
Then you have speech and language p'toblems, and youigees good

- j speech clinician in andin six months you might have that lisp or
other speech defect corrected. Those kids are no longer handicapped,
at least as far awe are

--concerned. An then you have the more,
severely handica 1The trainable menta y_retsrded, who are never,
going to it in a regular system. But, through epeCial\
Educat1on, they can be ned and serf-skilled, Self-cencepts.,--the-
learning of a job,. Many of you people go down to the Hacienda down
iR"Old°Town. You notice on the wall s plaquto the restaurant
association there irom the National Association for Retarded
Children; because that man has hired in his kitchen and as bus boys,
retarded kids. Now, some of these kids were destined, perhaps, to
be in institutions. I worked for the Arizona Chldren's-Conyree "--
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. _ .

years go, and I saw a lot of kids there who
..

shouldn't have be"enir,
0

there. But they didn't have any e to teach them.ancctrain them.
Thy d dn't know how to act. nd f you, remember that some of iplese
kids w 11 only be seven or ght years old, mentally,asnlong as
they live--but aren't som sevetotor-eight-yeax-old kids able to go
out do some things, per ai'n things? Can't 'they make a living?
There are certainly 4, of of jobs, skills, at these people can do.
IfSo we have lots of roblems in 'SPeciaj Ed ation,,not only the

--84asgroom delive services, but we have teather'trining, we have
.

.
instructional aterial, whave transportation, ifl of these things
have to, fit #1. and that is. what planning is all about: to show the
relationship of each of these activities and how we can focus them

, in/on the children.
,

/
,

.
.

Som people talk just theoretically about training so many teachers.
So what? If you have all of the teacher training'in the world, and .

ey are not teaching kids; you have wasted your time. So what we
wane to dOis get all of these different systems working together
and targeti in on -the population.

.
. . ,

I would like to say something about Special Education as far as-the
. federal government is concerned. Therd'Must be three things: One, ,

they must be handicapped children as defined by the Corigress. That
is the mentally rAtarded, deaf, hara of hearing, et cetera. Two;
they must havespecial- education services related to those needs.
It is very obvious that the blind need some special things. They
need braille nr they neeethlking voice's. The trainable retarded
need' special curriculUm to learn things. Andthe speech cases need--
speech therapy. Sothose are special curricula, special cours
related to those very special needs of the children, not general
but the special need.: Then, the thirdpoint, you have to have people
trained to deal with those needs, to recognize them-and to know
what to do about them. So, those are the three things to meet '

_
Special Education as far as the-US. Office of. Education is concerned.
It's one, to be handicapped children as-defined by the law; two,
specialized curriculum related to their special needs; three,
specialized personnel.

And then, if it is Title III yokr.have got to have a few more things.
If i is Title I,_then-they have to be.of low income. If it is BIA,
th6y have to be Indians. I would like to talk later in some of the

. groups, about the systemS,approach. Basical , what we want' to do,
k at all of the resources available. Dr. Lobosco was

t. Don't dd something with Title VI unds, or Title I
lse. So, i you look at the

d out what 11 of the- .

ou look at our kids and

is to lo
talking t
funds that ..ou can get'from somebody
who \e S)4eem, you c map it o f

ces are in tW othmunity and then
hat don't we ha e?"

ha what we said this is all about. We are trying to 1

e some of 'these gaps e are trying to get Toil s to

2 .r-
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you. As:*far as the U.S, Office- of Education is concerned; we lieTre
no responsibilities:: for ethicatipg any children, whether he be
Indian, Mexican, l'AnglO,; itik*hateveri. It's only the tribes , you know,
the local. education agenci4S, that do that We qire-ority a resource.
So we are not ..going to come .in and.iell you whet 'to do. I hope
have made myself perfectly' clear where the adMinis"tratidn sits on
that. We are a resource, and only a resource toyou, and want 'to t4k.

offer. all of 'our technical assiStance to yyp whenever.we can be of
service..

C2

.

O

°
"?.I want to emphasize that, we have very little mppox. . And theae

planning activibieS can hopefully have I multigiere!fect...
plant a seed. and it growsi A htindred .and thonsVtd- dealers,
potentially, an..gro*'.in a Jot of different' ways. You can have a

I.

ver successful project'. .Let's lbbkegt California' the last couple
of ears, what they have,... done with Title VI. yhey said they .hait no
State legislation for preschool ki
thd4 put a, lot of their ITible VI m
demonstrated very clearly tci

`Itheseeclasses going., they brough,
. the classroom to see ghat She kids were" doing.. Rere .they .haki the Ato

deaf .and the blind and the mentally retarded kids functioning, end
bringing them up to a higher' level, when they got to' ttle first
'grade, and they could compete with the other kids, \many-, of theM.-
So, the State legislatuf, had whole new Law imp letenting presch,
programs for handicapped children. This is what we needwhat'we
mean by seed money. Somebody in ree or fouf years'

o& elementary
good

1cf: And
rgeted'

s, for. the handicapiped. So, .

ey, into preschoo and t ey 40
gillatureand once tfley d

e fegislators, by hand, ino

9

4

ago,

programs, lig

(secondary, but
when, he gets to sc
in on the pr
Bally need +it

ed o er the .syStelW and th
Ve good -residential

thing is' being ;done

hozl,he hats a. di,
chool handicapped and the
_No one else is doing any

said: '

rams, we have
or the Very young
'antage." ' Sp t e

saict,. "This i

ad
mere we

ing T' those

,\ ,Ar-

demonstrated that you could take all of
th that are heing, demonstrated over in othe
and eMOntEra't' d to the legislature- -and they saw
good s of the roject. And'- so they have 'funded piogr
tlhe.st e now.

J>.. \

he, gp

art

, , 0

c'h and

county,
and the

resea
of th
tic, a

xas w
pr gram
they. got

your tri

S All 'over

on the strategy' for comprehensive SpeciatNEd6cati.
hey. have a whole new State .program. ' By proving so .0thingi
der support. And I. think you can do the. same this itt!

the,. same

bro
es. 4e :same thing Wfth the Bureau of Indian Affairs. And
1144. ,'th the U.S. OffiCe Of 'Education. B'ecause, as you

prove that it can 0"done ith Indian children,Nandicapped Indian ,

children, we car rationali and justify more money going into the!,
.

progr This is the only way we can tal,k,to'Congress, is shot
them that t ese things Awork. 4ou might Acide that they miter
work. That, ould really be 'up,to you. Thank yOu.

26.
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ri Eisenbach: IwOuld Like to start off by,sitnply saying that our
.alission ere.tpday is not one of telling yoh how to do something,
or suggAting.that you should do it. BecauSa we don't know what you ...../

should do. 14e don't have that kind of, iniormatior. But what we

.
would prefer to do is to tell you about sote,of the things that we

\ know about, some .of! the thidgs that have happened, and som of the
experiences we have had, and' hopefully, that You can then t t e
from those and perhaps put togetter----a---p-rogzem that would be 0e fling-

, ful as far as you are concerned.- In other words, relevant tp y u
.an5k-relevant to the children that liveo.in those districts, live on
'those reservations, and attend those SCRools,,and so on.

4
.:

\. v ,

It is not our idea'Ato.terl you that a certain plan is better Shan .

another. \

'CA

So, let me just begin b suggestiKg to you that exceptionality or
handicappinaconditi have absolutely no respect for race, creed,
or color. That the Are exceptional children and handicapped
child4n among, every race in the world. And it just depends, I
suppose, on hoW those various peoples respond to those types of
handicaps. Unfortunately, we don't like to, think about this very
often, but unfor.tmnately handicapped children grow up to be handi-
capped adults. And handicapped adults present problems for communi-
ties, that many people find very alarming and also very difficult
to handle. So, I would like to hairs you think this morning with me
in terms not only of the handicapped Children that are coming into
your Schools, and not only about the.handicapped adults that are wt..
of school. But, I ould like to have you think about those children
that will be born within the next.ponth, few months, or those that
haven't even been co eived yet. Because we have got to think in
terms of preve. vention s well tion in' education and rehabil-
itation.

So I think it is rather importa to Fliokat t 'n a much broader

perspective than in terms of.whet r or not_yOu an proyAdea
special class for a child attending.W,,,boardfng school. On,some
particular reservation.

14 .

Now, let's see if we can't just zero in on this title ns4 I

. "handicapped,children." I do not, mean disadvantaged children,
though there are many haAicapped:children among thOse who are
sometimes referred,tOas disadvantaged." Because. didadlantaged
children oftentiMeatome from poverty-stricken areas where, for
example, the rate ofpreinaturity isthree, four, or five times;aS
high as it isan suburban areas. And I'am not'necessarilytalking
about culturally disadvantaged. I don't like 'the word. I'think it .

is a/misnomer, really. Not very long ago I wad talking with a group
of Black stulents on.oUr campus. I said': "There are a number of

ef you who refer to yourselves as culturally disadvantaged." And

they said: "Yes." And I said: "W011 let meask you a 4uestionv

29
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As Black people, do you have a language?"k They said: "Yes."

-1-said: "Do you have some beliefs and some value- s that are pretty
dear to you?"/ "Yes, yes. We do."

And I. "All of this is meaningful to you; no matter whether
you live in a ghetto or whether you live in a suburban area or
1,01 re?" "Yes, right."

"The
less

you have a culture, don't you?" "Righ
i portant than mine?" "No, nb."

"Then, wh do

maybe some f

don't have.
disadvantages

"Is your culture

you say you are disadvantaged? You are different, and
the things you would like, economica y speaking, you
ut I would suggest to you that you don t have the
that some'peopl would like to say that ou

So, I think it is a matter of being proud of the culture, 'ut how
you hat le thllhandicapping coif itions within a culture is a problem
for that culture..itself. Eitheer you accept them, or.whether you
-deny them, is still a problem within that culture. And can't
determine that myself.

Let's tak a 1.9ok.tor a moment amonglthose that are considered
handica lyed, ar-childr n that are sometimes referred toas mentally

e\1314.try

retarded, or.mentally han capped. Now, again, t fi Ad in talking
with peole 5 the coup , that there are a number of7people
who would like to deny the fact that there are meptally handicapped
children. They'will tell you that, instead bf being mentally handl.-

4
capped, these are children that haVe been. environmentally deprived,
they haven't been stimulated, and on and bn and on. But'let me
suggest tb you tht.when a child is five years old and enters;
school and he findp himself two or three years retwded in many
different areas, pSycho-mator skills, intellectuallTr, you either
need toirecognize the problem that he has, 'or the Child will suffer
endl sly all of the way throUgh the school.

. .
/ d

- Let me suggest that maybe the,reason we want to deny the fact that
. 0 a child is'mentall..yhandicapped is'that it may be a threat to us.,

It'may show a weakness on our part, that we could have Sired a
retarded child. Or 'that we could have'given birth to a retarded
child. Or, maybe'through,no fault of-ourown,sthe child had an
infectious disease as a baby, And becameirjetarded. But ignoring
it will not help it. It won't gaNzway..And mentally retarded the

thchilwill be, from the ',time-the ifiZ14entoccurred,,probably until
his de,ath.

-

Now there are cases where there are children who do perform as
*mentally handicapped youngsters and do change their behavior.and do
learn and do achieve. But yin so many cases, we are talking about

.

. .

r ,
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exceptions, and not the rule.' If adequate diagnosis concerns mentally

. handicapped conditions, I would like to suggest tp you as educators,
as school board people, thatowe have to 'acknowledge this deficit and
do something about it for the child's sake. But mentally handicapped
children are children who achieve -- achieve at two or three grades

below level. Intellictually speaking; they are probably more like
children two or thra040TreaPA younger than themselves. In other
words, -one way. that I have found that mothers oftentimes zero in
on this better than any other way, is that if you'aretalking .
about a six-year-old child who 'is mentally handicapped, and you ask

his mother: "Does Re behave pretty 'much like your other children at
this age?" And she will say:... "No; He can't do many of the things
that theoher children could do. And as a matter of fact, he
behaves like.Robert did when he was about four." Then this becoMes
Teaningful,to people with whom you are talking. They begin to
understand that there is°5nme need for additional help.

Well, let's look at the crippled. A cripple is also another type

of handicapped child. There are the 'cerebral palsy children, who
alake up the largest group within that category called crippled or
orthopedically handicapped. And these are children who; for various

- ,

reasonsf,vou will find will be in hos'pital schools or they will need
special kinds of equipment, bwaces, and so on. And it'is rather
interesting.that the public has accepted the crippled child,much
more rAdily thanthey have the mentally handicapped child.
These are the children you and I oftentimes see and sayl "Isn't

it a shame. And how can I help you ?"
. -

.
.

But the mentally handicapped child doesn't look any different

than any other child. So you say: "He can le.Trn if he really , c

t $. You,know, you are not really Tutting your mind to it's" So,

the crippledthild has some advantages of the fact that the'handicap
'is obvious, and you can see it. Now, there are some children

1

that fall in the health impaired, that are not 5juite so obvious.
And these-are children that have epilepsy, for example. There are

several, abut thyme' is one type. And I would suggest.to you that

!
epilepsy aCro the county is still entirely misunderstood. It is

a condition that is hidden from,people, that we .are very secretive
about it until we are exposed, and yet there are many children who ._.

do have seizures, and do need medicationand-do need aCgeptance.-----

oe
_And these are epileptic children. .

.
t z 'i ,,,------

.

. ,

Others in this group would include rheumatic heart, for example;
children who are bleeders, sometimes referred' to as hemophiliac's,
and children iaho have cardiac prOblems. Now, these are on'y a, few.

.Muscular dystrophy, and so on, are included in this group. And
these youngsters that oftentimes have to. have special equipment and
special-schools in ordeto literlly survive, from,an educational
point /of view. They cant make it in the regviar classrooms. They

need other kinds of services such as an occupatiorl therapist, a
physical therapist, and so on. -t .

a
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And, then we come to a group known as the emotionally d sturbed. And
they, too,`a considered handicapped children. Now, t ere are two
groups in.th one heading that-I would like to haVe you think about:
There is one group'of children that are perhaps disturbed children,
but they are not pathologically involved. -They disturb adults. They
may'disturb teachers, and parents end spool board members, too,
proba14. Tfiey are the kids, that oftentimes push you to the limits.
And it May not-be because of any particular pathology. It may be
bddause they are just normal'for their age. It may mean that they
are having a little fun lace you and Idid, and,now. ik:have forgotten

not very long in cases like, that. But when I
\ think of some of the things we did,When I was growing ups, I could

almost have been classed in this group.. I fact, I think some of my.
principals and superintendents wished that I re. Bu ertheless,
there are those kinds of youngsters Wand we are no talkcing about
those. We are talking about children who, for vario reasons,
have some type of-pathological 5.ondition that needs ,a !

of treatment. A classroom where they can be on a one-to
with a teacher until they can begin to get their own house ordgr.
Where they can begin to find out hOw to relate to\other peop e. 'I4
some cases yoUngsterethat are emotionally disturbed can't si next\
to another child. It is absolutely impossible. As soon as you sit

,theM down by another, he is either kicking him or clawing him or
biting him or something of the-sort. So these are children who ar
badly in need of some kind of help, and oftentimes that help is
rather expensive.

it, Our memories a

One thing that is good about it is that this is the type of handicap
that can be remediated. They do respond to help if They get it at . .

the proper time.

Another-group of handicappe4 children you will find in many cases in
a as where poverty is a\probiem are the visually handicapped, the
dea nd the hard of hearing (eyes endears). And it is,for several
reaSons. Akad I understand that in some cultures, that it is not

ceptable to wear glasses, fot example, I don't know about this.
I kn that among the ,ohildren-that I grew_up with, that we made

, all kin of fun of people that woke glasses. You know, we called
them_"Four yes." But it waS-pretty difficult for a'dhild to get

the to wear glasses even thouth he
c n't see. But if he can't see, he can't learn,:and he can't s.

read, and,h, can't do many other things. So, here(idu have a group
of haddlbeOod children that need our attention and also' need some
kind of aid immediately if they are going to, be able,to make it in
school.

The dea children, in general, the kids that will not learn language
as a norm 'chain of events, without extra help, probably:.couldn't
survive in a gular classroom. They are going to_ eed some other
ki-n(1 ,of help. t there are many hard of hearing children, with the

+
0
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aid. of amplification, for exampie,'that they'can get along, can be
served by regular classroom teachers and need not be Toyed out.
They can do beautifully.

;If

Then, of course, there is another group of p$pple we talk about, and
they are the speech defectives. And these are people who, for, arious
reasons, are not able to master speech patterns, whatever they may
be. They stutter, they have voice problems, they have articulationl
p'oblems, and so on. Nev'erthaless,theirspeech calls attention to

itself. Whether they are speaking in a foreign tongue or'in English,
or whatever the langvagemightvbe. They becoMe obvious to other
people, they call attentfbn to themselves because their_speech is '

so diff rent.

Well, le me suggest that I offer you.some assumptions this morning,
and see ere,they fit.' I don't know how you.think about these. But

I would like to think, with you for a moment:. I:would like to assume
that some handicaps, that we noli.see in schools and various places.

\ may be prevented. And those handicapsmay be prevented in a number

\ of wayk. One of the things that we have notided.acrosathe country.
\,ie'that'among many people who are-in ithe lower social-economic
leyels, a'mother does not receive any medical care up to and including
delivery, in Many cases. ' And all of the kinds of prok,,lems that

occur go unnoticed. And so, some children are born h dicappethat

ehe very beginning.

There are also a number of children who never see a doctor or don't
have access to a- physician until thetime when they. reach school .

and they have their first physical examination. And.those childhood
diseases we used to 'think of as being,rather unimportant have' left
many children deaf, mentally handicapped, and so on. They cannot

..,..be treated as unimportant kinds of conditions. So, children that
have had measles, whooping cough, Mumps, or whatever it might be,

you haveto be quite serious in looking at these childrentbecause
many otthem Are injured for life. So if we could have mediCal care

%-ithrough.the life of the child, pediatric care, it might-makea
difference, might perevent some of these things from happening.

.,

Another thing that is, extremely importa is proper nutrition for

the mother-to 'before the child, is boil' d after the child is

born. And I don't how touch of a problem t 'ie-amongpeople that

you represent here.

Now_leriiie. also stggest1that when you talk about handicapping
,.econdition, I think we have to eddress.ourselves to the criteria.
.that we use in ,determining what those handicapping conditions are.
In other words, where is the cutoff going to be for those 'that are

nsidereA mentally handicapped? And where will you indicate those

hat are gifted, and so on? Where are;you going td draw the lines

of vistiallyimpaired, and -so on? So, the number.could increase or
it



decrease by changing those. criteria. Now, I would like :also to
assume with you that there are other handicaps, some of these cdg

"be prevented, but there are other handicaps that may,. be partially
overcome Or remediated.. In other words, in part. For example, you
can use crutckes. And you can pa glasses on visually impaired
children and they can see.- Or you can use visual aids for some of
the people that are,considered blind and.they can still, operate.
Or you can give medication to the epileptic and you can'control his
convulsions. An you can also put hearing -aid's on spmeAlard.of

'hearing children, hgt all, but on some hard of hearenechildren and
they can hear. And they can profit from regular classroom instruction.

Now, therle are:some parentS that are extremely Concerned about the
-'-welfare of their children. But likewige, I would assume that there'

are some parents that are very ashamed of the fact that they have a
handicapped child. And I 'would suggest to .you that- as educators
and as knowledgealgae peoplige you have to help these people overcome .
some of their feelings of shame and guilt. And help them understand
it wasn't something t depided, 't was something that just happened,

. .

and help. them begin to cop- ith 'his. I would assume that in
general, .school administrators .- willing to respond to the need

,,,of children, and I am sure.in most c= es that I hay'e known abou
school administratOrs respond to the pre res brought to bea by
.parents of handiC4ped children, as do legis ors, If u will look
back to about 1945 to 1950, the legislation for dicag ed children.
began teincream\at\a.very rapid rate. And part of this was dUe
to the very fact that\parenEs.became actively involved in seeking
educational.opgortunities for theirs children. And it is pret y hard
to-deny a parent of a mentally handicapped or blind or deaf child
when they come to you and say: "Look, I need a class for-my c
You say that you believe in education for all children, and this
.child is a child, and I want some education for him, too." And
people do respond. But the parents have to support this; school
boards have to support this. It is important that they do.

I would also assume that S ecial'Z'ducation will prov oppor-
tunities for the handicapp d ndividuals but it on' overcome all
of the handicaps/ You can t sell. Special gduc ion 'th the under-
standithat y u are going to eradicate handicaps. t just isn't
so. No matter how hard we try, the deaf wil remain eaf in most
cases. And ,,matter hot./ hard you try, a b ind per on doesn't regain
his sight. And no matter how hard-you trythat mental--ly handicapped
person who/received his condition as" a r ult of injury or some
infection and sc on, isn't going to bec e-normal, isn't eying to
achieve at a normal rate. So I would assume then, further, that

. as mature people, that we will then -gin to accept these handicapped
.people'for what they are'and not fo what they should be. I hop
that comes through. You can't hope to make that blind person see
again, to be like you, to enjoy the sunsets and so on.- And the sanr

-is.true with other types of handicapped children. Special Education
canit be sold on the basis that it is going to overcome those kinds

3
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of conditions. But what it can do, it can help make life a little
more meaningful for some children when they becoMe adults. And
also can make you a little more prodd,ol would hope.

I would assume that the timing of the intervention, when you do
something about these conditions, is extremely important. I

mentioned prevention, which is enormously important here. But I
also would like to suggest that yon begin to think in terms of young
children. By the time this child!comesinto the schooliat si't years
of age, it may be too late in terms of reading and language. Hehas,
a terrible handicap to overcome. The sooner the better for many of
these. So,,I guess I would like to refer to the speaker yesterday.
Remember the speaker yesterday who talked about the pig and'the
chicken aving a conversation,. -and the chicken was offering a contri-
bution of\ some eggs and the pig we's asked to make a commitment with
a pound of bacon. I would keach.;of you, everyone h4, you have
to make a commitment. And it m. more than a 'pound cif bacon, but
if you don't make a commitment, t oing to be an awful lot
of people that are going to continue to yiTialliow 1 , suffer
indignities, and so on.

d 1'

Well, I mentioned) earlier th.at handicapped children grow up to be'
handicapped adults. Notonly are they. handicapped just simply. Irom
being mentally.handicapped, or visually handicapped, and.so on,
but they also become dependent people, terribly dependent. But more

"than that, gybe you rec.nnizethis, that they are unemployable. Scr,

they have s veral:things going against them. One is that they don't
have the dig ity of being able to hold a job. I think that is
important. N matter how menialia task, they still enjoy holding
a job. And s , it is probably important that we -consider :these

people for tha very reason, to give them some dignity-in/life.
Let's go back ust a moment -- I wanted to show you, foil example,
it shows here w at happens when the family income is down and the
kind of medical. care that people get. See what happens?

a

But let us take a- olo ok at this for just a moment. Talking about
opportunities for children, if they have had less:think eight years
of schooling, they end up with $1451,000 plus for their lifetime for
earnings. If they have had one to three years of high,saheal, they
earn $236,000. And if they can go to college, one to-three'years,

27,000. And if they have a degree, for example,,, they can make
bout a half a million dollars in their lifetime. So, there are

many of these children, handicapped as th6y matey be, I am not talking
about mentally handicapped, I am talking about the deaf, and the
blind and the cripples and so on, the epileptics, bedause of various
reasons, could go on and could be jobholders and could contribute
and also enjoy some of the better things of life.

I
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ould suggest to you that one of the places then where we start.
think we need to, start wititourselves, perhaps. We need to.talk

about handicapping conditicins. I don't know whether you are aware it

of.this 01.Net,.I am sure that you have heard this, do you, know
anybody who has talked about this child: "He is not well? I know
a family who has a child who, isn't well." 9r, "This' family has a

that, has spells." Did you ever hear this? These are the'
nds of-sbings that sort of mystify and sort of keep hidden some

thi s th.0t4e: ought to talk about. One of_the best things that
has h aned,in a long, long time,isthe inauguratian andthe
implemen ation of Parents for Mentally Handicapped Children, and to
find pai nt of a mentally handicapped child willing to take his
child' to a Meeting or downto or out camping and so on. So, among
adults, we need-to become cont/ rsant and to'be able to discuss these
things intelligently and re Ognize them. But perhaps as well, and
as important, as this, we n ed to have children address 'themselves
to these very same discus ionp. For example,.when a child finds
that another child has s izurea, there is a lot of "Fssst, Asst,
pssst," that goes on, nd they almost treat it as though it is
something that you sh Idn't talk, about. Children need to under-
stand and need to be able to alk about theseso that.they can

n to, -velop an attitu, toward people who are less endowed'
some of us. o when we get to this point, tick* child

o doesn' ead or o doesn't hear orocantt walk,, doesn't become
thecloWn of to, classroom, or isn't the scourgeof society. I.

suppose wheiwe do-this, we will come to take the handicapped from
isolation and cease o r discrimination tactics that -we. oftentimes
use; hiding children,,f. 'example. Or, in some cases, putting them

institutions when they

40**
eachers, as well, "rted

w how to cope with those
ssed this morning. They ar

uncomfOrtable with them fox mo
reason. that they are uncomfort
oftentimes these youngsters are
Cannot achieve at the expected

eed not he there.
t

.

1p. Many teachers simply do not
nds of youngsters that I have d4s-
uncomfartablevith thbm. They are
e ways than one, but themajor
ble with tIpse children, is that
a thrTe-atta4ate-acher.lbacause they
evels. In other:words, a child /

Who doesn't do grade- level aftentimesloacemes a liability for
the teacher., And it is'a liability for the teacher because the
administrator imposes certain kinds of restrictions and certain,
kinds of expectations Ch teachers.`. That if a teacher kan't bring

,abont, \
I he-;^

a class up to grade lever then there is something infetio
the teacher. So here, again, educators n ed to recognize
lieve, that there are thesekinds of probl ins./ And that'yqu treTt
them individually -- we have been talking bout individual
ences for thirty years or more. And nowi appears in many cases
we are getting down to the business of Making. indilitdual differences
meaningful. So, let's see what we can do with teachers in the way
of inset-vice training. I 'think that Dr. Wirtz, Dr. Lord, and I are
very embarrassed in, many cases tha' teachers come out of teacher,

P .
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training institutions with absolutely no backgroundin this area,.
With no understanding of handiCapped children. And it is rather

ynfortunate. "

1
So, I. would suggest to you, then, that you can't ignore them.. They

are going to be there. U-you'don't help prevent them, there. are .

going to be Moref them'. And perhVpsi if you acknowledge the fact
hthat there are handicapped youngsters and if you also begin to do

something about it, you will feel stronger, professionally; you
will feel better as a human being for having been a part of making
another individual a little bit more independent. Thank you verily.

much.

Participant: These figures that you have, are they 'national?

Dr. Eisenbach: They are national, yes', aii i they are estimates. YoU

know, if you go out and try to.determine exactly how many children
there are, that is impossible, so it is done.op an estimation,
pretty, much.

j

Participant: Percentagewise, it seems cb,indicate that the South-
west is doing less than the; other parts of the country. Does the
Indian population have any bearing on thie,'being responsible for
'the "f'ess efforts?

JOT. Eisenbach:` Oh, I suppoge. ,But, I would also like to suggest(to
you that Special E cation"and/the recognition of handicapiPed /

children? really b d'in the.Eagt. I think as you, saw tfi. growth,

it moved westwar If,youlook.at,certification patterns, they were
r behind in the Southwest from what they were in

Illinois o Wiseons n. Perhaps pa Prt of is is tied to a rural

phenomenon suggest that rural people are a littlg' more ;

2 accepting of disab ities 4nd-df people being different, maybe, than

.some of,our but!) friends: That youdon't have'to hide yours'
yowlgster if .u'live out in the countiy,,you share with your
neighbors and, o oh." "1----Lived ;'in; the country. knew these'kinds

of people, and doh'tthink'Xhey were partiodialy ashamed of
w. their youngster . Zhey,may have,been indifferent,but they were

not ashamed.

Any other questi
continues

Welt, Dr. Wirtz and br. Lord are going fo

, .,,
,

.
*

1 kr77

Dr. Lord: I am glad to be here,batId I just want to kind of level' r

.-with you and talk
,

to you in the problems in which we are interested
in. I am going on the assumption that you all Love children; I am
lost if you do not. Do you all love. children?, Anyone who doesn't?
Some of you had better leave then. , It' depends upon what time dT day,i

.

and-so forth. ,
. °

O
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We re all entitledjo moments when we.don't like them. We 1

1. e children, but sometimes we don't like them, don't like he,
ay they behave, but we get over that in a hurry, So we 1 love

children, and we want to learn something bout children. And'I
think that ,L can be comfortable with you, in trying to alk about
some of the things we should be doing.

Now, I told my 'secretary that I was going to makethis speech. And
I said, if I made this speech, how are you going to feel? She is
my se9tetary, and a very able person;'how would you feelabout it
if you sat in the audience, and how would I feel if I head my own
speech. That's not a bad idea, just really hearing yourself and
see how you like it. So she made some little cartoons for me here
Well, I thinkl would.feel if I 'ran a school and,had a lat of
problems and a lot of children and so forth, I wouldn't want another
guy coming around and telling me what else to do, what else I should
be doing. .I'dthave a tendency to pull out my hair and thmq_up.my
hands, and turn him off4and so forth. And I've got parents and ©'
I've got children, and I've got BIA officials, .school superintendents,
and committees and anthropologists and so forth, and this stuff, *
running out af:my ear. Just leave-me alone and let me work ,for a
little while.- You may feel that way,'I don't know. That would. be

'a natural feeling, if you dofeel that way. She said she thought
you could feel that way. One the other hand, she said, that1mayba
you would be willing to study thig problem a little bit. 'Maybe
you would be Willing to look at it. Maybe'you would be willing to
see-if by any chance, you have any children that are not being
served properly.-

1 .

.. . ) -0,

/
/

.

I haVe always felt, although I have never b en able to do it,, that '
if I ran a school and was very, very busy as an administrator,

°principal, and so forth, that I would at least try, if I couldn't
haVe speClal programs now, I would at least try to have some active
consideration being 'given in my schoOl49ellow for children with
"special needs. I think thatthe'hi-mplekt-Ttai.ng that you could do
would have what I woul a Aild stUVY.committee, to have that
established,, a jw y. You have a few people, I hdpe, that are
really ac ve and interested in children. You'more than likely
have some people who are more interested than others. see
why you couldnIt formsmaybe a little, active, child study committee.
And I-would state tethe committee, speaking now as a principal,
your job is to see to it that every .child that has a,problem in
this school is. known to us, and thht the school' is trying to.do-as
much as. it can for that chil with our own resources. I would say'
to mYsel I 1)0y, 1:4 __Sp 6-46Efiat Ote water ,pipes don't freeze
have to ake car 1- thefttCaldren Who are truant, and so on, have
to pa ypall of-: e_parente,Aave to entertain 11 of these damned(

tbeiC;e tO;Y_sChool, and so 'forth. I very busy. I

am li'k ly to overlook our own children. It is my responsibility as
a prinCipartO dotheie things here and that .I. am likely to overyoo

YY
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ktheSechildrene jbelfe-Ve that could sleep a little better at
. night -i__ 1 said, -here7is a bommitte\of five teachers or three

..fNt
Iteachers, -hb---aresystematicallyget4ftg the names and p oblems of
all of the child , who are systematically discussing th- e
cases, 'and so f rth. And every ow d then bring Ole,se ca back.

to the staff nd talk a utthem. So there-is no child Wthe school'
.,that has al,roblem that w don't kn wdab t and are not ting to
do.sote,littl

ry

e ,thing, some all thing boUt that child. Now, at

doesp.'t cost a nickel. And 'I think t at ,ins time -you would/uncover.
lots/of problems that needed some attention, and I think you would

/
..also find some to hers thatwould go into some of these problems
with children who need special needs. And your staff meetings
could be very helpful because you are going-to talk abaut-them.._
Thar ics the .cheaper thing that I have to offer Yii"us,

Now,' you have go a IotOf committees going On now, but half of
them, I know, ara-O-ottoo important, at least, the kirids of committees
I used to have. Try to-get__a'-committee that isAireCtly involved
with theohildren that ill seriously look at all, of the children,
and you Will be syrpri ed at what teachers cansee sometimes,' it
the. "roblems the child en in-otter rooms have - -it is very intriguing

. for a teacher, say, in room "A," to go over to a teacher in room "B,". -
and 641k about problemsof her &an children that she didn't see. ,-

There. is a lot-Of good Stimulation there:. So maybe, at least.yoU
might think about getting on the ball and trying to study your.
'problems. ,,

'

Oh,.andfinally, wyen you thought ;you could ado something like this
you can getsome,outside resources of one kind Or another. She its

all loaded,briefcase, and ready to go. And she ia.swebody that
is7going to help you. And I'am going to be talking about these.
outside people, specialists who might help you in just a Moment.

4
Now I don't know if I have an audience that will go afOng on some
assumptions with me or not. But I want to try me,asauMptions on
,you. Okay, all children have some school-related Problems. I

wonder if you believe that. I think my own children were fairly
normal, but I know they had-eome problems. I would-tosist thee-
if'a child knows hoW tore ad..-whefrhe comes to sthool, he has-quite
a problem. He really does. I hate seen,it-'Very difaCult for
tethers of children who knew how to read when they came to school.
The teacher knows how to teach that person to read better than
anybody else, and is had created all kinds of problems. Do.you
agree with that?

.0 -

Now, think, too, that we allagiee'that a teacher must be prepared
,

to handle a wide range of these iiiallmp. Weare asking teachers
. to handle wider ranges thaO ever before. We are throwing-more And
".more of these responsibilities on her. The teacher must handle

-

quite'a wide range of dbilAren.. She must handle marginal children,
. _ .
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and various handicapped_ groups. We ex ct her to handle a very
ide ra e of differences. Sometimes th \differences are too much

fo her. teacher should have some special help in handling the
mode ately -were problems or the problem of learnin adjustment,
and this is w =re the whole field Of Special Education,com s-in.
It is kind of a the tail-end of the children, 'ere the probirli-is

little too much or the teacher; and theiprincip doeSn't have
the resources, and, ere is-nothing quite available take care
of this child in the hool, and the school has to do omething a
little different to take care of this extreme case, mod- ate to
severe. That is moderate to severe, in any One'of the se ral
'dimensions that we have talked about, including the_gifted
too. The gifted child, the very bright child,cannotc,-beNoverlooked.
He, too, needs some kind of special help.'

.Dr. Wirtz: Can I make a comment, Francis? I th what Dt. Lord
has pointed out, is an extremely important thing, It has been
recognized natiorially.th'at through some federal legislationunder
the Education frofessional Development At .(EDPA) they have funded
d,whole series of projects to sensitize and train regular classroom
teachers to be able to work with handicapped kids in the regular
classes.

As Dr. Eisenbach mentioned earlier, most regular class teachers,
much less administrators, have not had any kind of formal training
to work with- handicappedhandicapped kids. Because if you look at the percent

ikpsages, it is toAen percent of our kinds in school who are. going'
to be handicapped, and same of those are always going to be in
regular classes= And we are now trying to plug -into :the:in..service
training programs to assist regular classroom teachers to be able
to be at least sensitize to Ape needs of 'these kiitols, to the handi-
capped child.. I think this is going to make some aignificant
difference. 17-

Dr. Lord: So, I am talking primariy about the last point here,
the child who is a little 'too extreme in difficulty; there are k,little
many problems for t e g lar teacher to handle, those that w'll ---%,,._,

..----
deviate, too severe, lo abiding to be cared fOr totally in tike

regular grade by the regular teacher. ,

.1._ T am-goin tOOAMerate and de§cribe 'tle i ays we have
tried to bring some kind. of service to "these. ferent children.
I will, give you four or five plans here.

. A
'Plan "A", first one I am talking abo is plan "A", a special
resburce rooM.". Now, this plan is-aimed at helping a child to'
succeed in'the regulat classroom, either full.-time or part-time. ,

1It might be part-time in the,regular classroom.

e.
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This plan is devkised td hdlp the chi ren to' have "enough re ources
to do a considerable part of th work the -regular' ,class wh n he
heeds extra help on the. s4e, an needs ecialized help because i
there is a type "B" coming in just 'mome Now a good example

.0. of that is, the braille resource room it w ld be a --s, edia room\with a spedial-4eacher who knows brai e and has all of e by i 1 re
equipment and so Ibrth. Ietwould have braille wr er, tape; a d
all of- this sort of thing. Fully equippe to ,serve children who
are blind: .

Now, there is a. blind child who comes to school in the,morning and
is off the bus' and goe his regular grades; he iv,* reading

bra d thee other chi e reading, pr 'nt .But when he i
needs 'help, he goes 'lock o .the ource room. ate's the responsi-.../., °

bility now, of the resou .ce teache to braille his material, take
his spelling lists arid,put them iate, ,so that he can study..
And, to 'braille his arithmetic, so thache,can go back- "and sit with
the other children and dq ads arithrneli. The teacher'can &dictate'
these spellins words if. he has already had th-em-In---brai 1 le', h_e_. will
write them \raille. and 'the other children will wqt-ite them ins
printing and. he, cantake these braille tits of spel.ling-words back

..c) the resource teacb.er, arid she can correct them. So, you/see,
he works back and forth between the two fclassrc;oms. All of this
highly specialized help in the resource room. This isircibably --the
most helpfult concept that we have, 'of getting service to children.
Because, literally, this is the resource room fyisar the chin,
resource fo the/child, where he

with
,get-a few skil s he needs, and

he can s nd part of his ttime with the r chil ren. This is
.very w ely practiCeld throughout the ,cou , and we are primarily
con ,rued now.with giving spedialized he- p to the .child. The braille

acher, may occ'asi'onally work, with the regualr teacher, cooperating
and disdussing problems and so forth. But my main concern is -to e-

p'lug into that,ha'ntricappe.d:child all o.f e different helps and,
ecial help he needs, special materia,,s and special aids, ko ,t

he can get arong very well d.n..%attending ,the .regular= graded
\

here are variations of that.
4° ,;There is in-creasing inttlest qype' 't", I call 1, . call it

°the more generalized re e room. Remember, type "A ' id, , N7
___._±'was just a braille"- teecher:v She 'was only concerne -dren -/

who did not haye.sight.ikl-re-e "Maki skit as brail , .
ding, That's 'all' she would dd. ow, there is

terest today and youawill vis tomorrow some
rooms right here Wiquer , the general, reso

ave %o 4: children who are slow",
13,

ave some emotional problems, some ohildren
Tears, and-so forth. And agai -; this

r to take a var.i-tr ofschild But -it

with chi
and braillea

very. g,Felat
ehelte resource

Als6r Tile
the teact.:rsacre likely to -work Withidea is mu the same, e,xce

varietY.'of children:
some ildren athittwriay
who ha pedal h h pro

4gets tough en&you ask
X
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. is being. done? You get some rooms that deal with learning
problems and are very often most likely to be remedial reading,--
remedial and leArning.problems, know of several places where

. they have, e gentralresaurce for the physically handicapped
children.: That could be in a high school. There-is a teacher who
knows something about all types of physically handicapped children.
She hasheT OWA roam. there are'eight or.ten physically handicapped
children is the.high.school. These handicapped children can always
.come to her for coaching? Cdme to her for remedial teaching, and
so forth.' And usually these teachers, upually:all,of these teachers
ih.Special Education try to use the clOical approach. They all
have a problem. You begin with a problem, they define the probleh.
Yo6 ,set up some alternatives in trying to sole the problem. You
try out our methods;_And so forth, and you come back and define
your problem., And -I" think_th:e clinicT1 approach to teaching, and
I am talking about a-problem ap"proach to teaching, and this is one
of the fantastic things about Special Etucation,one of the thin
.that sets .t apart from all other fields.' Uve begin with Kohlems,

' we begin with hypotheses, weYbegin with idea's on how to so we they
problem. We are obliged to try several approaches toery to solve
the pipblem. try to take a look at where.we have been,'and we
start all over againwith a new problem -- and so the clinical
Approach is probably the hvdest of all of the programs that we
have. Without this, without the'teacher first being involved, with
the'prOblIF with,his retardation, his blindness, and-so fot.th,.and
'without i structin&her on the approach, the systema4ft. way; we ,

don't have anything to hold together, intact, as the.systethatic7
approach does. .

Now, I think this adaptation -.7- you can have almost any kind of a
resource room, and havee teacher in there with enough skills to
try to help the variety of children. Some places just have a
half -day_ A three-hour resource room; an every
afternoon resource room. You alight have two or three different
teachers who cat take care of it.. One teacher may 1e better at
reading -problems, and the other teacher alight be better.ln,tome-
thing else. Y9u can E'dve it manned almost by.a system of rotating

.,teachers. And you, as administrators, it is a wonderful opportunity
for you to go:in there and work for a codplerof hours a day or so.
And Iearn'abOut these 'problems. Set aside an hour a day and-go in
and work with the children that need help in that resource room:
You-think you are too busy, but this would pay off a great deal.in
terms of ,sharpening your own skills.

.

Now,,there are.manyvveriatiOns of this. I em_just not talking
about one pattap. I think it is up to you to Idok.at your own'
'System and see how many children you-have, what talents do'you
have*on you staff,' what -talents can you get? Can'you hire a teacher
next,year who knows quite a bit' about ,retardation? The next year .

41
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you can hire a teacher who knows quite a bit about learning
disabilities: And could you use, somehow, these teachers on a
part-time basis 4n a type "B" resource` room? There are limitations.
I think nobad can know,all about everything. The services may .

not -be very specialized, but 44_1.ea5s you have to Begin thare,:yod-,-,.
havereo'hope thhVyou-are giving theTcllildren something wort while.

.
.

,
A:1r. W rtz: I think another comment on this, Francis, is that '

you 're beginning to see a trend, I think nationally, rms of
training Special Education teachers. We have had a probl and this
Special Uucati:on for thehanditapped has gotten so speci lined that
0 is driving' us out of our trees. You train one _person for one
kind of retarded and 'another kind-of teacher for anothe kind of
t'arded, and another teacher for cripples and another eaeher for

deaf and one' for hard of hearing and one for Okind and'one for
partially sighted. And we have fragmented this whole thitg to the.
,point where one teacher says:' "I can't work with that child be-

..X cause I have only been trained to work with this child. And when
you put them all together, I can't work with them because I was
trained for something else."

Participant: Many of these things that you have mentioned -- one
was certif .ied teachers. I wondered, really, one of the Bureau
people could answer this -- when are we going to get specially
trained teachers for Special Education in the BIA?

Dr. Lord: The question is, when do we get the Bureau to set a
standard and get specially trained.teachers so that we can get them

'certified by the Bureau, and when can we get same special help?

Dr. Campanelli: Well, I don't,thinkthe problem ii that blatant.
We have, a number of teachers in the BIA that have graduate -:or
undergiaduate degrees in Special Education. I think the problem is
this: That very often these people elect not to serve as Special
Education teachers. They prefer tb serve as regular classroom
teachers. I don't think the administration has the power ta force
these teachers to serve as Special Education teachers. But'I think
it is up to the local school administrator to assigOor maybe the
BIA Area Director of Education--in terms of needs. There is no
limitation placed on who he-can or cannot hir, not that lam aware
of.

s

Participant: Well, let me say assistant teacher?

Dr. Campanelli': Well, in the BIA, we<have about a hundred and four
teachers that have graduate'or undergraduate degrees in the areas.
of Special Education. Now, we have trained some mare in terms of
the kinds of programs that 'these Western Michigan people Orertalkii.ng
about. We started three summers agdand we will continue this

4 summer, where people cad go to get additional help during the summer,-
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and work with students in the regulrSr classroOM Setting.
, - y

/

..,Participant: I have a.question. /mow, ik.n are going to accept.:
11$ the stajidard or .the States, when:1:1°4V .sta?r operating, principgis, .

with the administrptors, with the teachers, with Child care
. . .

certtficates-- .,
.

a

Dr. Lord: The question fs,Then are you spins CO try to haVe some
kind of standards for various types of jobs?

Dr. .6 elli: 'I woL44,ask other people who are here in charge7
.

. .

of Educati in the Area Offices, who have the responsibility for
hiring and t t es-of people the' do hire,"IwOuld ask them to
respond to ad.): .

...,,

, ,,,,

q

Participant:, I would pike co, sespond to your first question, too.
I think you are right in that traditionally these people have come
into the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and into Special Education, with
these kinds o qualifications. But they haven't ne ssarily beep,'
recruitedeson th t basis. They come in and then we tart a push in
Special Education'and say: "Who among the staff h sthis kind of

and this kind of interest and so on.". And they have been
utilized dike thee: Hopefully, as br. Campanelli said yesterday,
nd as it was. so well expressed here today in terns of needs, that

t s is an/piea we would be able to move into. In terms Of a number
of ings, starting with.resource rooms. And of course, you are
aware /the efforts we have had on Navajo, and I think this is
prett g erally reflected in the BIA.

-
NpW, on this 'matter of qualification, that a principal coming in,
/ think the impetus has been, and I think there is a shift in
American Education to where this master's degree; although it is
desirable, sometimes something else might take precedence over it
.in the terms of the ability of a person to relate to a teaching.'
staff and to a community. And hopefully, whateverAneans we use,.
be it a master's degree or just a bacheloic's degree with these
qualifications, we will never get away from that in terms of place-
ment of principals. But I certainly see your point in terms of more
and more of our youngSters do go into a public school at some time.
And this is part of the criteria'they use for judging schools that
these youngsters came from. And I Certainly recognize that..

Participant: Isn't one of the important things to begin with, this
background of-experience of someone who is interested in individu-
alizing the instruction within a classroom? -That's important ars a
background. You can hire someone with all kinds of degrees, but
unless they have this concept, they might not be' very successful
with a degree alon . Many times, the teachers. we have hired'in,
some of these expe iences, 'they have encountered in the Bureau, is'
that they might go n and take some training and know the kind of

44
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background the youngsters for which they are taking this training
-- and it seems to me that this might be more successful than to"

bring out a lot df specialists who are ignorant of the BIA's pro-
blems and,. thelgro810ms.chtqdren have. I maybe virong7a6out thi§.
And I 'would agree that certainly. the administration has to be
interested in pushing this "sort of thing. I know we do not come
by it., Parents have to join; the Indian people have to do_this as
well as -- it's a team approach. It's not a one-way street.

Dr. Wirtz: I think there are at least three elements that have to
be involv ih this sort of thing. I haVe worked all across the
Unt tates, you know, and I had a principal who wouldn't letme
try some of these things that I know how to do. Well, what am I-
going to do? You have two options: Either you do what he says,
or you go find.yourself some place else to work. And that doesn't
solve the local dituation. That is where other people come in.
I 'think you have to have a teacher who is willing and has some
knowledge of what skills to use or what techniques to uSe. You.
have to have' a ,principal ox a superintendent who is supportive of
these kinds of things. And you also have to have a group of
parents who might not%have to bug tohavt it happen, but at least
support it if it is happening. And unless you.bave got all three'
of those elementg, you really don't have a comprehensive package.
You can get knotkeedown at any one of these Bevels. And think
one of the reasons that we'were interested in this kind of :a con-
ference is to,be of assistance to the adMinistDators. We-have an
administrative training program. They.are not having their peOple
training to be superintendents and principals, getting involved in
some ofthese aspects of prescriptive teaching, this kind of educa-
tional leadership. They are more concerned with'budgets,- hiring
practiCes,,-with the school board relations, Public relatiOns,,and
these are -important. But we'are still talking about ten percent
of t t school population with these kinds of problems. So there, .
'ha to be someintqrest and some knowiledge of this on the part-of

e administratorS4-

/ 'Participant: You know, another point that keeps coming through to
me here has to do with a total teaching staff. And -lika you were
saying, in the absence of them coming out of the colleges and

. /
/ Universities with this.kind'of sensitivity, then ,if we are Tealfy.

/ going to evenostart on this job, we have to have people that are
sensitive and do recognize these kinds of things as well as the
other ones that arepore specialized, hopefully in a general way.

Dr: Wirtz: This goes right back to one of the things I was
saying earlier: It' isewfully easy to'let Special Education
develop and itAind of leads an,independent'life; and goes on by
itself. Without being looked at as apart Of the whole, range of .

.educational activities, which the principal or the superintendent
or the Area Office is, responsible for. And it is so easy for the .
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Special Education teacher to.get out there and be completely'
isolated and for them to Say; non't ask me about that; I don't
know anything about that, now, you are on your own." I taught in
a situation-like this, when I'was a classroom teacher. And it is
sheer-torture, believe me, bdbause you have got nobody that you
can even ask a question of, much,less have any.intereat about. So,,

it has got to'be considered a part of the overall'educational
package. And that is all' we'are talking about. Ther is

magic about Special Education. It is i4t,.as br. Lord said it,
you start with the child's problems rather than wit,h. the subject
area. Most teachers look at tjhe subject and consider.the child.
Special-Earcationds reversed. You look at the child and the dis-
ability and you fit the subjects around the" child's disabilities, 1

and that really is the only difference between Special Education
and general education, except for the physical facilities and some
of these kinds of things. But the teaching approach; I think. is
really important for all of Education.

Participant: I think, speaking for schookadialnistrators, I can
hit a little bit more to the point of the problem/that we are
facing. We have probably about twenty-five teachers, who come
into our system in Eastern Navajo. And some of these teachers are
qualified in Special Educgion. But the problem is that we have a'
thirty-to-one ratio, putfIng one teacher to thirty students. Now,
unless we go through ESEA, Title programs, ta secure'a teacha.,
which is difficult, to do, to.come out to the reservation for one
year, employment is very difficult" "to,find.Special Education ik

persons to come out to the reservations. So the only program that
we can administer or set up in oueprogram, is when wwbootleg.
And when we bootleg, this means thirty-five to forty students to
one teacher.

Dr. Wirtz: I would say that this is essentially a policy problem
within BIA. If Special Education is going to be important, then,,
we have got to have some classes with a one-to-Six ratio, or one-
to-eight, whatever As necessary.

Participant: I don't. think that I agree with, you in this sense:
You have two dimensions, and itis?like this: What do you do until

/
you get it into a way it should be in? As an illustration, the
last three years, we have had the folks from Northern 'Colorado
University coming down in'terms of sensitizing of all teacher6.7
One time it caused a little bit of a problem for the other young-
st rs. But you do what you can until you get the situation the
w y it-should be. You recruit from your staff, and you specialize
rom your staff and,so"on until you can get a lower ratio. But,

'this is the problem of American Education. You just make the best
dent that you can.
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Dr. Wirtz: yes. 'It is not confined to BIA, believe me. I am,,

hoping that by this. afternoon I am':-goidg to have a systematically
developed plan from the most simple kinds of things to the most
compleX -- and you know, you Can plug into,ome level of this and '
hopefully we can show the stages of development fromthe most .

simple kind of a plan serving kids, to a most complex kind of a.
plan. And hopefully by the time you leate here, everyone can have

' some idga of where they might fit on this from the most complex and
sophisticated in the' plan -- and have some idea as the 'steps that
they might have to take to develop that kind of a plan.

Dr.:Lord: We have sight on this problem and we know how important
it is. And I am goidrto charge all thee of yoU herewith ithe
responsibil y to see that it doesn't die, so that we can get to
the bottomr6f it.

I was very i ressed with your responsiveness and your seriousness
of the problems we are talking.about. I came with the feeling that
we were going to give each other ideas and suggestions and we,were
going to find out a little bit about where the money is or isn't,
and so forth. You can start on a little program of trying to
change'the attitude of teachers. Help your teachers with their
attitude towards the problem and so dn.

However, we want you to think largely of yourself: Where are you
in your own attitude and convictions, and what you might do? .

Now, I talked about the resource room earlier. 'We are going down
a little different concept than that, the itinerant teacher serv-
ing children. The itinerant teacher is a traveling teacher,'always
takes her service to the child. By and large, the itinerant teacher
works with children,'one Child or several children. The pervices in
this case is taken by a specialist t'e the child.

Now, that is a little different from, the resource room, where the
teacher "stays put. The itinerant teacher moves around and delivers
her services. The important thing is that she brings some special
skills to the child and primarily works with the child, and maybe
incidentally with the teacher. This, of odurse, is best illustra-
ted by out speech therapy program and s forth. If I asked you "

what the most common kind of service s in Special Education, you
would probably say Special Educatio classes. That's not true.
There are more thildren.getting Special Education in this country,
through an itinerant program,/than all of. the other programs put
together.

Now, here, you Can get a variety of services by the itinerant
teacher. It begins with a problem and works from a problem. I

can put this in humble' language by repeating a conversation of a
student teacher in college, a college girl, who said to me recently

4. 9
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said, "Have you had your student teaching?"- And she said,
"Yes, I taught regular children and I taught special children."
Ybu know the question I wanted to ask her, to reinforce my posi-
tion, so I asked her which she liked better, and she said -- she
was very perceptive -- she said, "Well, I think I like the special."

And I asked her why, and she said; " looked like the special
teacher had better excuses for what the was doing." That's her
own ,language. And' think we'probably do have better excuses for
what weire doing. I think we can stand up and defend it quicker,
Sometimes, than the elementary teachers. But we are interested in
problems, diagnosing the problems, locating the problems, provid-
ing the medium of therapeutic programs and very often providing
some kind of help.for the teacher and the parent to follow. This
is what the\itinerant teachers do.

The hig,gGestion is, what kind of an itinerant teacher do you want.
'What ind of skillS does she have? Unfortunately, itinerant
teachers don't come in styles and models. You don't do anything
but 'teach, as some of the others; 'some of the others won't even
,talk about MR and so forth.

I guess I-would hire somebody, maybe, who,is more interested in
learning disabilities. They aren't as hard to engage as some of
the others. ,They are interested l!rt learning problems and are kind
of a new group'of specialists and they hardly knowwhere to begin
and where to leave Off, but I might get sagte 66 Them -- so the
itinerant does offer a lot of flexibility.' Again, I am giving you
some plans that are not too difficult to put into operation, if
you have some financial resources, and I am sure you do. The
teacher consultant isn't t o much different from the itinerant. I
get kindof scared away fr m the word "consultant". 'Somebody said,
with our money in the United States, we have a group of consultants,
and they went into Africa, a college professor, an engineer, doc-
tors, general consultants and so forth. And these consultants
finally ended up working in an area where there were headhunters.
And the headhunters began to classify the doctors' brains, the
teachers' brains, the businessmens' brains, and the consultants'
brains. And then they would sell these. The doctors brains were
five dollars an ounce; the teachers' brains ten dollars an ounce;

\,but the consultants' brains' were five hundred dollars an ounce.
Why five hundred dollars an ounce? They said, "Because it takes,
so damn many of them to get an ounce of brains."

So, I don't like to use the word. The itinerant teacher is a, con-
sult,ant to the child Now, get the difference: The itinerant
teacher is a consultant to the child. The consultant, on the
other hand, is a consultant to the teacher. He tries to help the
regular teacher with a ,variety of problems, by working with thi------
teacher. Gives the teacherhelp immaterial and resources, and
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so on. Now, the aim,.of course, is to help the teacher so that
-he can do a better job with the child. I have'all kirids of reser-
vations about this. Because.some teachers are very busy and "someet
teachers kind of resent the fact of having someme'come in and
telling them what to do. And what they want is a little time, you
know, you do it yourdelf: I've got more thah I cA do the way
things are going how. Bilt that.is the intent of the consultant.

But remember, the consultant is primarily a Consultant tothe
teacher. NOW, they sometimes come in special Models, they are
called MR, and some of them are called this an4 that and so forth..
I think we are going to work more on the idea ofseneralizing. The
person who knows a lot' about"several kinds of children is going to
be the consultant. The people in. MR know a lot about the handicaps
of other kinds of children, too, and we have built.the specialist
all Out of proportion, his'real skills. For example, motivation.
I don't know what motivates t e handicapped and the 'retarded child.
I don't know that I motivate ou any differently than I do children.
The principles are the motivation, and someone can ask me a question
and I can reinforce them. The children respond to almost the same
kind of motivation. I don't know whether they actually learn any
differently, that there are any differences, in learning. So I
suspect we are going to come more and more to trailing generally
and help 'peach a variety of teachers, and that is the kind of
person, probably, you woUld. employ: one who is probably trained in
learning disabilities.and retardation, with a little knowledge of
each.' That would take care. of most of our children, wouldn't it?

Of course, you have .to have them coming in at the State level,
regional level, and local levels. Now, I haven't said anything
about special classes. I didn't because I thought you knew a lot
about sPecial_classes,'and that is another kind of an approach.
Now,111 don't think I will say anything about it, because that co ept,
is not far removed front your own experiences. But you want to .

remember that even spedial classes come'in different dimensio
$
There are full-time special classes, held full-time, held p t-

time, come in two afternoons a week,, and there are great v: iations
in special cusses. I really think"that the special cla is the
least inve ive stay to handle your problems. These of -rs are more
resourcef and more helpful for more children, than ust a special
class.

But let me give you just one example on a modi cation of a special
clAs. A cluster of children. If you have, .r example, a few
retarded children, and put them all in the e grade room. They
can be a supplement to the classroom and 7u have sort of a modi-
fication of the special class, and you might end up taking special
classes. Now, California does this with gifted'children. Instead
of keeping t e gifted children in special classes all day, there
are a variety of ways you can do it, a very simple way is to have
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one teacheritnstrujt ,several oe,them,.cluster them..:./ Have the f .
.0 ..

teacher with the resources and material and get with. ehem : And
instead of having two or three each, each eache heap*, you
see. Thechildren.stimulate.each'ather. they needn't be all on 1

the -same grade level. DIfferentgraae levels; Bright chtldren,' 1

you knbw, get along. very well de different grade levels and age
.

...levels. So, there are all kIndi.of modificatigns for special
classes. ';Everything from'full-time, part-time, clustering so . ..2"

on and so' forth. And there are all kinds of pes.sibibities for you'. .
17

You look at your own situation and yob. decide which kind you might f
0.

want to use. 4 .
, -. et .

/ ..*'

Well, I have kind"of finished my first round of iaeas, and I come 2
. (

back to you again,:sy:stematically, and I will talk about adminis-
trativq plans for. delivering these service into schOols 'and

regions. Again, don't, try. to do too'muchoit &lee, try to.do a
simple package, look'at.che thing yourself, believe in it yourself,
and let this thing evolve into'a genuine service. But I think yoU -
should feel perhaps not guilty that you don't have these services
for these children. ,But I think you must inyc5lve these children.
But I think you must ihvoive these children, since4they are going
to be in your schools. you cahnot ignoretheM. And some of the
things that I have talked about are ways and means 4o see that at
least these children get a fair break within your school. . '

r ,..

Dr. Wirtz: Ore of thefthings that hasbothered me for a long time
is this whole business of how kids get into a program.

2_,JObviously, you have got to have some testing, because cnis is a
helpful tool to find out what gaps there are in the inAividual's'
learning ability, or what he has learned up to this point. That

is a piece of it? Ahother_piede of it, and its something that
was alluded to earlier today, is the whokeThedical side of this .

thing: Is there something which is medically correCtable, vision,
heating, all of the other things.

.
.

,..
.

I have seen kids referred as hearing handicapped, for example, an
,havea doctor look at them and find out that a bean, or a hunk of ',-

crayon in the ear, or a'big hunk of wax in those ears, is/what iS
-keeping him from hearing. They get that out and the klyd's hearing

is back to normal again. So you have to have a medical evaluatipn.
This is absolutely critical for many of the kids. . You have to
have an educational evaluation. I think that somebody with an
educationall beckgro4nd, aside from a psycholhist, who is a
testing type, to look at what gaps are there in his learning skillst
I meafi, if he has got problems in reading, for example, is it
because the teacher is using phonics approach and the kid needs
the visual approach? And there are a variety of approadhes. Is

it that he can't master the basic fundamentals of doing arithmetic?
Or...,is it that he Can't do the word problems? Alrof these kinds

-
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of'thinss haVe to be etluated and au literally plot charts where
he is and the educational type of 411. On top of that, you need
what we would call a social history or soda]. evalOatian.
we have toknow something about his. relationship with his fellow
students. We've got to know something about his relationship with
his sisters and.prothers, with hia'parents... All of these things
are Important in making an educational plan. And when you are all
through, here VS what you are saying: Okay, here is what we have
got, and turn it overdo somebody to do with it.

a

group that makes*the evaluation should write what I call an
educational pfescription. Something Witch can be given to the
teacher and say. "Here 'are some things that you can try. We know..
at this point you can try this until he gets to this point." And
it is much like a physician. The physician says: "I think I am,
going to try you on this and I think you ought to do this." And
he writes a prescription for you, Any Tood teacher does this, if
she is watdbing children. She knows the next step 1.64.his, and the
next step is this. But we don't do it necessarily systematically.
And this is wbat the diagnosis ought to.be.*

I think the classroom teachers ought to be involved in this.s If

Special Education teachers are avtilable, they should be involved'
in the thing. I don't think it hurts the principals, even your
superintendent, to sit in on these, JUst to find out what the
educational problems area It has other values.' If you do enough
of evaluations, and you make recommendations, and then place
children in programs which are available, but you have a lot of
placements that are marginal placements, it really is not exactly
what we ought to have, but it is the best that we have got for the
moment. Or you shay, let's put him in on a trial basis, to see if
this is the righ place for, him. And 'come back and reevaluate.

him. If you look at, enough of these, you begin to sit on the mar-
ginal placements; you say that this is the only place that we have
got. And you go back then, say a year later, or two years later,

-whowdidal.1-,0of..these work out? And you find if it didn't wort
you look at the characteristics of all of these children. And
then you say, well, maybe this is a new program'that we ought to
have. And I have seen some very creative programs come out of
'looking at why .the kids didn't fit in 'the package.

0
You sea, our problem is our curriculum. We `say, here, is the program.
The kid has got to fit into one of these slots that we have developed
from our administrative wisdom, whatever that is, rather than saying:
"Here are some children with some problems; how can we structure the
program 'around the problems of these children? That always has to
be the starting point, from my point of view; you start witthe
problems of the kids.

Dr. Lord: Talking about the diagnosis, there are a couple of thing's
I think ,you can do. Again, it is quite simple. Don't leave it
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entirely in the-hands of one person. I think t at the diagnosis .
should'go Cto as many as two or three teacrst or-any kind of a
serious, problem.' SOmebody in that group to have an idea. And
olet the group decide what is to be done with the child. We call
this "admissions committee" ox "screening committee". It is
fantastic sometimes how they can sed the child on one side and ar'
elementary teacher can see the child a different way. I wouldn't
call in a special diagnostic psychologist, Iiwouldn't trus.d him,
but if you:did I would let him know that fatis'ideas.have to be

.

weighed by somebody else. And'you had better look them over.. You
might not be able to do it with all children, but if there is any
doubt at all, get the collective ;judgment of several. Just the.
same, it assures a more sensible placement and also it is very
stimulating and help ful as a teacher, to go through thie'aerViCe
several times. 'It has same kind of leveling influence.

Dr. Wirtz: I, think of a little gicrl I saw where we had all of
.these elements. We had psychologists, we had social workers, we
had educators, we had.pediatriciansopsychiatrists,,,orthopedistS.
Now granted, this was'a very' heavily populated suburban area, -so
that we could do all of these things. But with all of-that, 'I am

othinking of one little girl that we brought in our evaluation
clinic. We tested and made recommendations for the placement, and
everybody agreed that this was a perfect,placement for her. And
she was sent out to the school. And aftex the first morning, I

*got a call from the teacher. She said that all hell had broken
.loose in her classroom, that we had to, take that girl,out. And
theta was.nothingbin the diagnosis to indicate this, and where did
we go wrong? We goofed somewhere. , n

, .

So, we brought her back to the clinic a sec.bnd time, I put her in
a situatioti Where she had to relate with about a dozen people4' and
she couldn't cope with a dozen people at one time. When 'Ou.would
get her with all of these people She was literally a wall climber'.
She just exploded. And:Jibe result was, we had to find a,different
placement for her. Now, that'doesn't'always happen that way, far=
tunately. But even with'this kind of a sophistiCated staff, ydtt
still make mistakes. And I Like to use the idea of child place-
Ments. One of the real dangerswe have in Special Education is to
go :through this. kind of an evaluation, and place a child, and.for-t
get abort him. -,Aid that is damaging to the child, because children
do change. And.I know there ought to be a 'reevaluation at least, I
think, at least every two years, because children do change. There

, are factors-that enter into the school life that will.Change their
functioning.

Participant: How would you assess the significance of what some
call the lexceptatilt syndrome " .in relatibn to what you are saying,
and how the thins. works?
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Dr. Wirtz: Well, there is an; interesting reseasch-study on this,
and I will use ft as an illustration. They tea a class of
children ,and they. told the teacher that half of the kids *ere
reallY going to goi.andthey told the.Nkeacher of the other half
that they really didn't have much. Well, what they didn't tell
the teacher,.is that the good kids were put in the grollp that they.
-said weren't going to go very far, and the'pOor kids were putln
the other group. And what happened? The teacher worked with the
poor kids, and they did take off. And the group she hed Poor
expectatioril for, didn't produce in spite of the fact that they
had more potential than the group that was producing. So; here
again,-it's what the teacher is expecting from the child. Too
often, if We label the child "mentally retarded", we expect
etarded behavior and retarded educational attainments. But, if
e can, somehow keep that carrot in.front of the teacher's nose and
in front of the child's nose, there are things that kids can do.
You know,'-you keep pushing them to the limit all of the time,
ithout breaking them down. But it is awfully easy just to say;

"Well, he isn,:vt going to function."

I''1\ had a teacher that took,a class from me and went into Washington.
as a one-year substitute in a primary class for the mentally

. retarded. These were'young kidd, (six, seven,'eight years old) who
were functioning at some low level. And these kids had been. there,
Some of them,one or two years, at least. And this teacher went in
with the idea that she was going to press those children as hard as
she choUld to make some educational attainment.. The result was she
got-praCtiCally all of them reading. Some were reading, after the
64e year, at the third grade level, and some even pushing the
fdurth grade level. They hadn't done this before. Now,. at the

a end of the year, of course, this one-year substitute went out of
the picture, and the regular special class teacher- -and I even hate
to. use that here, because she was so bad--she came back in and 6:
looked at all of the books in her classroom,'"nd she said, "iake
them out of here, these kids Can't read. )%6ey are.retarded."

the result was; right down the drain, this whole group of kids
went. And this is happening countless times primarily with the
Black population, and they got sic,ilt and tired of-it. And they
brought a court suit, and they did away with the'basic track system.

Now, to.a certain extent, they threw out the baby withthe basket,
because in that population there'were some kids who truly were
retarded, and needed some special help. But because of us, (I amli
talking about professionals now, who should know better) we really\
destroyed, literally, the lives of a lot of kids. And this is
happening. Thesame.thing is happening in. Detroit. It is happening.
in St. Louis.' And it is Happening in Chicago. And there isa real
attack on this whole conceRt of classes for the educable mentally
retarded because we have put too many kli4s in there, 'and have ,jus
let them sit and stew for the longest time'untii they get through.

.
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Participant: °I am a social worker, and ,I am on the committee that
Makes the 'selection of the youngsters that come to the school. Now,
the residential off7reservatipn schools are neediAg to come to gri
with the.very difficult problek--the criteria fOr eligibility to
come to,the'schoodi in the social realm. Thesocial referrals are,
by definition, to have exhausted resourdes available to them in
their home communities. Therefore, there\is built knto'this
expectation,\the possibility that these youngster' have gone beyond
the vale of,what professional service can prbvide.'i

I think in the BIA we have a unique0problem. For i stance, in our
setting, this is-getting;up to thirty -five. percent the population
of eight hundred and twenty kids.. This is beyond the" proportion:'
..that we referred to,"and-it presents a difficult categy.' for a
teacher with a ratio of one to twenty-five of thirty, When you have
ayoUngster that,demonstrates his behavioxal trouble and as relates
to his learning.deficits. It is complex, but it is a yery real
problem and I think that it 4s:going to increase rather thar.
decrease. That's my assumption. If it does, then I think this
group ought to address.themselves to:it sometime.

.

'Dr. Lord: If'''. read your comments correctly, you are saying.that
,they are not eligibl unless they have other problems.

Participant: The cri erie for eligibility includes-- V 1, 1.p it's
VerTjuspfieble, maybe that is what ought-to belaoleed.a pexhegs,:
it's best to select some children that have ...pome similar roblems..
I am not sure that hays, been too Successful in bringing AA of
these' services, need , together. Basthiso,problem been `up for
,reviey by the BIA.rls there a real,defenae for it? _lb this the
best way to serve the school', or are there other alternatiVes?

;

,

Participant: What ,we afe tryingto do is provide special
,

facilitids
to educate the child in the commun

-a,

Participant:; Having exhausted these ossibilities, the youngster
then has a possibility of reference to the off-rese ation school;

Dr. Wirtz: I would like to comment to that, up to a point.
of:course, my concept of a complete Special Educ tion progra
ranges from having options available. You can' always mount this
sebpe of a program,,but it ranges' from reside ial faCIlities to
special class,to resource room, to an itinerant, to a regular class
placement. And really, unless you have these kinds,of options
available for placing.children witproblems, you don't have a
complete Special Education program,. You have an incomplete
program, and it maybe that at any one moment, like six months qr
a year or.maybe even two years, the child might prOfit and might
need this kind of arfacility. But you try to work them 4pok out
of the segregated typc of facility back into the communitY.

Ar-
a
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Now, I liken this to\th psychiatrist 'whaiior s with the odisturhed L'"---

individual. /You don't change a disturbance by eeping an indiyidual. .
in the environment' that created the distuAance n tlite. first place.

2
You remove him and give him some defenses some s 'lls some

,,

abilkty_7. work with other people; and th n ydd_gra 4,1y introduce
them back i th broader sociAty. ,I don't necessaritj( see that
ittivcomplet ha 'But the object ought to be that is not
dead nO. You" h ve of to take it 4opefialy, In terms ofs?lace-
vent a d try;to mo him-back out agNtri. At least, give the
'youngst r the option or the parents the option.

.
iv

Partici nt: The function of. the BIA boarding school is what VI am
saying, s in the thrust (it'needs to be if it is not) tn.recagnition
of problems "that. we are being asked to. addre'ss'ourselves to.. We

ko

need a higher consideration t the Area Office level, and'I am41.4
lad you people are here as onsultants-=it needs to be .looked at'
nom aNyery pra atic, fina lel standpoint;Ithe kind of services.

4;1 k
tht- ariedAeeded to meet the needs, of a group of.youngsters that'ate
no going to 1:ie vet elsewh e ad this time.

Dr. Wirtz: Anyone,have a reaction tothat?

Panaicipant: I would just like to support what he is.saying.%'think what heisSaying is that oUr,schools,- aur off-reserVation;
' boarding schoola,'are becoming far.more..ispeC!al than ordinary,

pghlic schools,, because we are getting children. filr.whomithe Rublic_

wehools have sort of .given up.

:,
-,..,0:6.Dr.:Wirtz:-'4.t ghis a gradual shift in emphasis?4

i,A.
7:7, ''' i'e. ,er

Participant: Yes. g 4-1. -00r ..\ A

. .

Dr-. Wirtz: That poses a real tough problem for you, because at that,
point you' have to think, IT terms of what kind of a progra1u you. °'

. t.

offering students at the boarding Schobis.' .

0

4 A

. Lord: Wal, do you have the increased resources, now; tetake
care of this'different'population? Or have yclr resources stayed
stable and your child population changed?

Participant: My impression
fixed on daily attendance:
which would be desirable in
base.

r,R0

is that oir finances are based ans1J
AndWhenever4you reduce the populatibn,
this situation, you,reduce'the funding

'

Dr. Wirtz: Can I'ju'St show something here? We were talking about -
this at ehe break.' Now, I don:t know how the BIA fixes the amount
of laquey that gets to this school.., I am assthning that you have got \
so many kids, qiil"you have gat so much per child, and that is how
you arrive 'e "1a budget figure, which presnts a real budget figure. /

/0.
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t. ?or SpAcikl.Edullation, it is a good rule of thumb and I have seen
this work in almost' ever State. I 'see_no reason why it can't work

" with B1A.

Let.'-s'assume that the average cast -per -child is five hundred dollars.
Lets just pick that figure out of a hat. For the'groups that are
mentally-retarded, that would be the educable retarded and so on,
it runs about twice as much, or about athousand dollars per'child.'
Well, if yot, go to the physically'handicapged :(this would be

crippled, ,blind, deaf, the figure would be fairly close to the
emot-ionally _disturbed child or about four times this figure,. two
thousapd dollars. So, if you know how many kids you have got and
you, are projectinea budget for them, you can just plug in twice
as much tor.this group, and four times as. much for this group: But
you've got to make sure that the money is available to them and
spread it Over the total population, obviously.

Participant: I-think the problem there is the'salary for your
teachers. ,if they are atrthqsame level, the cost per child is
increasing.: And unless they meet the current salaries, like they
do,in the public schools--we don't pay the Bureau Special Education
teachers. I-think that this ig where we are losing interest.

Dr. Wirtz: You think ybu are losing because you are not paying an
extr4kbonysL.ebt: teaching Special -.Educationtt

Participant: Right.

Dr. Wirtz: Well, that is a real controversial one.. I don't ,know
how.some of:the other SecLal Educators feel about it. We are in
a period of supply and yiemand at this point. Where,-if you take the
areas of the blind and the deaf, particularly, there are about ten'
jobs for every person who 'is trained for it, in the United States.
If.you take. some of the other areas, the areas for the crippled,
for example, there are a_lot'of teachers teaching in regular classes
because they can't find jobs. In the areas of the mentally retarded
we are making great progress. You know, ten' years ago it was a lot
worse because some of these fedellal funding programs were carrying
-a lot of teachers. And we lose a Dot of teacherS.

.

Nol, teaching some of these handicapped kids is a real tough job.
Sege of the regurar'teachers complain about somebody, you know,
got a nick easy load, and this sort of thing. And the standard
answer I give them: "Do you want .to swap jobs for a while? Just
try it fox a while." It is.po picnic, and they earn their money.

. Dr. Lord: It svms to me that the biggest thing that happens in
the field of Special Education and is happening in some States,
applies to your problem here. Mainly, in the past, in operating a
program,' I h6d to have'a,special class for crippled children. And. t

I'tried to get the money. I knew that if I had a special clals, I'

16
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Could get the money. In the state of California and places like
that, they don't talk like that anymore. They say: "What kind of
programs do you really need for4bur population?" I need a special.
class for dome children°, half of my children can be in spoonl
classes half-time, and the other half the other time. And maybe,I
need a resource t-eacher. Now, you aril reimbursed in terms of the
kind of services and the kind of program you give them. We call it
program reimbursement. To reimburse the program. There are,
different level's of reimbursement. If you have a special class,
.do it this way. If a child is in the hospital, it is a little
more. And the whole financing structure is being away from cate-
*gorieal simple.reimbursement. It is yeitOursement in terms of
kind :Of services and quality of services and the special needs of
the particular children. We are talking about program reimbursement
and not, just reimbursement per head.

Participant: I might talk about two points.

In most of the Burehu Indian iffairs, with the -exception of the
Navajo and Alaska, youngsters who are in the boarding schools are
Aungsters'who are there for educational reasons, for social
conditions in the home, or such. 'mat makes them eligible for
enrollment. Now, this gives- the special kind of population that
was described back here so well.

Now, in terms.of.ability tofinance And so on. By and Large, you
get funds for operation on the basis of the number of people aerved..
That is just as it was said. And at the present time, they haven't
been able to get any of these kinds.of special components cranked
in to the extent that they are needed. So, you hale a situation
where you have this much money for youngsters who are ordinarily
served on the basis of one-to-thirtk So you take that money and
you use it forthe purposes we described in the terms of the ratios.
Now, I am talking about the way it is. I am nottalking about the
way, it should be. Because I think we are -workii-ig hard in term of

Netting these kinds of componbnts into the Buieau of Budgets.
proc ss. That over the three-year period they are going through
the eilings and limitations that we.- havefri the executive branch
of t e federal government within the:Bureau itself, within the
dep'rtment, within the Bureau of the Budget, before you even get /

to Congress with these kinds of things. But it is within this' kind
of a conjectural framework that we are working in terms of
youngsters, in,terms of ability to serve these youngsters. So, I-
say, that'this can become are excuse for not doing anything. And I
don't think that that is the implication of it at all; that we do.
all we can within the framework that we are operating right noW,
aid keep searching for the way it ,should be. I think
pretty much of our commitments on it.

Participant: I feel like the BIA is in- ,a unique situation, where
we can contribute a great deal in a better understanding on how to
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serve some of these'special needs by a yeryprect commitment to
address-these things, to define them, anl,..6 work effectively:
meeting them. I think you have a mod inherent in the sitUatApn

;

Vat providea a 'unique situation tat in which the India paopAt
-and. the BIh could contribute to some resolutions that a e not .

available in the put5lic school systems.

Dr. Wirtz: There is a golden opportunity in the BIA at this point
to be on what you wild call the cutting edge of educational
programs, in spite of the fact that yeti have some limited resources.

But in terms of the generals kind of consultants. than. DI. Lord was
talkingabout, a broad lyd kind of teacher--many of our' States
can't do this because, they are so hemmed in with rules and regula-
tions and laws and reimbursement schemes and what have you. And
they don't haye the ftexibility. If we are just struggling with
policy statements now,' at this time, now is the time, to get on the
fhr side. You can-have an opportunity, you know, to be fifty
years ahead of half of the States. You don't have that opportunity
very often.

Participant: I have been concerned for years about the whole matter
of the boarding school. Because they have all of these criteria
that have to be met. One often meets'Indian people and many of,
these people have ben through the old boarding schools. They have
such a lovely outlook on life. And in those days, I suppose, there.,
weren't all of these restrictions about entering boarding school,
and these were well-adjusted people. And so, you get this sociali-
zation'that goes on, and it reinforces the normal Indian outlook
towards the world. And it was a happy outlook.

So the whole thing head to be changed, ',suppose-, because- -maybe to
keep up with changes in other areas of life. And so, the type of
youngster you get often in the big boarding schools come to the
schools with all of these problems. And there they socialize
again. I think it -would be bewildering, to saythe east, to cope
with these people

Now, I have always maintained that we should have another school
which would take care of some of the children that are academically
apt. And I suppose we de, because we could call these exceptional.
They.are Indian people, Indian boys and girls, and they have no
resources other than the public schools. However, I do feel that
because they, will have to go to public,sthool, that they should.
But their identity of themselves as an'Indian should be a little
bit disturbed, maybe. I knew this from my own experience, ancj I
think that we have had opportunities to send some of our youngsters
away to some of the better schools in our country, but this has- -
there is always that possibility, that he might feel a little bit
alienated when he gets in that group.' I think this is kind of
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irrelevant to the handicapped children that we are.talking about.

Dr. Wirtz: 'No, it isn't, because we talk about emotionally
disturbed programs for example, a these are the factors
that create disturbances.

Participant:. I think she alluded to this, that the youngsters who
are grossly disturbed--and I mention again those who come to our
school. For the first time, maybe in two. or three years, go to
some classes a. day. They may not go to all six classes. But they
function beit with Indian children. So, this is rationale for
admission of these youngsters, But what I am trying-to stress is
that we are not meeting enough of them, because we are losing half
as many as the public schools. So, I am not apologizing. BLit we

shouldn't lose that many. We are an Indian school.

Dr. Wirtz: You are facing some of the same problems that the public
schools are facing with kids who are vocationally oriented, for
example, who are forced to stay in ah academic program. We have
got the same kinds of problems.

Participant: Well, we have got to. open more options. We have got
to do that.

,
Dr. Wirtz: One of the notes I had here dealt faith,the whole problem
of.physical space for programs for the handicapped. I know this is
always a problem. There haye been some articles written an what
physical space,you need for the handicapped. And a'lot of it is a
fairly minor kind of change. Let's suppose, for example, that you
may have--well, rat's take the cripple for exaNPle., If you,have
got steps in your building and the child is on a pair of crutches
or in a wheelchair, you might as well put a gate up in front and
say, "I am sorry, you can't come in." This,is a very minor
kind of a thing to modify a building through the Afie of ramps.
And I understand any building built with federal noney, regardless
whether they were built today--most of, the States havethis law,
too--that you have. to have the building equipped for physically
handicapped, or cripples% particularly.

You know, little, things like changing one of the stalls in the
lavatories so that child in a,wheelchair. can back himself up to
the stool and get himself off. If you have got a booth with eight
inches on either sidp ofqthe stool, no wheelchair is going to go
in there, believe me. And the resultais, the child can't be
independent. And we want them, to be independent.

Now these are such minor kinds of things. And yet, they are, the
things that make it possible for a kid to stay in school.

Let'sksuppose that you have a visually limited child so that he
literally can't see steps, for example. Take a strip of tape of
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some sort, or some spongy material, and put it across the step,so
that when he steps on it he knows there is a step there ahead of
him, and he can be alert. Or, putting some acoustic tile around on-
the side of a wall whei'e there is a major turn. Because he will
pick up the auditory clues, the hearing clues, so he knows to turn.
I have watched, for example,.in a gymnasium, a hundred kids roller
skating, and they were all blind. You are saying that it is
impossible. Pt was very simple. It was in a room about five times
the size of this, and there was a wooden floor. And what they had
done is, everytime a kid was supposed to make a turn, they had put
a bunch of acoustic tile, and when he hit that he got different

-

vibrations and he knew he was supposed to turn, and he went
straight until he got another set of vibrations and turned again.
And these kids wete going around and around and around, and having
a great time. It's a simple thing. And most of the building
Modifications we have to make for Special Education.'are, in essence,
that simple. And many of the kids are excluded from regular
classes purely because the door isn't wide enough to get a wheel-
chair in, or the steps are there or some other minor kind of a
thing which can be modified.. And a lot of this modification can'
be done with existing maintenance staff.

Of course, if ypu are building a new building, then you have '4
" goldenypportunity'to build in some of these. things, like getting

a drinking fountain low enough so that a child in a wheelchair can
set a drink. There are a whale series of these things. I did an
article in the ericaq Education Magazine--it is called: Something

. for the Special hild, and I went through each type of handicapped.
\ child and made so e suggestions for doing modifications that dauld

be made. This might serve as a resource for you, if you want to
get into this sort of thing.

Dr. Lord: I have een crippled children that couldn't go to high
school because the e were no ereators.

.

*1

Dr. Wirtz: They built a six-millions-dollar high school in'Michigan.
A beautiful new high-school building. It had little steps up here,
and little nooks and crannies, and there wasn't an elevator in the
whole-building,, It was three stories. I had ten kids who were
supposed to go over there to high school, and we couldn't get them
in. But that shouldn't be allowed to happen.

Iv want to makea comment; theinecessityof working with the
parents and the kids both, prior to being placed in'a special kind
of a program, and during the-time they ate in the special program.
This is absolutely essential., Let:s take a crippled child, for
example. It doesn't do any good to have a teacher and other people
working with the child and developing a skill and have them able to
"Use them in §chool, and know that they can use it, and then have
the child going home and not expect the skill to be used. And you
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know, many parents are overly protective particularty of
handicapped children, and really don't expect the kinds of things
that we might well expect of a child..

And I have seen.-.-I am talking about crippled children again--who
can walk. very easily, maybe 4itli crutches,-and do whatithey call a
nice four -point follow-through on crutches, and get hdte, and the

. parents not insist they do it, and the kid kind of shuffles along.
We should be'in harmony with what we are ,expecting the children to'
be able to do. Just from the Physical side, from the academic side,'
the parents knowing what is going on in school and what they can
be expecting of these children And getting some feedback on how
the children are reacting to the school program. This is a joint '

planning type of thing. Nobody knows those kidg any better than
the parents, in terms,of what they are thinking. And so, why
shouldn't we draw on that very intense knowledge, living with the
children day after day, and do some joint planning? This is Cough
when you are in a boarding sthool, I realize, it.is very. tough to
do.

,I. '.,

Participant: I Would like to'make a comment. Speaking as a Bodrd
member, and as a Navajo, a handicapped Navajo kid for a long lime------
got pushed into a little room. For a number of years the parents
have been hiding these kids. And in some cases, they still do.
So yhen you talk about handicapped, I imagine you are all talking,
on the level.of the American society. But in the Navajos, it's
either physically or mentally handicapped,.he has also another-
'handicap; that is,,being bilingual, and this is why I was bringing
in the question. The vital--or the importance of training the
Special Education teacher--how much it means to have a special
trained teather in that field.,
\ .4.,

Dr. Wirtz: .Thee is a goOd point.,, though, and r.think Board members
\- have a real responsibility in this. And it is a matte of develop-

int a communication with the Board. Giving them basic information,
going on visitations to see other programs, doing some \comparative
ktndof things. ...

"And I don't know what the situation is in Indian school at this
, point. But what I' gather is that these Boards are becoMing and

will become more and more important. And I think, they \should
become mote 'important. Because- he schools, if you really believe
in this country, the schools shoo d reflect what the parents want
the schools to be. And then you have ,to have input from\the parents
as to what.the schools are., And the schools have been delegated,
aside'from4BIA, from the federal government to the States and from
the States to the,1ocAs. We have got some problems building up,
aside from BIA on this, because since. more and more of 'the money
is coming'from the,State'and the federal, and when money becomes
controlled,'and we are almost in a.controneption situation

0
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nationally on this. Because in the big cities, particularly,
people are wanting more control of the schools. So we have got to
work in accommodating the local desires, to what the schools-will
be, with the danger of power and decision coming from the money
side of the thing. We could get involved in a thing like the tail
wagging.

TUESDAY MARCH 2
,

1971

AFTERNOON SESSION

Dr. Wirtz: ItZs*,,t,ime to get.this Afternoon session underway.
would like to introduce Mrs...Marian Barefoot, who is Directoi of
Special Education for the Albuquerque Public Schqols. She will be
on the program a little later. I thought you might like, to.know she
was here and get her involved in the discussion some way.

Dr. Lord: I tried to-say this morning, all children have problems.
We are dealing with those that'have problems a little more severe.

It's oU-i-.-loqsof course, to get them straightened around.

Now, this afternoon I am going to talk more about what I said this
morning, because I was talking about what the-teachefs can do, hat
kind of specialities do they have, who can work with the children,
how can they work with the children. :This afternoon I want to talk
more what ,I call administrative overlay; the administrative
structure of how can you get structured Co have these services.

Now I'muSt admit, in the beginning, I dq not have .a model thatls
helpful toemany: of you. Whdn you get into the rural areas and Iso-
lated areas, it's very difficult to get a model that's very helpful.
But,I have a number of these plans that are used by school districts,
by counties, by States, and so forth, where they try to get organized
in such a way they can deliver tie, services. So I am talking to you
about adnipistratiOn delivery system; ways the administration can be
organized so you would have the benefit of' specialities and so forth,'
knowing full well it may not fit your particular situation. I don't
think too much is going to it your own situation. You are going to
have to filter through, and come up with some worthwhile things that
you firmly believe in and make a lot of progress that way.

I do not care tolespecially advertise California, it would be very
hard for other States to really duplicate what California,has done.

Now California knows that there are many children in mailer
districts, relatively small districts, that simply don't get the
services unless they have some kind of cooperative plan. They have
a unique system there which is found in some other State, which we
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will tall cooperative programs. Now in the State of California it's
mandatory that youlgive most of these serVicesi'and by that "I mean
the law requires that you give the services. So if you Can't give
them yourself, you have to go out and.get it pome plate. So the
law is a mandatory one where you have mandatoiS legislation and you
need some kind of structure so these small districts-A-districts too
small to do anything by.themselves--can join together. '

.

So it'.s a mandatory-type legislation; two or-more districts can join
together towards services. Very often each little district in a
compact will have one special: service. Theibltpd in one community
and the deaf in another and the Mentally retarded in another. But
the three districts together, you see, make a fairly complete program.

The sponsoring district usually gets the S,......-e aid. There arc rays
of financing this, so regardless of who is sponsoring the program
or regardless who's getting the service, the districts that are r

involved always gets supporting finance, and they ,are not Handicapped,
financially. In lager districts you not only'can establish larger
cooperatives; you not only-can establish these services, but you
hire a'SuperVisor, or part-time supervisor, and this becomes very
effective.' P

We call that the cooperation betw4n districts that are near enough"
together to cooperatearid jointly plan services.

We will go one step furtir. In Califor.lia, the county may provide
the services. The county may provide the service foe smaller
districts that are not within these compacts. If you are large ,.
enough to have your own services, you have it. If you are, large
enough-to have a compact, you can have g compact and have joint
services. If you are not in a joint service, the county can help
y u by taking care of your services for you arid7thecounty 'establishes
asses, the county hires teachers, and the county comes in as sortc

if.ap in-between agency in the smaller districts and provides the'
services for you.

'0

The County can rent-space, the county can build buildings, and so
forth, and provide Some kind of service for you, if you can't do it

. yourself because you are too small. The county receives some sup-
port', helps you support the program, and',the county almost acts as
a district, to receive support and give help to all these smaller

managedistricts that can't anage it for themselves. The county must\have
three or four rather large programs for trainable children because
many of the smaller districts ark nat_in the compacts. They .don't

have enough childreln for their own program, but they can join to-
gether and have a very effective prograii.

Now, again, I realize that may not quite.fit where you are because
of the population and mileage and open spaces and so forth. But you
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get the idea, you get the spirit of it, and it's up'to you now to
look at your own resources and see where thi's might fit in.

I am very fond of the Illinois program. We call it joint agreement.
And the Michigan program. It's conceived by a very genuine map who-
really tried to help the State of Illinois geE some services. What
he asked the legislature-to do is to mandate a planning meeting.
If this is still going -- and I assume it is every June or some
time, the districts in a county must get together, by law, and
they must have a meeting. It's mandated by law that they must have
a meeting and, by law, they discuss whether they are going to get

./- services to their handicapped children. They have to talk about
it. the law requites they come together and talk about it.

Now the moment y'ou come together and talk,about it, the next thing
follows is that you do something. But it's rather interesting.
It Mandates the meeting. Beyond that, it's up to you to try to get
together and work out some joint agreements.

What'I mean by joint agreements, they mean two or more districts,-
just agreeing between theMselves to work up some kind of special
program. 'WO offer this kind of program, I will offer this pro-
gram. I need a half of a psychologist and you need a half of a
psychologist. Between us we will have a whole psychologist, we
hope." This sort of arrangement.

The services were -- and I guess they are still = permissive. Do
it if'you want to. You have already discussed your needs and let's
hope you w go on and do something about your needs.

Two or.more districts get together. They draw up a plan:- "We
want to do this. We need one teacher of the MR. We want one
psychologist, and we need one half-time sociologist," and so on.
They describe what their needs are and simply plan what they have
agreed on jointly. They submit. that to the'State and the State
reviews the plan and the State reimburses them or supports their
plan, if it's reasonable.

This is good, wholesome local planning. You determine your need,
you determine what you want between yoU, and the districts get
together, two or more'districts. Maybe a whole county will get
together and define your needS and come up with a list of services
you want and, if that's adequate, "We will support ydu in it."

In this case, they give a.portion of the teacher's salary, and the
r. reason I like it is it's rather genuine, isn't it? You get toge-

ther now and we will make you get together and you talk about your
needs and come up with what you want. We will try to help you.
carry out your plans.
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In the State of New York they have something of this sort. The

Illinois plan relates to handicapped children and the New York
plan, I think, relates to a variety of services.

A Board of Cooperative Educational Services, in 'the State of New
York. I have had students who worked in this plan.

O

NOw this Board deals with all kinds of special services that a
single district may not care to provide alone. It will deal with
regular supervisors, deals with mathematics teachers, and maybe
one district needs a French teacher and another district needs the
same teacher in the afternoon, and they go together and get a lan-

guage teacher.

-I think the Boards and school districts elec.t somebody for the.
General Cooperative Board, and the Board tries to see these special
needs in a region or. are are mat.

The State that Dr. Wirtz is from has a very elaborate system of
cooperative.programs. It's probably the°thostelaboraile State .

systet op,programs.of any State in the ,union. I left ,the State
now elkhteen years'ago and at that time they were just talking
,about these intermediate or county programs. Today every county

in the State has a specialized program for handicapped children.

In the county that I lived in -- in Ann Arbor, you may know that
the University of Michigan is in Ann Arbor; and Petoskey, eastern
Michigan, where we both worked, that's the first department of
Special Education in'the country. 1 When I left there seventeen years
ago, there wasn't a single person in county office that had even

)1
had any interest in Special Education. Ifyou went back t ere to-
day Isuspect you wduld find twenty or twenty-five people, /`in n the
county in one capacity or another as itinerant teachers; supervi-
sors serving the population. This is how the system grows when you
get an administrative structure to work together. 6,

In Michigan they call it intermediate districts and I understand
they are beginning_to move away from this somewhat. But this is

the way it has worked. A district may.be one or more counties.

. Most of these districts are single counties.

Now these intermediate districts may construct a building if they
need to, or they can contract for space. They can provide super-

vision. They can build programs. They can even give programs, if
the districts do not'want to give them. You can have a specialist
in the county office who might be working with deaf and blind
children, for example. Fighly specialized program. They could

'naturally give the service, or see that the service is provided in
local 'districts and the money is'properly channeled to that local
program.' Thy 'can pay for services that they want by buying those
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services from the districts, or, I say, they can have thei own
r, program. That's a fantastic program'in terms of getting Arvices

to children. I don't think there's a single State that-h,as the
coverage that the Michigan program has. r

But if you went into the State of Iowa, they have them all by
counties, several counties operating together through ind of a
joint board or county board or educational council ma e up by

o chairmen of the'Countylboaeds or county Superintende s. Several
counties can go together and decide they need a spee h clinician.

(- These counties can work out plans of jointly'suppdr ing this speech
clinician.

.

Now a county in'Iowa is'fairly good-siz d, and you talked about a
.fairly good-sized bit of.territory; if /you had three or four coun- '
ties operating, you got a fairly large geographical area. Never-
theless, they have got programs where everal counties will work'
together and they can pro-rate their c sts and they can employ,a
supervisor if they need to.

Now I do not know whether you have ant regional programs, county
programs, or reservation wide programs. I know that you geogra

--is different and your population is very different. Bu many ar
in the country have profited from these joint arrangem

Now the newest thing on the horizon, of course, is r gional ser-
vices, regional service areas. Wisconsin has what hey call the
Cooperative Educational Services Agency. Nineteen service areas
and they wiped but the County offices.: This, I t ought, was an
amazing stroke of something, that you could wipe'out the county
offices, because they are fairly entrenched in our educational
system. County offices were abolished, divided the state in
(nineteen regions. Now they didn't do this just for Special Educa-
tion. Don't let me mislead you. They did it.because they felt
there were many, many kinds of services they must secure and there
were' many, many problems they must work together on, and they wanted
a larger°geographic unit'to work on problems. The county is such
an arbitrary unit, it's so limited. in any ways. But, given a full

had some rather interesting requirements for these regions and:I.
region we have a large enough population and so forth, and they

will go back to these Wisconsin regions in just a moment.

Now Texas has what they cal\l the Texas R giohal Education Service
Centers.. There are twenty f them. The State of Texas was per-
haps a little larger, twent service ce t rs. Again, these
service centers are not gust for Specia ducation where you have
the special services, Specia Educatio ig likez component and
usually these regional centers can sha e personnel, such as special
teachers, if they'need. to. jh can d a lot of cooperative pur-
chasing, which I am sure is ve impor ant, if you buy all your
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paper towels at one time avid supply Al the schools in theregion.
They have all kinds of in-service t.rorkshops for teachers, yo see,

on a regional basis, and they can affordto bring, in specialiits,
and keep them three or four days and use them properly because,
they are serving a large population base. They can have their own
materials centers'and so forth. Their own instructional, materials
centers, and they'get materials down where the teacher can use it.
In no one district,can you do that. county can hardly do it,
but a region can.

Now going back to Wisconsin for a minute, I thought Wisconsin had
an interesting criteria for establishing' these regions. // don't

know what, kind of criteria you could have., Try and get/the Navajo
Reservation all in one region. I think the Hopis are in the middle
of the Na4ajo7Reservation, aren't they? I don't know what kind of
problems you /would have. , -00'

Well, they didn't want more than twenty-five and I said, they wound
up with nineteen, so they met that criteria.

,
.

The boundary lines may divide districts operating high schools and
so forth. Agency teritory must be contiguous. We can understand,
that. They-thought there shouldn't be more than sixty miles radius
in this; sixty miles in Wisconsin is some little distance in mid-
January. The sire of the territory, you see, was governed.

They thought it should have at least twenty-five thousand pupils;
., gives you a nice operating base, doesn't it? IL possible, they

rnwanted an institution of higher learning within the region. What
they are saying is this is the resource that the region must use
and must hire their own trains g; hire their own serviceeinto this
college and the college must tie into use. I don't ,knoW how far
they got on. that because after all, they had nineteen regions.
Whether they can get nineteen regions, each one having a.univer-
sity, I would.kind of doubt it, but it was a nice ambition, wasn't
it?

Now, if you want to look at the State of Wisconsin, that's the way
they divided it up. These northern regicms are,rather large.

Now there's a lOng administrative complex here. They have a way
for regions to get together elect the Boards for the region, and
the Board elects a coordinator for the region; just one coordina
for for each region. He's paid out of State funds. His job is

secure. You sure can have a coordinator if yo d have a region and
the local board, with the State picking him and he is paid out of
the State funds and so forth.

It's a coordinator's respOns0 ibility in each egion to help this '

whole region get the kind of services they w nt. He doesn't
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provide these, he d esn't have a big staff. He doesn't hire the.'
.consultants to hay the come out of his office, Asai understand
it,- he assists the digtricts within, the region to get together/
and hire consulta ts, because he is not a. super-educational a gncy.

e,He's the coordin tor. Hels.the facilitator.
, .

Now, again, don 1t belmisled: I don't think these regions were

- .

created for Sp, ial iduCation. I am assuming tpsy were created"-
largely far o er kinds of servicesi, Maybe ag icatural education,
libraries, c on purchasing and so forth. B t, wherever you get

.4 v a region Jik this, Special Educatior is usually one of the main
concerns bec use So often you can't,do these things alone. You
need some lend of ooperative program in order to accomplish them.

,.Now I am ry much aware that none of t esemodels fit you very 0

well. Y. are sparsely settled in the /tar West. We still have to
come up I think, with a model that w uld fit in the Far West in u

the isol ted areas. I don't kno4wh ther it's going to be'tele-
Vision r trove-ring services or airplanes or.what it is going to, -
take It's going to take something a li%tle more than most of

se programs embrace.
/
/

is afternoon I am trying to talk more about this overall admini-
strative framework. Again, I think it's up to you peôpl1e to some-
how or other put together the elements that seem to fit your
program.

1/4

Dr. Wirtz: I would like to, at this point, try to t lk about a
sequential devglopment of services not from the program point of
view, of what you are doing in the cla sroom, but from what is the
simplest thing to begin to meet the ne ds of handicapped children
and building on this, to find a very complex, what you might find
An, the most hlohly sophisiticated areas. I would hope that you
would be think, ng how this kind of-a structure can be implemented
in your own area at thepresent time.

r-

I would say that probably the simplest thing, in terms of a pro-
gram that you can possibly have, is some regular class teachers
with some interest, some aptitude, and some skills in working with I"-

handicapped kids. And, if that's all you have got, it's a hundred
percent better than just some regular class teacher without that
interest and skill. This is, as a plan, a systematic plug into
those teachers.

it <1

Now, that's the simplest one. Obviously,/ it's not the answer for
a lot of kind of kids, because if you get a severly handicapped .

child, "they probably cannot be taken caie of adequately in a
regular class. &It, believe me, I would rather have a regular
class with a good sympathetic teacher than nothing at all.
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Iam talking about schdol principa/s 6r superintendents or Area
Offices who have sympathy for,,and will support, Wtatos going on
in these regular classes. You may have a teacher that goes tO"a
summer workshop, and lrns something. And they.try and they can't
get support from the principal; or, the principal can'tt get support
from hid superintendent or Area'Oficef whatever it might be. It

doesn't do a lot of ,00d to plug it in,at this 141 unless you Rare
involved in this kiyftd of a prbgram.

: 4

.0,So I would'say, here, again, ;le next most compleX administrative
plan would be regular class teachers with principals and Area
Office,people who are,supportive of the operation.

i.
In our adding on now'the next piece'
residential facilities. How many. kids

residential facilities? Does gnybo

Participant: You :ilea like a colo 377

thi's thing, the need for
om BIA schools go to State

ave any figures?

Dr. Wirtz: The schop for the deaf, or school for the blind, or an
institution for the retarded, or something. of. that nature. '

Participant: We have about fifty altogether.

Dr. Wirtz: Navajo?

Participant: About thirty..four is more correct.

Dr. Wirtz: It's enough o illustrate the point that if you are
talking about an overall plan'for Handicapped/kids, this has to be
plugged into the plan, because if you are goleng to staff a child,
maybe the only plOCe that the kids'can get an adequate -program is

CS at b state residential.facility. That's where he ought to Ate.

That's-part of the total, continual educational serviees that are
available.

So, here aialfir-in-ildt-bf-P116ea-thi'S-1he-bfily reSairde-we have
for some blind kids, fdr some deaf kids, for, some mentally retarded,-
so that has to. be plugged inn. the thing.

k \ i I i: f

Now add the next piece, which I, for.lack of a better term, I call
them specially trained helpingteachers: These are the kinds of
itinerant staff that Dr"."Tnd was talkinrabout this morning, and.,_
I hesitated to, put a lab 1 on because sometimes the term ,uhelPing-
teacher" is More accepta e to a regular classroom teacher than some-
body with a fancy title, e have to worry abOut those things. They

1

ire not so much of a threat when they come in..,

. . . .

But these are the"kinds of p e that will come in andwork with
regular class,iteachers, work ith children, and so on.

°
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The next thidig I would add (before I add special classes). would be
some of these kinds of people Who move around and worlOwith other
teachers.

Next, I would add on these specially trained teachers. These are
the people who are trained in the specific' areas of handiCapped
children, and.I haven't specified whether 444 not'they are going to
be resource rooms, such as we talked about this morning, or special
classes. It might be both ways. But, this to me, in terms of the
pecking order would be a loweripriority for'adding staff than these
Xtinerant kinds of people.

Then, ifI were'going to add a next piece, I would want somebody to
coordinate the 'various efforts. Now-they may operate--if'you are
large enough; they ma operate out of a sdperintendent's Offide,
.wfiich I suess gets plugged id here somewhere.

,

If, however, you ale a large enough school district, of course,. you.
:can-getwhat coordinator p/uaget in at this level. I it's a smaller
operation you might want to plug it in a apPArea level to cover a
much wider range' tDuvere talking about the problems of rural
°areas and the need for geographic pUlling together or using A wider

)'geographic are,p,'and it might be appropriate to plug-it rn at an
Area Office..

. N

- But, someone who can make sure that there are these pdople in the
right spot's, can give them the Isdhort they'need, and make sure they

_have access to new materials and all this kind of thing.

INguess the next piece I would add would be what I call the ancillary
,._personnel. Now, you know,...il-this person is broadly Irainedhe can
'do-.some of the things that either the psychologist or the social
worker might do. But, as you get 'larger; he becomes generalized,
and you hire specialists to do these kind of jobs.

Now these ancillary,personnel I talk about arelnecessaryfor doing,
thd,se particular things. They also work in the schools. That's
aside from just evaluatinn._ 'They provide a,glirect service.to the
teachers. They are. available on call from teachers.

The next piece I would add is what I havefcalled, I guess, specialist,.
supervisor. These might be supervisors just of the program for
mentally retarded.or just of the program for speech therapy, or
whatever' else it might be'.

But; as I sar, you,have got to be a fairly sophisticated, fairly
g pd -sized operation to support all these kinds of people.

Now the last piece I woulh'add would be the thing t was talking
about this morning, "the educational diagnostic prescription clinic,"'

O
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operating again either out of the superintendent's office or Area
Office. But they would pull together, as you .see, and the coordin-
atots, the ancillary personnel, the specialist supervisor, and all

, s the teacher staff, and this is the one that writes the prescrip-
tion. When you got all those pieces, then you have mhatI would

. call the complete organizatiOnal structurd for.school services for
handicapped kids. .

a

. Participant: That last square you put in, is that the university?

.

Dr. Wirtz; Yes. You might contract for some of4thie,:but
wouldn't wane to eliminate having these other peOple involved in
it. But,sthep(may- be expertise at 6 university, sure. In fac,p,
the psYChalbgist might be a person.who is full-time that you contract
for a part of his time, for example. .Various school districts can

a medicaldectOr on a part-time basis. He might be operating
outs of a, university hospital..

. - .. ..,

This is-probably the cheapest way yOu can'buy some of these services.
But, what I would avoid would be having this'typof thing operate'

'ae'eh isolated unit, apart from the schools themselves. .I think it
,has to -be under the control of the school, with school people:
involved,.because the inpUt,that.you,went in making-placements-on ,.
children, can be.ignOredif they operate independently.',

. ...

, , 0 .

Pareicipant: In terms of numbers, do you have a number of students
,

to be served, total pop9lation? Do you have a staffing palttern
like; one coordinator for five, thousand Children, or one psychologist
for two thousand? Da you have a recommended"stalfing'pattern?

, That's for' any kind of special 'servifces.' .

21. Wirtz: Michigan.has an interesting thing in their regulations.
They will reimburse-the school district, for example, for one
school psychologist fot every two thousand stUdents or'one social
worker for every two thousand students.- These are regular class
studies. Apercentage of handicapped coming out of that will
warrant having that particular person.

P6rticipant: To that extent will they reimburse you?
,i4AA

Dr. Wirtz:-, They are reimbursing the local. districts" $8,100 if they
meet that particular criteria. But, they haven't got-enough to pay
off in that. They are paying off' bout sixty percent thrs year.

Participant: One of the States. that's done a lot of research in
this is Texas, and it's come up'mitha.State plan that,mas just
passed by the legislatute, so it As legislated as erState'plan and:,
it has a lot of mechanical formulas in it.; In other words, for

/ -every'ten SpeCial Education teachers,k there must-be a SuperviSor.'
for every seventy Supervisors, there must be an -EdpC.,,tional

.a



Coordinator. EaCh local district must organize into a cooperative
board with a minimum base of three'thousand kids. If you want some
lace to 'look for a mechanical system, this is one. Just by

writing the State Department of.Education you can get a copy of it.

Dr. Wirtz: I think it's important to know this. The best legislation
we have, and"the best regulations, ,are those that give the schools
the greatest freedom to function with the'needs of the local school.
When I see laws, for example, that say, "to be eligible for a class
for mentally retarded you have got to be between fifty and seventy,-
five I.Q., and if you have seventy -six you are out, if you have
forty-five you are out," this te119, me one thing: The professionals
who are working ilrr-fliaunrea don't do their job very well, They
did so many things that were in violation of good education,that
somebody blew the whistle on them. The States tthat are probably
.becoming more creative in their programs are.those thatare ./

eliminating the forMula mechanism kind of thing. But, as you
develbp competept people in these slots, then I think we ought to
give them the right to operate professionally on the best information.

It' takes aiong time` to change a,law, and it's almost as bad to
change a regulation.. Some of you'have struggled with changes in
egulation; Once you get it in, it's like blindera. Then, when a
new research project comas out that shows maybe something ought to
be changedthen you have to struggle to change the regulation.
nut, if you filled it Pri so it is flexible, initially, and rely on
the expertise of the people, you have a better Chance of running
the program.

Participant: I wanted CO ask the BIA, a question, and. the Civil"
Service regulation and Ole manual:. Is there a flexibility enough to
work something of this nature?

Participant: 'I think so. The limitations that you rim into go back
to what we were talking about this morning in,terms of how many folds

-- can you get in a, blanket in terms bf funds. The thing I Like about
this is the sequential development:

You said if. you could only do this, do this.' And, go as far as you
can. But as far as the legislature aspects, it is wide open for
this, within fund limitations.

Participant: I don't quite understand the order that you built
thatAp. 'To me it would look like evaluation and.prescriptiop clinic.
should come first, or at leaSt simultaneously with any of the
others.

Dr. WirtZ: \I would assume' that if you are plugging in at this level,
for r-example you will then probably have to contract for some of
these other kinds of 'services. You obviously don't put a child in a
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spot over here'without having'some sort of diagnosis of him. You
may not develop the, clinic, itself, as an integral part of ourown
operation at that point. I think that comes fairly late, because
this is an expensive operation.

Participant: So you were suggesting that up until such point as
you have such a large operation that you can a9tually fund your own
diagnostic clinic, that it sh'uld actually be contracted?

Dr. Wirtz: I want to contract. No, I am not suggesting you do
without it. That is a very good point...

Participant:. Sort of looks like you were going to start out with
the specially-trained teachers. It looks like that's sort of
backwards.

Dr. Wirtz: When I put this clinic together, I have dotted lines
continuing to all of these things, and each of these'has a hand in,

U the diagnosis.

Dr. Lord:. *so, I think diagnosis is inherent in the way we think.
I told you this morning that Special Education begins with a problem.
We have to find the problem: This is the way we think,you know.
Some of.thiadiagnosi's hy the teacher and by resource help and part-;
time psychologists and so forth, s4 that diagnosis is involved all
the way along. We are talking here about a level' of sophistication,
you see? It's where you are. concentrating a lot of diagnostic,,
resources together.

You always began with a diagnosis and work from that. It may not be
adequate,&but at least yqu begin with a diagriosis.

Dr. Wirtz: This attitude, though, this thing thatI am trying to jp
emphasize here, I can't emphasize it too much; at Whatever level we
are talking about. SamudiLaycock developed a, description of
attitude toward handicapped people, and he had essentially three
levels: The first level was what I would call an outright rejection
of handicapped people. This is the kind of reaction you get if you
see a severe cerebral palsied personcomids down the street. I have
seen people go across the street so they don't have to walk next
to them. It really makes them creepy to be near handicapped people.

Blind people affect some people this Way: This is not really an
acceptance. ,

The second level that Dr. Laycock talked about was what Iyould call
almost a superficial acceptance. It's a kind of acceptance_ that you
get when you make a pitCh for funds, for example. Yod know, they
Want some money for muscular dystrophy or something for United Fund
or somebody_ is assing the bat. Chances are I can get everyone of
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you to put in a dollar for handicapped kids. 'hot doing it is like
being against motherhood 'and the flag. But that's a very super-
ficial type of acceptance. But, probably ninety percent of the
United States is at that level. This easy enough to see. We
ought to, do something for handicapped kids, but when we give them
an educatiOn and spend the money for it, well, will you give them
a job? Will you assist them Ot all these kinds of things? Get
them down where the hair is short and that's a different story.

The third level is what I would call a complete emotional acceptance
of handicapped people. They are accepted because they are people.
They have.the same needs; the same aspirations, and they want to be
like other people. There is such a thing that we sometimes say we
ought to' make handicapped peoplenormal: It's impossible. We can
'make good handicappeepeople andwe may make them lousy normal
people. But, this idea is what e ought to be aiming at and this is
where I think most of us professi nals try to influence peOple'te
get a little closer away from the complete acceptance o'.the school
toward intellectual and emotional acceptance of people and Where I
am interested in the "think attitu e" at all levels. It doesn't
happen overnight. You keep pluggi g away. P

Illirticipant: Do you hays anything, any idea of sympathy and empathy?
Couldn't you say that some teachers eve too much sympathy for the
handicapped ?.

° Dr. Wirtz: Yes. I don't want/Sympat y. The Lord knows that would
kill them off Nluickekthan anything el e. We had a residential school
for handicapped kids and-you had to fi : t the Clubs off. Everyone'
wanted to:fome in an4 give them a party or do something for these
"poor haAditapped kids." Cm night I, ov theard, they were planning 4

to take the kids to the circus. Two of the boys (they were about
eleven) Weretalking. ,One was saying to the...other one: "You going

6to take any spending money?"

"No. They buy everything for us."
,.

At that point I wantedto tell that,Club, "Don't buy them anything..
Thdy have to learn, when they want something, that they are going to
have to pay for it." Because we do these kinds of things until they
are young adults and suddenly we throw them out ip the world, and
nobody gives a damn about them.

I think of another girl, she was a sixteen-year old',cerebral palsy
girl, and we went down to a local store to bly some material. On
of the teachers was working with her, and she was Tr severely
.involved. The man who was running the store refused to take any
money. He wanted to make a contribution. So the teacher called
me. She said: "What should 'I do?". I, said. at thit posit, "Let
it go. Bring,it back."

"
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So I went 'down to the store to see him, and I said, "Now, look, When
I send somebody down here to buy, for crying out loud, take her
money'because she's sixteen, you know. And next year she's going
to be out living an independent Life, we hope, and nobody is going
to give her anything at that point." I said, "If you want to do
something,' take her money'and give it back to me and we will put
itin a slush fund and use it for something else for the school.''
This is the kids themselves that have p:rlearn that they are going ,

to be independelft, and you don't do it with sympathy, but empathy,
yes, understanding their problems; but, sympathy, no..

Participant: The BIA is so structured that people in these echelons
are worried about authority and maybe this thing that you have on
there would work because -.-

Dr. Wirtz: Well, isn't that partly what this meeting,is.:acut2---

Participant: Yes, it is.

Dr. Wirtz: I am hoping that I am making a little bit of a dent
somewhere along the line.

Participant: As guinea pigs, look at this structure and regardless
of how" flexible the program, we seem to-illuminate the problem..
Butthis structure exists and it's hard to close anything because
they are afraid of authority.

Dr. Wirtz: I'am not naive enough to assume that everything is going
to change, overnight. It isn't. I lifigure if I an save five percent

of the world, then I have made my Contribution. That's why I am

interested in this attitude thing, again. Because the sheer fact
that the principal is willing to listen to somebody,wHO's got an
idea, and support him. He doesn't have to do it but if he can at
least support somebody with an idea, that's all it takes to get the

thing started. ap,

Mogt of these good programs have been started by creative, Interested,
hard-driving kindsiof people who are working with kids, and all
they ,need is'someone to hold their hands once in a while. Thank you.

We are privileged,this afternoon to have with us Dr. Marian Barefoot,
who, as I indicated earlier, is director of Special Education for
the Albuquerque schools. She-'s going to brief us on what we are
going to be seeing tomorrow and give us some more information. I

will tUrn it over to you.

Dr. Barefoot: You won't be in any doubt about wilat I am going to
talk about: Its Special Education. But when you,ay a child is
in Special Education or needs Special Education, that doesn't
really tell you anything.

. !
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To a great many,peOple, Special Education nieans "mentally
'retarded." Many times they find out a child was in Special
tEducetion and this is immediately what they think:, "He must be a
retarded child."

But we are many, many years beyond that now

1

Special Education is different in different States, in different
cities, and different systems and different schools inside of a

system; even between classrooms in the same school setup. It isn't
the same anywhere. Some places it includes the. gifted. In our

'State'it cannot include thegifted because we are given no funding
for the gifted ppigem. But', being different is being' special and
We use the words "special child" much more than we do any other
term, and an exceptional chilq can be anywhere f4om a.lOw trainable
to an emotionally disturbed,' o highly gifted: All the deviations
from just an ordinary normal child, if there is such a person,
because there is none. There has to be a variation co come up with

-( the normal, child.

)
4" Now we don't p.retend that we can help every child'ithat=hab difficulty

in learning. But, we do'try very hard within the existing laws'in
bur State to help as many as we can with, the current funding we
have, with the staff that we have, and the time that\we have.
Special Education cannot be hurriedly done from the beginning to
the end.

From the referring byhe teacher or the parent, clear down through
all the different people who contribute to it, to what the teacher
does in the clahroom, it' involves time.

Now to give you an idea how big an operation I acct talking about,
there, are a hundred and thirty-eight people working full-time in

- Special Education here. We have a total school population of
leighty,,three ousand childrent; and*that is not very many people.
In the EMH, which means "educationa4ly mentally handicapped," there
are twenty-six special education teachers in elementary schools.
There are seventeen in junior high and middle schools and there's
a little variation here because we are trying some experimental
arrangements and grouping of grades And some of our junior high
schools are seven, eight, nine, and some are six, seven, and eight.
The plan ih to be only seventh and eighth, so we have Special
Education in sixth, seventh, and-eighth in the junior highs aild
some in the seventh, eighth, and ninth junior highs.

In the senior high 10e1). in the nine high schools there are six
persons who work in Special' Education. NeXt year there 11. be

seven: If we get enough funding to be\able to put it in, th
seventh one would be there, and two of -t ose are tour -year hi
schools and they have a separate ninth gra e. aimiat
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. pre-vocational work in the three years of high school. It's all
vocationally oriented andqwe will talk later about hbw they organize
and teach those classes.

Then we have the trainable mentally-retarded. I don't ;like to use
that term at all. Thankfully, our State does have an IQ in it, but
Ole trainahlp are a-lot lower. than the educable, although the line
is very shaky. But here. we have ten persons in a special separate
school called Buena Vista Center.

Now the next one you will find is hme,boundcvice, which is our
very oldest service. When I.first came here there wasn't, anything
but the home-bounO.'service and a class at the juvenile county
detention.home. -There's all the Special Education there was.

That's for students with physical or emotional disabilities, not
for mental retardation in any shape or description. A child may be
mentally retarded and be.in it, but he hag to have a physical or
emotional handicap. Besides that, it says he can't go to school
and there are eight teachers there and the resource rooms are new
this year.

There are ten resource rooms in elementary schools and we tried one
in junicir high.; We hadn't heard of one in arjunior high and we
wanted to try it and find out hoW it worked. -The ten'in elementary,
we think, are very successful. In fact, we think every elementary -

schOol should have one.

e

Then have six teachers working in learning fadilities. Four are

lehrnin specialists Who take children from the regular classrooM
for whatever length of time they seem to need to diagnose not just
their abilities and disabilities, but alao to fit materials and
equipment to that child's needs. When they think they have them on
the right track they send them back to the regulan classroom with
his materials and,equipment. A

We have two of those,'Needless to say, they are-federally financed

becau'se

they don't have ADMH(ave'rage daily' attendance). We have'

three for hearing, all secondary revel. We provide a speech..clinician
for them.

Last year we provided .a tutor, also, but it didn't seem to work out
very successfully and we weren't sure It was worth the money we spent.

Socially maladjusted (which 'Deans .the delinquent, pre-delinquent,
truant children who are really in social trouble) we only have four
-classes in a separate school: The school is called Esperanza. We
are thinking of changing the name because a small private school in
town has taken the name of Esperanza and people are confusing our
sometimes very bright, delinquent child, with a very low trainable
child.
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We.range from administrative to supervisory to evaluation to
consultant: You name it, we dO it. Except I never get into the
supervisory consultant any more. But we haVd; we are divided into
three areas now, and each with its own. superintendent and its own
separate staff.

...There are six area coordinators of Special Education: Two in each
area.and they have very definite duties, too.

We have one principal of the Esperanza
the other trainables. We have one sup
trainables, and Ige have one consultant
between trainable and educable. Many o
as a new idea because it's diffidult,,o
whether a child is. And after six mont

eed.ts

School 9 arrangements with
rvisor of the center for
who is a liaison consultant
you will recognize this
the borderline, to know

s of working' with him you
may find your original diagnosis was totally wrong,

We have one full -time counselor at Esperanza. We have,one ft:141-
time nurse at the Center and eleven speci 1 commissions, whichNks,l
far too few, and eight of,those are feder lly financed. Seven ar
U.N.M. interns in the Centers in our scho 1. We work rather closelN
with the university. There are seven or e ght classrooms and.:me_ v,

draw in ADM money on them, but the univers ty,kas put gradvate-
students as interns working in certain roo s with Special Education 0
children.

The .total staff, then, is a hundred and fift en teachers, eleven
specialists;. and twelve others.

Of'thatliUndred and fifteen, six are federall financed and the
eight Speech.

I want to go back and talk about how a ch'ild g
tion. You probably call it the same. thing I do,

is in special edu a-
A referral Sys em.

That referral ordinarily comes from a classroom "reacher who has
'found out that a child cannot do the work that'i
regular school. Now freq4ently at age six andsd
a parent. But many parents, especially of the hi'
capped, are totally unaware that their child has a
he start's to school and all the other children can
can't do.

ofEeted in a
en, it comes rom
h educable ha di-
handicap un
do things h

'Aftdr the end "Of'six months they. still are db ng muc more advanced
things.° We almost'never take a first grader -(six yea s old) into
an EMH class. It's too hard. to know when a child is s x,years old
whether he's a little slow in developing. We would'pre dor he stay
in Ilrst grade with all the help he can get. And, in a second
grade, come into Special Education. If, at the end of a year with,'
a regular classroom teacher he still shows signSvand is t sted and
evaluated as being EMH, we will put him in then and that articular
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service. We fe41 a great deal of care needs to be'taken.

Now, there are a lot of different kinds of evaluation that go on.
Usually for the trainable mentally handicapped child, the parents
know it and often a preliminary evaluation has already gone on in
some clinic or some psychologist some place else where the parents

have gone for help. Sometimes what he gets from his family doctor
was_good and sometimes it isrOt.s It depends on how well-trafned
that faMily doctor is in recognizing both handicapped children and
working with the parent of a handicapped child.because, frequently,
our older pediatricians did not have any training in this'. Our
modern pediatricians, thankfully, I found out from the medical .

school, are getting training and working with the parents of
handicapped children and particularly the retarded child, the

educable.

Now, there is a\sort of committee that functions, but frequently

it doesn't meet at\the same time. Buth for he trainable and for

the educable. We hake to have the referral from the teacher, which
authMatically carries\.the original teacher's approval, if any.

4We have to have the approval of the principal of the school. If

the child has been in school (and all the educable have) the grin-
cipal has to approve that he agrees with the teacher's diagnosis.

Then it goes to an Area Coordinator, who goes out and evaluates
that child and gets a narrative, and a technique report from the

classroom teacher as to why she thinks this child may be retarded.

They contact the child's school nurse about the health records and

what we know about him and all that: His hearing tests, his vision

tests, and all these things tare collected. Then they tome back and

the two coordinators consult with each other.
0

Now up until the
child. int,now i
to go thr6ugh one
approval of these
parents' consent.
Education class.
all the children

, put a clipd in.

last two years I was involved in every elementary
t's under the area. We are just too big for it all

central office any more. But we, have to have the

other people first. Then we go back and get the
We have not yet forced a child into a Special'
It hasn't blen necessary for this reason; we have

that we can finance without forcing a parent to

When you get in the area Of the emotionally disturbed, you have a

totally different 'sort of problem towork out and we do. give an

intelligence test here, but we don't think it's very valid: We

want to know where that child is!7fUnctioning. It gives us insight

into some of th6se failures because, usuapy, he is failing in

school.

We do a workup that involves a variety of'tests. It neari always

involves what ,..- ....alnyie Bender-Gestalt, appercep&ton, drew
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picture, man, tree, and how,-I-feel sort of a questionlaire.

. .

Then there's another questionnaire or two that we were using--we
used some academic tests. If he has had the school's SWEEP aca-
demic tests, we get those scores. One of the Area Coordinators does
a complete workup on all of this with a narrative anecdote'from the
teacher and if there's 4 school counselor from the school--now most
of our elementary schools except Title I schools don't have school
counselors--we wish they all did, it would be simpler--everything

. we can find out we put together and it has to be well'done or we
wish we had.

One day A. week we have a consulting psychiatrist. We have had him
for twelve years, ever since I have been in the administrative end
of Special.Education. He passes on these. If he does not feel
convincedand frequently he doesn't--he sees the -child and parents.
Every child that goes in an emotionally disturbed classmust have
psychiatric-approval. You would be surprised at'the occasional
parent who thinks it's a status symbol to have an emotionally
disturbed child. -This is difficult to believe, but it habpens:-
We have had six-year-olds who have been brought to us and the'
parents referring him as emotionally disturbed beforehe ever starts
to school. After we examing the. child we think we have a spoiled
brat on our hands and we say, "Try it-n the first grade and if he
can't make it, then come back to us:" Do you know, we have never
heard from,any more of those again. They make it in the first
grade. Nobody but the parent thinks they are disturbed. I would
rather a teacher told me he was disturbed. You have to see him in
a group before you really know.

Now some children are so disturbed they never try to come to public
,schools and we take care of that. Sova,of them are sent to private
schools.

The hearing handicapped must have a recommendation from 'the physician
specialist in hearing disorders and sometimes you call those.otolo-
sists and sometithes they are called audiologists. Bet, he has to
be a medical specialist saying this child has a hearing handicap
Severe enough that he cannot profit'frOm the.regular clastroom
Sufficiently and *that needs to be in thav'Special class for hearing
handicapped. Those classes.haVe central amplification: Very

,

powerful custom built, in the classrooms. We also have wireless
where there's a unit that the teacher wears and the &lid wears
one that they an take to a regular classroom and Associate in a
regular classroom and still hear, ,,,and many children who have never
heard, Rear for the first time on',our amplifidation equipmen.

The physically handicapped is a tremendously expensive service. If

you stop and look -at the physically handicapped, they would extend
from first grade through-the twelfth grade. There must be an aide,
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in the class because these children have to have individual physidal
. attention as well as individual curricular attention. That is a
special class;sit must be.

Now the learning disabilittas are given many varieties of tests, and
our different evaluation people use different ones. We frequently
start out with a simple test to find out the reading level in
relation to their intelligence level. One of our guidelines is that
if a child is achieving far below what his intelligence level shows
him to be, he is a possible learning disability child. We don't
take a child that doesn't score around eighty &:), ninety on some
tests in those classes - we don't want EMR children in those classes.
That'doesn't mean that heir whole list, the Wechsler intelligence
scale for children; will come out 4eighty,.but suppose his performance
in a hundred and five and his verbal. isdown to sixty, or vice
versa: He is going to have a low score', but there's potential or
he wouldn't have scored. We have to have something to show as a
potential.before we put them in there. Needless to say, we have a
Long, long waiting list of childral whose parents want-theth in, who
are not succeeding in regular school, are not mentally retarded or
physically handicapped, and usually wind up emotionally disturbed
eventually if they don't'get some help.

There are'select sections of those tests that ere appropriate. They

give them Some f Kephart's motor coordination' motor perception.
But befo e' get through we know he works, and that'simportant.
WV-cannot place them all. One area has seventy -seven children On
a waiting list right now.

The home-bound have to have a physician's signed statement that
this child cannot go to school amid why. He.has to be out'as long
as five weeks from the time we get that statement, because it- .takes
a couple., of weeks to set up a good home-bound program. Henan have
an emotional disability, such as a school phobia, and we have quite
a few of those, and that must be a psychiatrist's recommendation.
We don't intend to do home-bound service because some mother doesn't
want to get her child up and get him to school every day. He haS

to have a disability. Many many parents don't want toclean up
their hose, and so they ddn't want home-vund, either. We have
difficulties there.

This 'yearvur most prevale tis accidents: Motor scooter accidents)
bicycle accidents, automo ile accidents. We had one teacher the

first' semester h ele n" children and every4one had a broken leg

or broken arm. This the first year it was quite this,bad and I

would guesscour second ighese is oeional.

.
Now ESperanza is a different thing. Esperanza is the children who

are socially maladjusted. We have a placement committee - -I am the
chairman of it--and a coordinator of guidance in the whole system
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is omit. The director of special services, who is our
guidance and nursing and Special Education is on it. The 'Consulting
psychiatrist is on it and the principal of Espe;ania School, who
knows whether they have room fora curtain type level and so on of
that child, is on it. We meet once a week and we pass individually
on every single child that goes in. We have awaiting list now..
We hope to add another teacher next year, and maybe two, but we
don't have'near enough room.

Needless to say, Special Education costs money. 'One orthe big
reasons is tha size of the classes. Our S4tate legally limits. it
to five to fifteen children. We find twelve children, reasonably
normal for an elementary retarded class. It.-!_s too much foetrain-
ables. They should notobe.moreethan ten. It's far too many'for
emotionally disturbed and disabled. If we get 46p to ten emotion-
all disturbed children in a classroom, we have traouble. We know
we need about eight.

This means that our money comes usually oh units of twelve, whith
cuts the money. I could estimate from my own experience in ten
years of this that it does cost around twelve hundred dollars, on
an average, per child, and that doesn't count transportation.
Supposedly transportatibn is under different-funding from'anything
else, but we never have enough in Special Education. Practically

\, ".every federal. project I 'write, I put in something for transportation.
One thin* that you might like my opinion on, if it's worth anything,

what kind ofiteacher do, you put in Special EdUcatiOn? As I was
say ng.to a gentleman just before we started,. sometimes this is the
person Wha-started out in the first, place to be a Special Education'
teacher andjgot their training there. Frequently.it is a success-
ful teacher,- preferably elementary, but we can have some secondary;
-Wharhas became interested VI specialties, Special difficulties and
disabiliti anegoes back and gets the training. You, can't say ,.-

rthat eithe ane is the best. SametiMes your very best teacher
taught twenty years in the regular classroom, or ten, or fifteen,
Sometimes ane of your best teachers will be a person who has never

. .taught a regular classroom. ,
. , /

..

.

-I-really would like for them all to have at least one year with
notA children so they cold understand a little more about what

.

'normal' s about.' You .can study the textbooks ap ,you want:
you don t understand children until you have dealt with them.

That textboak hild is. not always a reality. They May learn Some-
thing that they Can aOpli'to children later, but I would like for
them to know a n'orMa-lhild at some point.

,'.

.

-,.... NoY ypu_mpy*t agree on the order I have these in, and Idon't
... agree with alrof:it. .But;, dumber one, for me,( is stability. No

matter What other attributes the teacher may have, she can't be an
1 unstable person in a classroom or dealing with youth or other
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people. It's-Very difficult to produce good.teachin with an
unstable Arson. '.

0

------,- ,I
.

Number two has been mentilrd here today, and thatts."acceptance
of all children,'! no matter what is wrong, no MatfiiWEat their
disability, no matter what their col$r, no matter whether they are
-green, pg?rple% or polkadot. No matter what their parentage,-no
matter what,Aheir feligion,no matter what they are. If a teacher 0.
cannot accept.ali, she does not belong in Special Education.

Now I would say, some, training. A teacher has to know a little
about eacthing and has to have, in my m' d.lpreferab/y some
specialized training. But, t may be given later, an4 sagetimes
you have a atural. We h one this. year. kWe have a young man, ?
teaching san bgpionally' d turbed and'if'he isn't natural,
I never saw one. He relates tb teachers,,parents, the rest of us,

ti

doctors, physicians, psychiatrists- -you name it and he handles his
children. We do require in'New Mexico, for afl teaching certifi-
cates in Special Education, twenty-four 'hours teaching minotities.
It might overlap with your other teaching certificates.

We do have a temporary_ certificate only for successful teachers.
Il a person comes directly out of college, they can't get a tem-
porary. They are supposed to have had viccessTul teaching before
they can get a temporary. Every year, then, theyohave to take, at
least two courses, which is approximately six hour, until they

-
are through. rt isn't*such an onerous thing.

Number four, I would put warmth. you can't be warm to children,
it would be very hard to work with them. Now warmth and the next*
one are not the same,thing and I hesitate tcl-Put One.above the other,
but I believe warmth would come first. A warm personality toad
children.

Number five is humor. You better have a sense ofhumor if you are
going to work 'with these children. You better be able to see the
funny side of everything and teach them to seg,the funny side:of
something. Their idea of, humor, if they are retarded, s not
going to be the same as:othex children. But you better,qhderstand
it andknowsomething about it. That's 'the saving grace. of a
Special Education teacher: the ability to look on 'some parts of
her work with humor.

I think it takes ,a good deal of physical.stamina to work with Special
Education children, and Many 4 our teacherswork on their physlcal
condition in order to be able to st and the rigors of working with
the children with handicaps all day long. Of course, it7takes it
for all teaching, anyway. When you might havea very varied teach-
ing skill; you may get a classroom of children all ten years old,.
all with'an-I.Q. that looks about alike,,and you have ten different
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'levels of children to work. with. Yoll must have a variety.of skills
to work with these.diffe'rent people.

The next one 1s'th0 ability to individualize." Even if you'are
working aboUt the same level, to individualize with the child's
needs by his interesE's,'by.the way he learns best:. If he .1earns'
best with hta eyes, teach him with his eyes. Work on his ears at
the same time., But you have to be able-to individualize
-everything. ,

0

Now number nine. You may feel that automatically teachers do, but
they doWt-, and that's the ability to work with parents and other'
agencies:'. I think there 'are a good many teachers who are fine
with childien, and you brinOlhe parents in and then get upset and
they don't knot how to deal with the parents and they don't.,knOw

. how to tell them the Special Education needs. The Special Education
teacher must work with parents and you can't teach aehild.in a few "
hours that hels in school to deal with a life that hgs problems in
it and that child his to accept his problem and livebwith it. SO
you have to be able to work with his parents.

Now the last one'is definktely hot last: It is the one that is
interwoven in all the othets, and that's interest:, and aptitude.
You won't do any of these- things 4 yOliTare'not interested in it,,
and if you are not interested iniit, someboaY' is/going%to Sind it
out. If you dontt,find itout,,somOody else will. But, interest
and aptitude foethiSiwork rings'very big, and yet when L try to

'13,1..n down the individuAl things, it just runs through all.,

Now that's my idea of what you must 6E1, to be Special Eduation
teacher. It sounds pretty rough, maybe, but i 's not.

I mentioned that. we had 'to be specialized and we'have six coordin-
ators: NQW they do the evaluation'for the classes.

When I first came here, we had foutfull-time psydholOgisE's, We
don't have a\one now. 4But we have trained people, toiWOrk irithis
area. BUt we \araasking again. We are comparirig aut?'system.- th,
others our size who do gave,up to twelve psy4hologipts,A,;_a
system.. We know that we need them) They place in theXlasse-S and
that's a v%ry rious thing; 'to place a'child in a certain Special
Education class, having to keep in mind that you. might, make a
mistake and Jae cure .you know pvc!rything. They .are supposedly--
auperviSing-those classes and they doWt have near enough time
it.

BoOks and materials for vis ally handiCapped. Weare thinking o,.
special classes here, but' they are so' scattereCon so man iner-
,,
ent levels I'am not sure whet wa Are going to do B ^e do buy
the books and materials for them to use in their egular
classrooms.,

4
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Now I want to talk about the tgadurceroAm concept. We think this
is' the coming thing and the most interesting thingin=special%.
education. . We are not at all syrethat.the child with the disabIl-
ity of any kind should be'tdEally separated from normal childidn

.

theall of the tima. ;
,

+ e'.

.. .Now we realtze-most.of the
t

\aiiiable must_be. hey have great .

..,

. difficulties, in getting aldig,ir a reguliir clOsrotm.. Our resource
. room concept. accepts the idea that we have to limit it t8 fifteen

children'because of our StateNkawo burtde.think d' good enough.e

-. diagnostic-teacher could probably accept mdre,\and abbut a third
of them will be high educable retardantswho areenot really low

.

"/ enough to g'C:JIT a segregated class. Thy can be with other boys
" ', and girls her theare out of school and they will not be retarded

-.7 sand nobodywill think'dI them. About 4 third of them will be

.4. .- emoionally disabled, about a third ofthemvith varying disabili- i

ties and the teacher willnever work with theM all at once. She

will take groups of the tc? five'and keet them varying lengths ..

. . of,tkme. ,It. might be thirty for some children an might be three

.c.
hours foiodpid other child. sbn,the average:1 would'sayitwo hours' 6 ti \

a day. Then she sends them back td the regular classroom and
. takes another roup _Of children, At' the end of-the /ear she may "u

enlup with f teensentirely..different,children.than she 'started .

, wigi. She ma run'into one 'di .two 'very difficult, prublems'that

.,.
it take",a whole 3ar toefigtect out, an maybe another year. But ."

.
we fkiant:it very flexible so they can meet,the needs Of probably
five percent of .our school population."

We reallY"feelthat ev&ry elementary.schoof.ought to ha3.4 a plice:,

for special diagnohtic teaching-for that child that drives the
regular teachv up the wall. Somebody with them and a small enough
group to study what is his learning-problem,what is hie.behavioral

a . .. problem, what is that All shout and whet As causing thie?' Then
that resburce room teacher'has another responsfbIlity that is to
talk tothat regular teacher and go into the AClassroom . . .

when necessary and help the regular teacher know what-it is that
,41. needs to be.done and to help that child get altng'in regular aass:,

- The complete goal is to get him, n regular classes.
.

.

Now that'idetinitely not the gdal,,but the,goal there is to get'

''him".going to regular school successfUlly.
, ..

Now nobo wbuld say that the goal for trainable mentally.retarded /
thildrenks to get hem to be normal. They.aren't goingtobe. '

Their intelligence wag, stunted before bikth, at birth, after birth. -'-

. By many; many, many causes.. ,Sometimes, aveh most frequentcases,
nobody ever know the cause, but manyof ,them we da know. The, most

(common

is the Mongoloid child. But don't let anybidy tell you
that every Mongoloid is trainable, because I have taught some that

were higher. Now the educable mentally retarded is a totally

-

a
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different person. He's a child, if ,sufficiently well trained, who
could take care of\himself independently in the Ciorld. If he is
not trained, he will not be able to take care of himself,in the
world. He will be a dependent, just. like the trainable.

Rbw, with the trainable, we hope to make him a more livable Person,
so wherever he is, whether it's in his home, in an institution, and
hopefully we hope little Community centers for'these children, that
he will be able. to go along and contribute. He can be in a shel..;
tered workshop* and be able to do something. But thaC's not the
goal with ehe educable. The goal here is to get him so he can hold
some kind of a job, and whep,he gets to senior high school, it he
evecgraduates,-he will naVe held ajob in the tenth grade. He -

will gota.school half-time and work on a job or in a training
Center like this job training we are trying .to set up fp-thAlf his
tithe and he will get regular high school credits. Three academic,
two in work,Eand the senior yearthe same thing.. The senior year,
full-tithe, and he earns five credits. But he has to work nine.
hundred hours ofImid labor, paid Work, to. get those five credits,
and'he gets a rtgular high school diploma-like anybody else. He's
earned it because he's put in a hundred and eighty hours of work
for each work credit,.and he has six aeademic credits..

.

Now our principlaks do have the privilege, when they find unusual
circumstanceso of swapping credits back and forth. We think this
hags to be don,( to individualize the whole; thing.

We fael the resource room concept is really more advanced than the
learning di6ability concept and.it'will help more children. .But.
there will be:_learning disability children isn it, but we still feel
somechildren have learning disabilities so severe they will need a
special class all the time. Theie would -be some, but their per-
centage would not be lower.

I agreedwith the person wha said you hve'to haVe4diagnostic facil-
ities before you have' heSe servicgs. Definitely, you do, lb-ut why
dibgnose if Ok-don't ave.any service to put theth sin? You have to
have bott, and they h e been--?they have eo be practically
simultaneous.

I put'some of my wome who, are in this, and some men we have,, up
against most of thea censed psyt ologists in,town to do an educa-
tional diagnosis. When they are ooking ateducational imprications,-
a child's intelligenc they know more than a person who has not,
had relationshivin public.school , but who has; taken aipsychology
class.

There are multiple:handicapped, o course, and. we-don't avea''-Elass
for 'that. There is now.a smallcenter in town developing a class .
for the deaf-blind, which is an area all in its own, but it takes a
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very skilled person to teach it and there's a federal act passed for
the deaf -blind a9d they have received a grant for it and have 'a
trained teacher working with them.

Participant: ?Would you discuss the use of.behavioral modification
techniques in' your progra4

Dr. Barefoot: We use this in the emotionally disturbed classes, I
suspect, more than _any, particularly in the central form such as .

just the work systems, and this sort of thing. It varies with
teachers and their sophistication in using the area of education,
but we do have teachers in all--and all the different ones have
used variations of them. Now so far. as the tea N ng machines, we
do not find.them successful with our handicapped'c ildren, but I
don't know that it's the fault of the theory or t4 machine itself.
It's the fault. of the program and how it's written, But behavior
modification is something Like a computers It's as goodor as bad

i

as the plan'that goes into it and the way it's organized. The
teaching machine is utterly no goo,eto you if it doesn't have a good
program. In it. If the program doesn't fit the child,. or whatever
you have done.

,

Participant;. On transportation, just touch that briefly.- Do you
have apecial bues and special people on the buses to assist the
driver on these? k:

Dr. Barefoot: No, we don't have qnyond'on the bus but the driver.
We can't afford aspeoiaPperson. We should have. Now our older'
Special Education children riding the regular school buses, with
two exceptions, two speciarclasses drdw from sucha wide group
of districts that we have Special Bducation.buses; They are station
wagons, painted yellow with the signs on them.'All Special Educe-

*tion children under junior high, Unlesg they live in the district
4
where the school is, the class is, have transportation..

0.

I thinkour drivers'are-paid nineteen cdlots a mile from home and,
back. But some places we have to have transportation at noon.

Dr. Eisenbachi Dr. Barefoot, we thank you very, very much. I

couldn't he',121) but think. as I sat and. I listened and I watched the

expressions on yOur faces, I' think you have been challenged to an
entirely different concept, maybe of education, than some of you
have thought about and maybe if you have--maybe tomorrow you will
have a better opportunity to further that perception that you had
described here.
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Dr. Wirtz: I am going. to spend some time this.morning on try1zg to
wrap up on.some of the administrative concerns I have. And then

' Dr. Etenbach is going to pick up and get some reaction from
yesterday'S sessiops.

I would hope that everyone would leave this week with some better
notion of how you might plan to put together an administrative
package to serve handicapped children. I know many schools in
many areas have programs for handicapped kids, ,but this is a qual-.
tative kind of thins and I think we ought to be thinking in terms
of updating and expanding.

.

There is no single model which is appropriate for all schools.:
I think the important thing is that wiatever plan you use has to,
be appropriate for your own situation your own setting, an&no one
is going to, be able to tell. you-what that-is except you, ,yourself.

I like to think that this plann g is based on a ope-, three-, and
'a five-yearprojection. You e developing prOgrams and I. think
that any administrator or arty Board has gotto'be thinking at least
five years ahead of where you are. But, you don't necessarily,have
to try to.take your community five years ahead wilth you \There is
an old principle of administration: If you areitoo'fat,ahead in

&own thinking and in your.own planning- -the people who are presumably
supporting you, you find you are out there all by yourself, and you ,

e5Hare not leading anybody. And the People are going in some o er
Airectionf-and you are out on a limb. That is, why I used to develop
a one-year plan and a three-year plhn and a five-year plan. And we
literally sat down and, plottd thisiout. We put on a printed chart
-where we, wanted to be next ,year. You know, how manyicids.are in
program; how many kids gre.there going to be. And then, how4much
is it going to costs _Then we would run it out on one,_ three, and
five years, and each year I would update that one-,t,hree-,
five-year plan. I am appalled, really, at the lack 6f long7range '

"0 planning that takes place in Education. We live froM crisis to
crislsiandwhechever groupof parents.is beating Ua over the head,

-thap the'crisls we react "to. That 46 a heck of alway to do
business. But it is a fact /OE'lifei I think wp0oug tnto sit down

stand do this planning so we can prevent scOme of the e brush fzites
from cropping up. . , !

Now, A am -as much concerned abieutCh process of the development
a plan. '14, personally believe that a lglefients of the community,.
.have.to be involved in developing o having some input into what')
the ellucational plan ought to lie. Otis is not only,Special Educetibn,-but

it is just principles of lanning,and administration;
And I gm-thinking of the people who live ii the community. They
certainly should have a voice in i . Obviously, their, elected
representatives or appointed relates ptatives have gpt to have some
,voice.' The administrators who'are esponsible; especially for

S
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implementing the plan, Oviodsly have tohave a m cp. Teachers
who are on the tiring line have to have a voice. And I guess we...4

are goingto have the students .have a voice in hat thes,/plans
'ought to be. And I apply this'to'the handica p d.Ch110 en. And

can,thinkof a grou of young men in St. Louis, who are crippled-;
they were in a high y specialized school program, high school/
program because they were so physically involved there wasn'
high.school program into which they could be integrated. S
followed through witha specialiAed pxograh. I was sitti
and talking with Eheseyoung people, trying to find out he

might be going, mocatiOnally, and having the9 have some
the kinds of things that ought to be in the school pr Innttiple

first place, some of the physically handicapped have'a, of of A

leisure time on their ha ds, and they should have 'some voice in the
kind of things that will help them occupy their leisure time a
little more meaningfully s farNas they are personall concerned.

I am a great believer in t e uselof advisory committee , and here
again, Igb-back to my St. LoUis experience. We had a eneral
advisory commiEtee; it was ade up. of ka lot of, lawyers, It had a
doCtor on it, P.T.A. i'epres ntativeS: There was a cross section of
the community. And when we ad something we Wanted to p oject, we
sat down with our Board and eur administrative staff and this
advisory committee,,,and tries to. hammer out so that we co ld get an
adequate reflection,of what t e communitywas desiring of us in.the

' Too often, the schools lead an independent life f or the
community, and we exist as a s parate entity. And I think we forget
thae we are a creation of'the, ommunity. .Ifiyon.look at t4cation
nationally, and howit was delegated froM thefedpral-,establishment
to, thef States,to ,the locals, if\ you want to get down, to the ldgal,
base of it, the Stage can say: \"This is the way .it's going to be,,
friends," and get;.away with that. Legally. pit they would/be in ,

a tremendous turmoil'becauSe the' Way we have operated our schools:
This is local control and local ptiop. I think it is good,- because
schools are thereto serve the p ople; and the people are the ones
that ought to have some input into the schools.

,

But for some of these sPecialiZed kind of things--and go back
again to St. Louis - -we had a medial advisory committee. Granted,
we were fortunate to be in an are where. we had a lot of medics, a
lot of medical; schools and what h ve yob. And we picked the brains

.of everybody we and that h s twoelements: 'First, T think
you run a better program, because you have picked the best brains,,
that'you have :6:It in the communityL But it does.somet ng lse.
It gets people involved in what yo are doing go you are not out
there all by yourself-, trying to i terpret to the people what is
going on YoU have got a lot of s okesmen, and: this is important.

This planning process is important - 'because people haye to get-
emotionally involved. There is a principle of getting support.
You can talk to them as I amtalkig to you. And I am hoping that

9
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some of the things we have said this, week will continually be said
to you. We help you get emotionally involved in doing something
for handicapped children, because if you are not, it'all has been
in vain.

As I said, this process is so importaht.

Another point that I want to make: Don't sell your own observations
short. The .simplest way, I think, to get a plan going, is so say:
"What is community "X" doing?" You just adapt it, pick it up, in
toto. That, to Me, would ,be the poorest way.

Another element that I think is extremely important is the develop-
ment of written policies. I am curious:. How many of you have a
written policy book, those of you who are-administrators" L see a
couple of Hands. What if a question comes up? How do you know
what the policy is?

Paeticipant:'-We have numerous policy books, a whole manual.

Dr. Wirtz: All right, who writes the policies, the B.I.A.?

Participant: The B.I.A. I think It works both ways; you have a
policy that is set by congressional intent and legislation, and V

then you have, guidelines for the execution that are, most of the
timg developed locally. I think they are synonymous with what you
are talking aboUt.

6, (
Dr. Wirtz: Of course, we allihave laws,that we have to live with.
There is no question aboutt-Wat. And aside from the BIA broad

,;policy, how many have a:written policy dealing with handicapped
kids? Anybody? Now, how do you make a decision on kids? Dd you
make it up, each as you go along? -,

q b
%

Participant: It is quite easy when you dOn't,have many alternatives,
it 1.s. Auite easy' to not have policies, partic-ularly on handicapped.

Dr. Wirtz: Okay. Have you ever examined'the policies dealing with
so-called:non-handicapped, to see what,impa6t they have on the
handicapped. children? -

am on another project in Georgia, working with sev eral- small
school districts and a college, trying to sensitize administrators
and classroom teacher's of these handicapped kids. We are trying to
get them to go through all of their written policiea that they have'
for the school districts. I assume most of us haVe some procedure
for excluding kids, that are either.,isbehaVing or having some
condition. This is inherent in the school'- business.' But belieie
me,

P
that has a tremendous impact on handicapped kids. It isn't ,

always ',the policy that giveth, it is-the policy that taketh away
from tHekids.

9.2
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I would challenge each of you_to take a look at your policies,.
either written or unwritten, and review them with an idea of what
impact is this, either in providing programs far handicapped kids
or excluding handicapped kids from the prograRs We already have.
And this, to me, is the first part-of the process of developing a
plan for handicapped kids. It may be that even a minor modifica,
tion of policy will make a significant difference in the most dis-
turbed kids, the mentally retarded kids, or whatever it might be.
This is part of the examination of our own attitude, I thiilk. I

have gone through some school district policy books and trying to
help them see that the policy may be dealing with curriculum BSI-
instance. Or saying: "You have got to have "X" number of credits
to graduate from high school." "Is that a logical one? You are
running. secondary schools; how many credits do you have to have to
get out of high school? Sixteen, fifteen, fourteen?

. -

Participant: Depends on,what State you are ion.

Dr:..Wirtz: Okay. But this is not, uncommon, is it? 'Now, those are
defined somehow. Those' are'.academic, where you get a half-credit
for physical educAtiOn, or a quarter-credit for music, dik however
this thing is sliced up. But this is a policy. NOW, let's suPpose
you have an educationally retarded child, who can only read, say,,
on the third-grade level. You are excluding him from the possi-
bility of.completing a high school program, even labeled Special
Education, if he must have so many Carnegie units by traditional
# ,

stanaaras, to get out o h school. But we have to develop,
then, some accepta e bstitutes or alternatives for some of theSe
things. You know, giving five credits for a work- study program,
something of this nature. We do this in some of the coorierative
educational programs, COE programs. You know, thil* is.f.Tne.',, but

youtry.to apply it to a child who is "mentally retarded,". and you
say you can't do .'it, you 6.4n't give them a highi4school diploma. I .

have seenmore..schools:70et hung up on the idea of giving the
reta.r.cied,iticr' a ,high. school diploma--what's the difference? It's.a
Hunk of paper., The important thing is what is written on his
.transcript or in the record in the school principal's office. This.

lo..what an employeryill be looking at when he goes to check his
high school record. That hunk of paper .doesn't mean anything,
really, It .is a nice thing to plaster on the wall, and the kid feel*,
good about It after he has g6 it.

Participant: He has got to .say, though, thailthe has graduated.

Dr. Wirtz: Sure, okay, he graduated. But don't you have several
levels of programs. Some places have, say, a general program, and
a co.11ege prep program, and a vocational program. Can't we add
another piece on that thing? Well, I have seen some places where
Speci).1. Education kids can't go through the commencement line,
even though.they give themaa%hunk of paper, a printed certificate.

(
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What is-the difference ?. These ere the kinds of 'policies Lam
talking about, the written or unwritten Policies that will either
exclude kids or knock them dOWn fuxther. Now; these kids, a lot of
them have got a pretty poor self-image about themselves, anyWay.
And so many little things that we think are sq, great, which we
reAlly don't stop to analyze it, don't amount- to very much.

The ball game is shifting, I guess is what I am saying. e,'There was
a day when ten percent of our people graduated from high, school. It
was a greathonor to graduate from high school. This is my parents'
generation. If you were a high school graduate, that was reaily--
something. Ln my generation, the aspiration level was.hopefullya
achelor's.degree. qty kidS are now ,talking about, well, I have got
tO--aTtleast haves master's degree in order to get along. And some
youngsters are even -talking about Ph.D.'s, to get to be what they

4want.to do in life. So, where does that leave this high school
diploma, in terms of what society is looking at today? It is
equivalent to. an elementarycertificate twenty-five years ago. And
I think we have to recognize that there is a shift. And-no one
would object to giving a retarded child a certificate, say, he
completed junior high school or elementary school. I am just usin
a simple example of policies which will affect the handicapped kids
in terms of their image of themselves and the programs that we dile
to them. You can take it up from there, on all of the other kinds
of things that are in your own policies I hope you will go back and
look at them. If they are not written down,,..646- a little soul-
searching in terms of the decisions you have made on yourAcids.
And maybe even write them down.

I suspect as lo al Boards become more active% they will be pressing
some of the adthinistrators to write these policies down, and to have
a voice in what these policies are. Because it keeps those of us
who are administratorsof programs on the straight and narrow. We
won't be able to make arbitrary decisions on kids. I guess this is
what Boards art: all ..about.

You have probably gathered, 1p this time, that I am more than just
passively interested Ln-handicapped kids. This is part of my pro-

' fessional life. I used to make a pitch to the people who held the
purse .strings, becausoemy position is that you have got to gducate
handitapped kids And let, me !AhOw you just a simple example.

Let's take a chi d with an '144. of fifty, and I picked that beNuse
- it -is the low en of the- ednOble mentally retarded group. II

wouldn't use the same projection with a seventy I.Q., or seventy-
five.' 'But take -, fifty, who! is scraping the bottom of the barrel

..

gof this,'roup. Let's assume that we put him in school and spend
, ,

$1;000 a year4N Ve keep,himtiffschool for twelve, years. At that
po4.nt we have(finvested $12,000 in is education. Presumably we

') -have kept h* out of difficubties.. e have plugged some skills

W ' .92 (,
/(\
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Mt() him, and presumably somelimited work skills.

Let's assume we don't educate him, and he becomes, say, eligible for
a State instiEutfor, or he is going to,ba on constant welfare. Let's
suppose thatime just let him bounce along until he is about fifteen,
and he lives until he sixty-fi4e, and this boy has got fifty .

years to worry about in between there4-,Seriously, now, on a national
basis, it cos s about $2,000 a year to keep a child in an institu-
tion. In

17.
Mich gan, this is closer to $4,000, but I will just round

it off to. $2,0 because it is dramatic enough at that. 'Okay,
suppose he goes in a f'teen and lives until he is Sixty- five.
You have got fifty times two thopsand, and that comes up to about
$100,000 that somebody has put.into one individual'ior,essentiaLly
no useful production in life.

We-heve spent 2,000 to;educate.him, and $100,000 to Tut him in an
institutionthe. ffertnceks,'in my may, of think-"ng, is rOughly
$88,000,' right? That is a.saiings to somebody. 'And I have to put
in this factor. Let's assume that by educating him to work even in
a sheltered work shop, the most limijed kind of'involvement, let's
assume that he workS from the time he is--let's use twenty -five to
sixty or sixty-five. That gives him about Corty years of work.
Let's assume that he works at $2,000 a year. That is another
$80,000 that he is putting back,into the-community. And I come up

to roughly with a net saving on a child, to keep him out of an
j. institution, of $178,000.

o

Now, at $1000 per child"that it is costing you to educate him, I
can educate 'a hundred and seventy-eight kids for the one child tha
t keep out of the institution. And this is why I used to go to the
Rotary Clubs and tell the people who were trying to pass on taxes,
and tell them that if I could keep four, children in St. Louis
County out of this institution, i could save the total cost .of
educating almost a thousand children, because. our children were
somewhat higher. You can argue with the mathemat4s, and I am not'
going Co make a strong pitch on the accuracy of my mathematics,
because,I am a lousy mathematician. But I don't,-,think you oar(
argue with the principle that we will save money in the lOngjmul:
And the reason I am mentioning that now, becailsedi think thi5'is
the kind df a pitch wejiave to make to the BIA,ITOngress, for the.
ands oPmoney that we need to run these kinds.of programs, to
projtct this onsort of,a whole BIA school population basiS. This
is jOgt 'a mentally retarded child, now. DO it in some of the other
4reas.

aI have heard an expressed concern over the 'last week: "Where are.
we going to get the money to run these.pr6grims, when our.whole
school is projected on the basis of one teacher te'thirty kids?"
This is somethini that has to be changed.AN9w, it is easy for me
to say it. know that it is a lot harder,to do,it than to say it.
But certainly, if I were writing an activity I would certainly
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build it on a one, and hopefully a three-year plan, and would
have a heavy emphasis on getting some of these policies changed.

Now, this .is just the dollarg and cents side of this thing.,! I

really haven't'said anything about the moral.values df educating
a child versus not educating a child. I don't think we'can really
plat a dollars and cents sign on the rights of children.,-. The basic
principle that I have to operate on is: All: children hAve a right
to receive an education which is apprbpriate far their abilities or

(GP
disabilities. 'This is not something we can give to them, it is .

something they can demand-from us, as professionals'and as lay'
leaders. They don't even have to ask for it, and, they shouldn't
have to ask for it. It should be there. Who published the bill
of rights for handicapped. children? I would like to see that
hung on every principal's wall, every administrator's wall,and
look at it once in-a while. Because:this does spell this thing
out. I think above all, it's the attitude that you have as

educational leaders, to make the difference for handicapped 0'
children in your communities. If you don'ts change it, who is?

,

----- ....................... Pa.rticipant:. I think I certainlyAnjoyed and appreciate yOur
.- remarkd. in a general societal context, as well aa,within the
Bureau of Indian Affairs. And I think- that you should know that,
by andlarge, we have kind of written, the bookein terms of

. developing the programs' for youngsters. And we 'have been' trying
to endeavor to serve these youngsters baSedon the economic basis:
.And I think that, again, in terms of what we haVe now -- there is
a lot more we-probaby can do as well as keep shooting for the
optimum. But as a group, as I have talked, to the people, :that's

-Ty -m eh'' -the- idea.
:41,

6

I ink tt you make a,real good point in terma,of requirements
for graduation. There is a desire for youpgatersto graduate
front State- accredited high schools and you get the ,North Central
and 11 af,,the other regional evaluating groups into it, which
I thin calisNfor broadening on the part of everybody in terms of
high school di0.011,&...,.. We have been accused Many times' for" the
same teason,,of.gredua. g for social reasons than academic
reasons. Just, ikt-yettr-blic schools.. And by and large our
position has b en based on the factors that you have outlined,
I think. It is ery, important that these youngsters graduate.
There are real v4cal parts of our society that are in strong
opposition to th s. I don't give that as a reason for giving -

up, however: I .m not inferring that. Ent it is a general
problem which we all need to work on.

Dr. Wirtz: We fi d this in the State schools for the deaf, for
examples if you w 11 look at tire statistics on that. Even the day
schools, these ki g at an average are two years academically retarded,
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just on the basis of the physical problem of hearing. You get to
the State schools and the residential schools, and they are probably 2

._four years, academically retarded. And yet, nobody screams about the
fact that the kids ate not getting a high school diploma. Let's
suppose a kid gets a certificate and he goes to, college and presents
his high school certificate and says: "I want to..go to college."
And yet he graduated as a mentally retarded. But any registrar who
doesn't look at the transcript that came out ofthe principal's
office ought to be fired on the spot. By the same token, an
employer who is interested in' a specific kind of skill, or a--
specific level of competence,, has gdt to.do 16fe than look at that
hUnk 6f paper when he says he is a high school graduate. jghat
courses did he take? What pr sives did he pursue? What kinds
of grades did he get? These are th kinds of things th t_you_lopt
at when you are employing, and use thi as a viabl&doc ent. And
we are all tied up on the sy ols of the thing, rathef"thvi the
function of it.

Participant:' I think one Of the real big danger in -aft educational

system that could be termed special.in many, many w ys, is this rush
that is taking place over the last efeveral years to meet State
standards. And we really haven't had too much choice 'On that, bu
giving uuome of the real Programming that it takes, based on th
needs of /Sungsters'in a particular attuation. I think there is
too much adherence to standards and:hot enough to meet the needs
of youngsters. I think that this, is maybe a national malady. ".

\

,Dr. Wirtz: I am sure it is. And I think this is what I\have
been hearing ever since we got here. The real Special EducatiOn
viewpoint is that you have goOto start with the needs of the chilk,
rather than any set standards.

Participant: I think the B.I.A. is sort of a leader in the concept
that you mentioned of doing everything possible to get a high school
certificate for Our.tbildrep. We just recently graduated fourteen
at mid-term. We offer summer courses for makeup work. Of\course,
we are limited as far as our accreditation is concerned, as to just
how far we can go. But we have accredited building trades courses-
and various other things, courses that the children were interested
in. And every effort to try to get them to graduate from high
`school.

Dr. Wirtz: YQu haven't hit it yet in B.I.A. because of the
relatively isolated kind of life that th'e schools lead. But I
keep seeing the things tha't are happening in cities like Detroit
and Chicagol4x New York, where the kids themselves are getting
heavily involved with what is going on in school. They are
,Ibelling. They are talking about why can't I get credit for

going out and work. ,A kid wants to go out and be a doctor, and
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he says, why can't I go to work in a doctor's office, and get
some high school credit for it?

There is something to be said about the old apprenticeship way
of learning to do something. How did ki,,,ds learn before wehia,0
schools? They learned it froM their parents.- Ttiey learned it
from somebody who was expert in doing something., And we-have
grgdually evolved this school thing and we 4gye taken away all
of these possibilities. More and'more the sallools have taken
over things that parents used to do. When we lived.on a farm?
I learned how'to farm from my father. I didn't have a course'
on how you hitch up a hor to a plow.' We went out and he
showed you. And you did it and if you didn't do it right, you
got,whacked on the backside, and you tried:to do it .again. What
I see happening today.' particularly, 41ci the big c4its, is a
trend golng back to an apprenticeship on a very softAticated kind
_of basis. 'Getting industry,'6getting individuals Involved in the
training of people. 4nd some of you may have read of Paul Goodman's
stuff. He was' sL-iously advocating that we do away with our
junior and senior high schools as being the greatest detriment to
Education that we have ever had in this country, and going back. to. 4

'104literally what is, in essence, an apprenticeshiP.kind of training.
The schools'are so far behind in what is happening in industry and
in national trends, that.we are training people for jobs that' don't
exist. , Something like ten years from now', somewhere around
Seventy-five ence cilt of the jobs people are holding even,
exist, with t e escalation of automation and shifts.

Now, who is systematically' training people for leadership
positions and jobs in recreation areas? When.you think that G.E.
right now, and G.M., are seriously talking about a four-day week--
not ..everybody is. going to be able to recreate for those other":
three'days. Somebody is.going to have to provide"the-boats and
theeki lifts and the 'services that.go along withf'ehat. There
is a tremendous opportunity in this, today. And yet I don't
know of a schopl that syStematically Plugs that kind of a thing
in their curriculum. This is great for some of these handicapped
kids.

Participant: It is part of the "procesS' approacn- tnat you are
discussing. Several years ago when the prbgram at WingateHigh
School was being developed by patents? by tribal leaders, and by
staff members, they did involve the State Department A Education
and they did get some courses that you won't find anywhere else in
the State of14New MexiCo, that arq fully accredited courses. -S0,.'
again,.going back to your approach, maybe this is a-guideline, to
involve them right in the heart of the thing.
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`Dr. Wirtz: The &ore people you get involved in the thing
it takes more time, and it is a devilish thing,to do, but i
want univerghl support, this is essential. And this is one o
the general principles of administration: involvement.

Dr..Eisenbach I would like for usto t ?ink about a couple
of things, One of the things that I hope you won't have happen

,%inOur'schools,1 that have happened in a number of public schools,.
and that 4s th:et,jyou begin, to substitute hardware for good teaching."
Idon't know howlikany times I have been in schools where,under ESEA
funds and various other funds, people have purchased all kinds of
hardware; gengrally the teachers doi't want to use and can't use.
And it is simply °stored in closets. And I would suggest that maybe
the amount'of money that is thrown intojunk like that, and some of
itis nothing butjunk, could very well be used to greater advantage
in implementing your program with human resources. So I 'would

suggest that you ..at least think about it.

I would like to suggest to you that if you involve,yourself in
developing programs for handicapped children, I think you should
:prepare* right now, for.:2,10inoff and, change of curriculum and
expectations and dervAteS for 11 children. Just as soon as you
get,yourseTr Involv64-in an opp. tuhity like this, I think that
your entire school program is go g to feel the effects of it.
And I think you Ould very we anthis way and think about it
and remain egibln. In othe rds, td have iflexibility as a

key. 's A

4
I supposel too, that another one of the things that I sat here
and thought .about it was in many cases., you have an elementary
boarding school here and you have a secondary boarding school
over here, And if you wont to articulate the services that you
are going to offer, it Seems to me to be vitally injportant that
something be done at the very outset to determine where are
children going to go from an elementary setting to aosecondary
settin, so that they Will be 'served continuously. In our

public high schools and in our elementary and junior highs,
right now, those are three separate entities in many Cases.
The elementary teachers do not talk' to the-junior high teachers,
nor fo the principals* and the secondary people remain completely,
aloof.- 'And so, once a"child leaves that elementary building, it
is another .different world for,him. He has got to find himself
again. So if you are, planning on articulation here and yOu want
services that are going to extend from the time the child enters
school until the time he can leave that school under his own
power, with some ability to go out and function as a jobholder,
I think that thil'iight very'we1l be considered by all of you.

I think there is another7.thing that e
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like you.to-ask Yourself, and say to yourself, what do you want
or each child? What do you want from each 1Child, regardless of
his own age and'regardless of where he comes from and regardless+
of where he is going to school?

I don't think You can lump all childrents needs together; and
re thawithat, I think it's' unfortunate, but we do it 411 of

the ime:, As soon as you come to the categorization, as soon
VAS yo a group of children as Cripples, and here is a .

group th is blind, and here is a group that is deaf, and here
is a g oup that is mentally handicapped, the,blind become broom
makers and the of becoke something else, and the mentally
retar ed become s ething else,. and the like. And\teachers,
bl1ess their heart they help us reinforce this, and they impose
the very ceilings that college professors say should be thee,-
and so on. And so eventually the kid, when he is out of school, '

behaves exactly in this fashion. They almost make their pre-
dictions come true. What I am'auggesting to you is don't,
pleaae don't let labels or categories impose,ceilings on children.
The children ought to be..looked at for-what they are, for what
they can do. And that evaluation ought to come frequently
eno,ugh-that you don't lose sight of where you are going. So,
frequently in these cladses-for_ mentally handicapped kids, I
have heard educators -- and his includes teachers,'administra-
-tors, principa18, supervisats, and so 66.-- say, "Well, they
'mentally retarded, aren't they?"

Well, it has been amazing to see what can happen when certain
kinds of services are appropriately offered to those kinds of
kids and what they can do. For example, going into the sheltered
workshop, going from sheltered workshops into supervised emplor-
ment, and these kids can do it. Thank you. 4

Dr. Campanelli: Before we start the second sessionthis morning,
we have a portion scheduled on your program for remarks by Title I
and Title VI coordinators from Washington. Mr. John Trace is
the Title I coordinator. He would like t9 present comments on
Title I for you bafore we, get into the panel'discussions here.

.

Mr. Trace: There areltwo or three comments I did want to make
before the session was over. This is specifically to Title I,
andjust for a moment .I want to quote just a bit from the
regulation. I want to read two very brief things.

In the definitions, talking about Title I providing services for
educationally depriyed children, it says that the term includes
children who 'are handicapped. Then, another definition says that

0 handicapped children means the mentally retarded, hard of hearing,
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.41 ,dea, the speech impaired, the visually- handicapped, the seriously./
emotionally disturbed, crippled, or other d1health impaired childre
who.,by reap on thereof require Special Education.services, Now,
thatis the background. I have heard several times during these
several days two kinds of comments. One, that Title I has done
practically nothing in the field df Special- 'Education; and, in
many areas; I think that is true. "Then I have heard the comMentl
that we need to look at the needs df children. I would like to,
suggest that the former is the result of the failure to do the
latter. We. haven't looked at the needs of children. And, as i

result, we have not done'much in the field of Special'Educatiodi.

Title.I is not a funding source for programs for schools. It, is

not :set up to deyelop programs in s ool . Title I is
set Lot° meet the special needs of a ified yoUngsters whos

=, level of education attainment is below that which itshOuld be.

Please do go back to your schools with the idea that you are I

going to look at every child' in that school-and see which onea
are below level, educationally. And then analyze the reasons
why those youngsters are in such a category.' Then, after yo
have done that, Title Ibgives you almost an ()Pen door to
providing whatever services those children. need. And I susp ct
that, if you look at individugl'youngstera, you will find so e

:whose hearing is impaired, or whose vision is'impaired, or is o
may be mentally retarded. And there is almost no limit to
what the services would be that you can provide for those children.
Now, if you will do that, I suspect that you will find that Title I
will do much in the field of Special Education. But you d not. .1

have to set up a program as o starter. You may end up wit a

program. But the program is based on the identified needs ,of
youngsters, and then you can just 'move ahead and set up wh t
amounts to a program. B*t.,_your starting point has to be the
youngster and you have identified that they are below Jay 1 because
of scope handicap which'fallg in your Special Education fi ld. And ,

if you will start from cbildred rather than from programs, you have
got almost nolimit to the services that you can get for' hose
children under Title I.

Now; that is all I have to say. I thinkI had a couple
questions here a momedt,ago. 0,

Participant:, You,answered my question. I couldn't -see, what
you were talking about ArograMs -- that would ultimately 'become

a program.

fir.'Trece? It becomesa.program, but it isn't a progr when you
set up fora school. 'The. regulations say that,Title I' is not to

set up programs for a, school, or for a grade level', or', /for a class.
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-Title I is set up to provide services for those youngstera whom
You have identified as being bell w level, educationally; whom: .

you then analyze,,to determine the Causes. And then, in a pto-
ject, in a component, you set up whatever activities that are
needed to correct the problems for the youngster so that his
level of educational attainment will ultiMately go up.

Little has been done because too often we have gone into the
schools, or the school people have said that-we need this pro-
gram or that program. I-suspect from what I have heard here
that most,of us are not oriented td Special Education. And
therefore, we havent done much in that field. But if we start
with'tfie'child, identify his problems, then under Title I you
can do things alMost without limit. There are several limits
that supplement rather than supplant,',and this type of thing!.
But there. are almost no limits. So I simply state, please look
at the individual child. Don't start with, "I want,to set up a
program.

If your children don't need it, then don't do it If they do
need it, you set it Op 'for those that you have identified.

Participant:: One sqUest4ion: Can Title I funds be used in the
identificatfon process?

Mr. ,Tracef Definitely,'but Title I funds may not be used if
your projebt is only to identify, period. You must provide a
program for those kidd'that will correct the problem and raise
the level, ultimately, of educational attainment. But in doing
this, if ode of the things .necessary is to identify, no problem.

Dr. Campanelli: Thank you, Mr. Trace. Iam glad I don't have
that much money to spend as in Titles III and VI,6because we are
less complicated than that.

What we would like to present for you this morning, veil briefly,

.

are some and projects that have been carried Olt and
still are in process of.operation; where ESEA TitiSIII and
VI:monies have-been used to attack certain problems at a
particular school. I would like to make one, addition to the
program this- morni41__ESEA funds were not used; 1740 funds
used, and that is thf,.Program that Was conducted last summer.
have gotten severaledministrators througFdut the Bureau-who are
picking up on this concept and want to'cagxy it out in their
particular school in succeeding summers. at was the program
at Riverside SchoOl in Oklahoma. I would like Mr. Gabe Paxton
to address a few remarks in that direction, because' t has merit,
for our discussion here, even though it was not funde under
ESEA Title III or VI.
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Mr.,Paxton: I do have six copies of'th total report of.the-
Riverside Summer Institute for Indian Yovtla_with Learning
Disabilities.. After thes% are gone, if yod-Will give me your
names we can mail you a copy. .

. . .

Last spring, we began to have some discussions within the tribal
\ groups in .Oklahoma where ninety-five percent, perhaps, of 1-.
\students,'go to public schools.. And they were saying that t.eir i

children in public schools were having learning problems. So we
began to 1 around and question the social Workers at the
agencies, and ther educators. They verified without having
actual to tin data, that there were a number of youngsters,
up to four un red students, having dropped out in the 1968 year,
with a heavy cpncentration of those-dropouts in the Anadarko Area.
So, with, those needs expresded by the Indian people, they began .

to think how to meet the needs of those ypungsters, many of whom
might end up in our boarding' schools. And so we began,' first of
all, to look at our resources. And we found out, nearby, at
El Reno, Oklahoma, a Title III educational laboratory that was
willing to help us set up a format deigned to meet the needs of
these,youngsters., It -as.called the Canadian-Valley Educational
Laboratory. And next, having.fpun# the needs of the youngsters
and having found a resource, we began to think, abotitt'what Bureau
funds we could use to allevia'e those learning disabilities.

We began to explore Title I. We thought we had Title VI nailed
down, but did not.. But we.began planning anyway in setting up
a design to meet the needs of these youngsters. And 4de decided
arbitrarily on setting up a program for a hundred public school
youngsters, Indian youths, who were having difficulty in public
school. We then announced to the tribe and announced to social°
workers at/the Agencies that we were setting up such a program
for learning disabilities; asked them to screen, and asked the
publig school principals and superintendents to recommend Indian
youths who were having learning problems. And so at the end,
when we ,had no other resource, we funded, it with regular Bureau
1740 funds. 4And briefly, the design was this.'

I

First of all, the Special Education classes could not work in a
vacuum. So we decided on an inter-disciplinary program. We

involved4 an appraisal service.pe obtained the services of the
Agency and other social worker so so We had social workers involved.

We obtained the seice.1 of a psychologist and a hometrist.
We obpained the facilities' af our own Bureau ach of at Riverside.
We involved the adwitory school board who were old'and supported
the idea of,a special sutmer institute'f6r public school Indian
youngsters. And then, 'having gotten the facilities and the money,
and the design, we began. "
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Now, we didn't have much lead time. We did have a lot of
problems with implementation. But/rather than address myself
in these few moments totproble-ts-,- / would like to say we did
hold a summer institute, the total report is here. We are
following up with putting the data on computers,.and we expect
to have a followup report.,

We had an appraisal service first, with a psychologist, psychometrist,
a medical doctor, and a nurse, under contract from CAVAREL (Canadian
Valley Educational Laboratory). In addition to the medical and
the auditory and the visual screening and the medical'examinations,
the following tests were al$o used: The Wide-Range Achievement Test,
the Bender-Gestalt test, the WISC, the Chicago Non-Verbal Test,
the spelling and math test., the Gates Reading Test, a self concept
test of sixteen personality factors test, and teacher rating scales.
All of these re obtained after the youngsters had been referred
by the public schools and the home agency social workers. An
adaptive individualized therapy program was developed for'pupils
during the institute, based on the test information, parental
interviews, and the general observation or staff referxals. h The
folders on each individual childwere sent to B.I.A.

And the next part of the program was the counseling program which
was directed by the psychologist. We had a ratio of one for ten
in the cldesroom, and a ratio of one for ten in the dormitories.
The general design was that fifty of-these youngsters would be
inclass all morning with individualized.curricula. The other
fiferftuld go to class in the afternoon. Now, while fifty were
in the morning classes, they went to a program which was'called
the self adjustment program. This was dErected by a counselor.
It is also a part of the program in which one hour was spent on
some general concepts of 'getting along together, peer refatiod-
ships, and group processes. One hour was spent.on the adult-
choice of what they wanted to do. And one hour was spent on
individual student choice of What they wanted to do, divided
into a six -hour day. Three hours in the morning for the first
half, the first fifty.

We, really had a hundred and four students enrolled. We came up
to the last three days before it was necessary to expel some
students that were not getting along in peer relationships, and
four were expelled during those final three days.

I would like to mention briefly some of the findings. The '
findings concluded that while we had involved administration
of the school, the contract people who brought Special Eduol'tion
teachers in tinder contract, the psychologists, the psychometrists,
and the students, there was one weak element: We ne lecte to
involve the dormitory staff. And so we did not have the d4 rmitory
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people with us in philosophy or thinking of the program. And
one of the major weaknesses was pointed oul'by both the staff
evaluation and the student evaluation; these one hundred students
front the public school system didn't think much of our dormitory
program. And it was our fault. It was our fault for not involving
them more in the planning and -the philosophy and thinking of what
we were trying to vclos in this Special Education program.

We did have some problems of.communication, net only, with the
regular school staff and the contract staff, and with the
specialists that we brought in. But despite that, we found
that the students did respond positively in most areas. Ninety
percentof them responded favorably by the evaluation' process. to
the classroom. The Special Education classroom-work was positively
reflected in their comments. The dormitory was way down on the
list. It took considerable time for some o.-the students to
learn to, get along together.

So, very briefly, those are some of'the things we did in this
summer institute for children with learning disabilities.

We did have a whole list of findings, and conclus ions-.and recommen-
dations. We are not saying that it is the last word, but it is
just one project in one Area Office where we attempted to meet
specific needs. That is all of the claim we are making,Tiith
no other extravagant claims.

Dr. Campanelli: that is a very unusual statement for someone from
Oklahoma. We will set up a pad out at the desk so that if you
wish to write Mr. Paxton, please indicate thereon, and I am sure
he will be able to send you copies, after you look through this.
k)am sure, you will want to learn more about it.

Participant: Can I ask a question? How long did the process
take, of, getting the students., It soynds pretty involved.

,Mr. Paxton: The process of getting them to the boarding school
and screening them took approximately three week. After they
'got there, it was completed during the first week, the medical
and all of that took a week.

Dr. Campanelli: For the second report, we have a Title VI
project at,Concho School. This is a project that is currently
operating this year. We have Mrs. Jessie Hill .to give 1 brief
report.

Mrs. Concho School is located on the Cheyenne-Arapahoe
Reservation near Oklahoma City. It is approved-for an enroll-
m,ent of approximately two hundred and fifty-aix elementary
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students, grades one through-eight, through application. The
Canadain Valley Regional EdUcatiohal Laboratory, referred.to by
Mr. Paxton, has the contract through Title VI to supervise
'Special Education and supportive psychological services through
the'school. The aims of the project are to provide the services

....needed to the handicapped students of the schooliso that they
can function adequately with groups of their peers, to provide
information to teaches in working with the students who need
help,'and to provide in-service training to the school staff.

Services of the project originally included: psychiatric service,
fifty sessions; a psychologist for two and a half days a week;
a psychometrist, one day a week; aspeech and hearing clinician,
one day a week; and, a full-time.Special Education teacher. The-
project originally included the servicesipf a nurse, on call
twenty -four hours. The cost of the project was $24,500.

Supplemental services to the project through Title I, of the school,
include a social service representative and a physical edueation

teacher who worked with the Special Education teaeher.and the
other elementary teachers. Through the regulai program, we have
two S"ehool counselots working with'the project. Through public
health, the full-time serjvice of a nurse and the service of a
doctor for two days a week. Referrals for psychological services '
may be made by any member of the staff. And e teachers referred
students experiencing educational difficulties. esere tested
by a psychometrist, and Mr. Paxton described most of those tests.
I won't go into them. And then the psychometrist reports back
to the teacher in the area of difficulty they shave located, and
they recommend approaches to learning, such as visual, kinesthetic,

' and so forth;

The studentsWith I.Q.s of seventy-five or below, in grades one
through six, are placed for one-half day in Special Education
classrodMs. )These are divided into grades one, two', and three
in the morning; four, five, and six in the afternoon. Then the
students go back to their regular classrooms. The "Classroom
teachers just fit their programs to fit in with. the Special
EducatfM\teacher's schedule. She works with reading, math, and
language development. Those students with visual perceptual
problems are with the Special Education teacher for,oner-fourth
'of a day.

4
a

The only suggestion or adjustmqnt-that was made to the program, was
,in the dropping of the nurse's servides, These monieS have been
used instead on'a program of completeAreening of vision and
hearing, which is going-on this week at,the school.

4 *ft" * .

Dr. Campanelli: Are there any questions for Mrs. Hill?'
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I was going to call on Mrs. Goss next, but we have got to move
away from Oklahoma. So, I will ask her to wait. I would like
to have Mrs. Vera Bassett report on the MESA project of Wahpeton
School in North Dakota. Thi@ was funded under the 15% set-aside
portion for the handicapped of -Title III and was considered by
the B.I.A. Title III advisory committee to be the exemplary project
under Title III for the Bureau. A recommendation was made by the
committee to the Commissioner that this program for the second
year should be moved into 1740 regular funds. This was done,
and it is currently operating at the present time under 1/40 fu
at Wahpeton School. Mrs. Bassett.

Mrs. Bassett; A ;lot of the sPme things that I.have thong
saying have been said by Mr. Paxton and Mrs. Hill, as far as the
people involved in screening and soforth. So, I will just try
to pick out the high pointS of the program.

I
We area boarding school, elementary, grades one. through eight.
We take in.a six-state area,;twelve reservations, and seventeen
tribal groups are represented.

And our enrollment is font hundred and sixteen students, -although -
we don't alwaystake in that many. .

Prior tOoor MESA program, we had no way of helping the children
,that needed special help. And gs Mr. Paxton said, they were
ta-ying to get at the problOms before the kids ended up in a

boarding school. So we have a lot of kids who do need this

special help.

I won't go:into how Project was funded. Althou4oWe had
help, our local ad istratiOn has always been aware of this
_problem, and we had help through Washington and Aberdeen Area
Offices, and the consultants of the $vtcial Education Department
of Moorehead State College. And they also helped in acquiring
a staff of five very.competentpeople: a speech. clinician; a
reading specialist; a counselor;' a social worker; and, a

Special Education teachek. You ate all familiar with the duties .4

of these different specialists.

ut

I think that some of the things that have gone wrong are just as ,

important"to stress as that you have found to be
working. So I aurgoing to mention them.

.First of all, we are oper ing iz building thakt is aoart frpm
the- school, which 'is not a good setup, but that's all'we have.
The childrin have to go approximatelycdoWn the.street for a block..

.

We have pnevaelf-contained Special Edudation rdom. 'I would hope
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that in the
.

future we would be' able to tend this through the
eighth grade. We take children only fro grades one'through four,
because we feel the greatest need 1 the e. In the future we
hope that we'coud be funded to inclu the entire elementary
school.

tl

,40

The children for the Special Education classreom were selected et,e
very much like Mr. Paxton said. We found,that iE took about.three ..,

Weeks for screening: But I would like to stree the point that teacher .

observations were so very impotant in our case. Our speech clinician
and reading specialiSt worked with groups and with individual
children. We found that one of the cautions to watch for,the '

second yearteacher, was not to schedule them too tight,_yecause
they did not have time to silt down and consult tye-individual' '

teachers. And of course, were not able to give the training .
..

-that these people are
s,

very capable of Aboing for the rest of the
staff.

* -

-4

.We found that 4bout two-fifths of the children that were, in the
prograt,the first year did not return to s'chool. So; you-calyee
right ,away, the difficulty that combs up here. One of the things
we tried last summer was to make reservation visits toptalk to
the parents of the children involved in this program. And it
really worked out very well. We hope to cdntinue it this next,
summer, including more people going out. Along with this, our
speech clinician is working on a language developmenrprogram.
As someone said the other day,' it" isn't only the childrens' +

speech production that is so important, but developing their
languagev. They have not had those experiendep at home that they
can refer .hgck to in a school situation. For testing purposet,
this is veil. difficult.- So the program she is setting up is to
go to the reservations-froi where these children come and take
pictures and use a yideorecorder so that she can work with this
material the next year. The children can refer back to pictures
that they are aware ofAand maybe-their pets, scenes,from the
reservations. I have-hthught some of this material along, pictures
and so forth. I will leave°it here on,the'table if you would like
to kook At it through the noon hour or the rest of the day.

The people in the program-have been very good about documenting
the progress of the children. And I think this is important'
because evaluation is always necessary. I sppote one of our
downfalls here was, we say we are so flexible, but we aren't
always willing to pass a chilli back and forth. He ,fits into out
room and so it is just less complicated to keep him there for the
rest of the year rather than to send him to someone who can do
more for him. But, we are working along this line to get the -
teachers to really seek out the help of these people for children
that they know of who are deserving of such help.
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In this evaluation, we have done preandpost 'testing-. After the .

first°year, we do definitely have some results. If any of you are
interested, I Auld be_glad to send a copy of this paper to yOu.
But :in two cses, the reading and vision counselor did work up a
handout that I am going, to ask you to take'off'of the table= over
there. This was on two particular students, that they really felt
was very evident of lbeirprogress. And in the case Of the counselor,
hejs working on a new program dealing with self conceptsof children.
It is the understanding of them, and the people around them, and
their environuient. ,All of this is very new. ye really feel that_
this is going.to be very helpful.- And I also shave a little recording.
on' one of the boys who expressed himself through one of these
sessions. And it takes about a minute. If ybu'wOuld like to play
it at any time, just turn on the recorder.

°

We did not compare these children to the rest of the children at
Wahpeton becuase we do not feel they should be compared to the
nonhandicapped children. So, thd eValuationdata is of the
glup, completely, although we do expect them to make gains that
are at least approaching their own potential achievement level.
One of the things that we have to work on, again as I stressed,
is communications with the teacher, and being more flexible and
getting the staff members to do more inservice work. We hive a.
lot of people come in for in service training through Moorehead
College., And we have people from Western Michigan University.
ny of the igstructional aides in the dormitoryzare taking classes

this year, all through the three quarters, and we feel'a lot of
this is being done. But we certainly think and we hope we can
improve on'it.

In closing, I would like to."say that we believe at Wahpetbn, that
while two years is really not sufficient time,to prove the growth
of academic achievement, ,at least the handicapped children haVre had

the advantage of being a part of our Pxoject MESA, and we do feel
that it has'been successful. Thank you. .

Dr. Campanelli: Any questions for Mrs.1Bassett? And the materials
will be here on the, table for you tto, look at during the.break or
any time this afternoon. \We ask that you don't take them away with
you, unless they are so deignated.
'
I would like to go on now to a Title VI project at Phoenix Indian

School which was Completed .last year. And' for this, we haVe -

Mr. Clyde McMillan from the school faculty. - .

Mr.\McMillan: -This was a Title VI'project called Prpject PISCES:'
(Phoenix Indian School Compre t e Evaluktion Strvice$) for the
education of students. The 'P Indian School has'abogt eight
hundred and fifty-students, all b ding. The pro4ct,. itself,
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was funded for $204000Bithwas duting the '69 -'70 school year.
This project came about as a'repult of the fact that we had some
very inadequate test data on students ho were coming\into school.
So, becadse of this lack of informat on, the in-delith evaluation
was, mada4

The objectilks of the_program were: ito-povide information data
for psychological, physical, and educational evaluation for
counselors and teachers, for immediate and long-range planning

)-

:by the school staff; to indyidnalize instruction bymeans of
the acquisition and use certhis data which would,in.turn maxi-.

adze the learning opportuniities for the students. ,Then it was
planned, too, to initiate a model, comprehensive interdisciplinary
clinical-system in order to make this indepth,a6sessment of Odae
psychoidgicaI, phYsical and educational means. ,,And then, took
refine a 'procedune for the periodic and continuous evakstion;for
each learner.

S ... ,

And fifib, to recommend a piototype for other Bureau of Indian
Affairs schools.

'

The testing its if began as soon as"tlie Lents arrived: We
had an initial est we gave the studeip to get theM\inlo-the
clasyroam, to;g a schoduleso that We would be able to find

,

them.when it rcame time to take estof th t sts.. As soon
as this N4aslaccomplished--it started with,t .ph sical examine-
tions,, done by Public Health. The rest was cart ed. on.by
Ariiona State University, who had the contract,: .1sual tests
for acuity and near- and far-sightedneSs, color bl ndness and
et cetera, this was all initial screening. the hearing tests,
those that fatled)the Initial4Otaring tests were retertred to the
A.S.U.. Speech and Hearing Clinics,. They wvratested for speech*.
abnormalities and language problems. Thefhad,to improvise,

'quite a lot on the language tests. After it was all fini_shed, 4,1
they still weren't quite sure that they really knew chat they
had tested. 'They just couldn't find a satisfaCtoryanguage

.

test, apparently, for this group.; -

,

For the educational testing they used the S.R.A._achievement and
PrimaryjMental Abilities vett And then/the paychological"testing
the Mootyyroblem chedk list, and'the.Memory"for-Design.Nhere
were a ,hundred `mod forty"seven'tested iditially, andiront of *his
group,,,,,thirty-nine wei'e referred for some'in- pth psychological
testing. 9

40 °
.

A.S.U. provided two fatuity orientation conferences: These were
belt' during the- mon of February, where the consultants eiplained
to the entire, schoo the testing and screening program and,
interpreted the resti t -'t the faculty. They later had andiher

O r.
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meeting pith just those teachers who had these students in
class. It took about three weeks for the initial testing and

screening. But it seems like we were a long time getting the
results from. the in-depth 'studies that were made later.

Our evaluation, that is the school's evaluation of the program,
felt.thal this kind of a program would have real vai$'e as a

. model tote used. They included in the report a flow chart '

which I think would be very helpful for any group planning such
anFin-depth study of students. We-.aax that it would have been
much better to have this &he prior to their entry to theaghtiol,

r perhape the Summer before or during the spring semester before

arrival. We found that all of this testing at, the beginning of
the year proved to be Somewhat 'disruptive. These students we see

were here ih,Phoenix in the center of a*large population community,
urban-community, for the first time. This was, in itself, an

experience for them. And for them. to be shuttled from room to
room and from,prace to place for testing for two or three weeks

had a little difflculty in getting some of them togethe for some

bf the testa, I sktppose, for t4 second week.

mp-
And I think that th4,a was probably reflected in the result*Tft
some of the teatsi.too.,,We felt that thevinformation that we
-got out'of this came too late for any, real value, any great

1.7aluelast.year. Honestly, we'have used it more this:year than
we diclast. We felt that the results of-this program,had several

curriculum implications _too. We, of kohse, Were aware of the
atademit,-afta-K6alth.prohleis some of oEr Students,had. But I

believe the reaults'of _these tests delineated the Various problem

areas in such a manner that it should be helpful d various-

1 curriculum committees that, worked on sohoot progr 4. It seems

. tk.e. we had.a feelim'that we had a mmber of stud nts who may
not really need the kind- of Special Education pfogram that we

have.; Our Special Education program is in Its third year,*now.
While they Tay not need this, they may not sill be able to

function ia'normal olassroomsithatioa of say,` twenty-five or

thirty students,,. So, while the trojelt has beet completed, we .

are still kilhg 01 of this .informatn on the individual students,.
as far as l,he cur4ultp revisions are concerned.

Dr. Cam an lli:.4Th41.8k you. 'Mrs. Goss, I would ask you to. report

now on,an n-going Title VI. Project which is different from the

ones yob h ve heard about. It is different from the one you will

,hear about' at. Intermountain, because this project encoMpasses the

o
entire Area Office schhol systpm:

Mrs. Goss: We do have ctrrently an on-going Title VI4prisdect,
which involves all of the schools in the. Muskogee Area as well

V as Chocraw'School in Mississippi and thelmall-day schools in

' (I 16Louisiana. .
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Project MASTER was developed to provide speech,' hearing, and
vision screening services, and evaluation, and followup to

. students enrolled'in the schools. When the project is completed,
we will ham: screened approximately' hirteen hundred students.
The students who are enrolled. in Sequoyah, Seneca, Jones Academy,
Carter, and Eufala, Oklahoma, and the schools in the Chocfaw'd !

Agency, specifically, Choctaw Central, Bogue Chitto, Conohatta,
Red Water, Tucker, Standing Pine, and Chitimachat which is in
Louisiana, have all been involved: We have a contract witkthe
University of Tulsa to provide these services for us. We have
not had a complete followup report on their'ecreening in

schools as yet. I, won't give you any data at this
time because what'I would give '9ou would not be. complete.

"\-In. July 1970, we efompleted,a contract with the University oCir7"-
Tulsa'to provide the following services': identification of.
children with medically or educationally sighifiqant speech,
vision, or hearing ptoblems; add, followup services designed to
corrent and/or minimize problems related to abnorMal speech,

' vision and hearing. Se'tvices have included speech therapy,
aural rehabilitation; otologic treatment, ophthalmology treat -

..went, psychological diagnosis, if it were.related, remedial
classroom teaching'and in-service training.

, .

The University has, and it continues to provides a,speech screening
program designed to identify children with defective speech in the
scheols that I have mentioned.. After that, they make appropriate
rectmmendations such as speech therapy, medical consultation,?
any evaluation or foliowup that needs? to be done. We currently
have, through the University', speech clinician services that were
only provided to one school." ;

,

The University als
8
prides a hegripg conservation program

,designed to ident i gy all children who have educationally or
medicaTly significant hearing loas.

,

*They also provide a
diagnostic hear4ng evaluation.fotAlildten who fail the hearing
screening-testa. They provide renmmendations; relative to

edulational management, for otology examination and evaluation
and the need for hearing aids. They provide an otologic medical
evaluation for all children who have abnormal hearing who reside-
at our Oklahoma schools. The result of the audiological evalua-
tion is then made available to the staff of the respective schools
for appropriate followup. And I can't say enough-here for the fine
work the Public Health Service within our schools have provided
for followup, for recommendations to studehts who have need of
surgery, the students who have need of 0lasses or hearing aids,
'et cetera.
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The.University also provides gie visual screening Program for all
Schools whiCh is designed to identify children with defective,
wision. They have,bgen tested for far vision, near vision, fusidh
and color blindness. Again, appropriate educational and medical
recommendations have been made.

Also included in this contract with the Upiversity is in-service
training components. An in- service training component is .directed
toward acquainting the tespect'ive staff with the speech,-hearing,
and visual problems'ofspecific children in the schools. This

aspeCt of in- service training strengthins the educational and
medical management of the children and has been geared to the
classroom. Ve.have worked very closely with the Department of
Public Wilfare forOklahoma children who have hearing or vision
problems. ''

! , .
We hJ.ust completed the grand staffing in February 197'1. and that
p rti.cular session .was devoted to a general review of the project
as it has been developffig and how it will continue.t.a.develop.
relative to the causes and effects of hearing, speech, and vision

A
problems related to the children in our schools: We also have,
some formal' lectures on the types of tests tRat they gave at the

,University. And, some discussions on how the project is going;
the type of problems we art 'running into, et cetera.

The final grand staffing which we will schedule at a later date
will include a statistical review of the project with the data
inci ding the total number of children seen;,the'numbers that
fat d the screening tests; and,, the results' of the followup

cedures, such as how many have received medical treatment
and the effectiveness of such treatment. We would hOpe that the
final report will give the actual benefits and give

who
detail the

actual benefits to students who have been seen and .who have been
provided appropriate followup as well as recoMmeadations and-what
happened to all of the children that have been sees~. And we would

. hOpes that when this report is completed, when it is available for
publication or dissemination -- probably not until after the end
of the echool-year -- it would serve as a' resource manual for arty
of youwho may also wish to undertake a similar gctiiiity.

I might say Just a few words about what we affticipateein continuation
of this project. We would hope that the information and experience
that we have gained this ffScal year will give us some information
we wilf use. Now that we have those figures available we can
continue to expand.on those), We would hope in the coming year

we will be able to reach more children and will be able to provide
the kind of services directly to them.that they do need.-

Dr. Campanelli:. Any guestion6 for Mrs. Goss. There are three

ll3
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aspects of the program that I think4need to be emphasized on
this MASTER pro grad, which are very strong, points. The one
aspect is included in the, services provided by the University-

, an. otologic medical consultant who came behind the hearing
screeqng and did physical examinations of the ears, nose, and
throae, a week or so after the hearing screening had been
completed to find out exactly what kind of medical problems
existed.

The other aspete is the close cooperation between the Bureau
school, Public Health Service, Area Office, and the State -

Department of Public Welfare. If a youngster was detected in
this screening program that had an impairment of one kind or

' another and he or she were an Oklahoma resident,. an $1A5 form
was immediately filled out and referred to the State,Department
of Public.Welfare so that the State could then take up the
responsibility of providing followup services. The sevices,
would not:have to come out of our Title VI funds, and could ble °

used for other children that were not Oklahoma residents.

The third concept which Is very interesting, and which'was
expressed at the grand,staffing,are the possibilities'of
improving this program in the subsequent years. 'It should be
a relatively easy.task to take a paraprofessional aide who is
-currently employed at each of these schogls. And,iby-asking
them to attegd &summer institute at the University, mild
come to administer many o the basic screening tests that were
administered by the University, thereby-reserving the use of, the
University people for the more difficult followup procedures
which,were necessary. We got some very good feedback where aides
told am working now sixty hours a week at the regular job:_,

at the school, and I mould really be interested in doing something
like-this on Saturdays, and evenings and'so forth." So, the
equipment would be at each school.

1111'''And this could be an on-going thing.. Ti woulc1sOt have ta,be

ones -timea oneime a year kind of'aceivity. for the youngsters., These
are some of the very positive, aspects that are building oE this

'program.

The final presentation, Mr. Bob Bartholomew from Intermountain
Schoo4will report on a completed Title VI project. You will note'

that there is a great similarity between what heis going t'b talk'
about at Intermountain, and that which wag conducted at Phoenix
Indian School.

Mr. Bartholomew: I would like to preface my remarks by clarifying

my posltion. My job'aeintermountain was one of providing adminis-
tration 'support to the Title programs. And since this Project was

a contract, I possibly am not as knowledgeable as I should be on
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the tests that were used and the results that were found.
Dr. Campanelli was involved quite extensively in the planning.
So, if you have questions, you may possibly want to direct your
,questions to Dr. Campanelli along this line.

Project IN/SLIP (Intermountain School Learner Identification
Program) had as its main purpose to provide the evaluation and
followupon three hundred students. The focus was on the
incoming freshmen and returnee students. The initial service
was provided-during the months of September and October of 1969.
The Contract for this project was awarded to the Utah State
UniversitywFouhdation at Logan, Utah. The contract price was
$19,961.-

The contractor's primary responsibilities were to provide
6 eValuati./Ohin mental abilities, vision, speech and language,

,academic achievement levels, and personality testing, with
input froi the-Indian HeAth Service.as to physical examination,
dental surveys, anoa nutritional study. We_did receive our
final evaluation reports in August of 1970.:1

The samplettesting included three hundred ninth grade students
either attending Intermountain for the first time or returning
after a year or more absence. The - frequency range on all tests
was one hundred.and one to one hundred and forty girls, and
ninety-eight to a hundred and fifty-five boys. The variation was
attributed to difficulty in getting students to report to the
testing areas.

The adMinistration of the tests was conducted by a group of
graduate students in psydhology at the Utah State University; or
in some cases, lay geople who were trained to do group testing.

Students were randomly assigned to groups andfthe schedule was
set up for the groups so that the tests were administered in a
different order for each group.

More specifically, the objectives qt. the contractor weie to
establish 'formative data relative eo the Lorge Thorndike,
,California Achievement Test, Cattell Culture-FairIntelligence
Test, Goodenough-Harris Drawing Test, Raven.Progressive Matrices,
and Tennessee Self-Concept Scale. They were to determin$ the
useability of the Tennessee Self-Concept Scale and the predictive
validity of,achievement and ability tests for ninth-grade Intermountain
students. They were'to determine areas of academic competency and
deficiency: They were to create a student data profile sheet on
each student listing achievement, ability, and personality test
scores. And they could be used for placement of students in the
fall.
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The scholastic aptitude test0Which were used Were
Thorndike, Cattell, Goodenough-Harris, and the,R
norms on these tests were based on those stude
fourteen years old or older. The students at n4
School were much lower 40n.both the culture-fa ri
culture-bound'tests.' The Cattell and the Ravens'
as culture-fair,tests. The results on these were
national norms and the results on each of the tees
to each other.,

the Lorge
ns. The
ho were

rmountain
hd the
ere used
closer to
s were-similar

"
..

The verbal section of the Large-,Thorndike was uSed as a culture-
bound test. The result on this test would indiOale that almost
all of tile students scored in the bOttom half of: the publishe's

I

norms, leading to the,conclusion that the stud is are, well below
average in scholastic ability, or that the Lor -Thoiddike test
does not adequately AsseSs their 'scholastic ab4 ity for this
group.

It was the',recommendation of this group at the niversity that
since the''ILorge-Thorndike results were quite di ferent from those
of the Cattell and the Ravens, 4t would appear hat it is not a
good measure of scholastic aptitude for this population. It was
recommended that it not,be used formeasuring scholastic aptitude
of Navajo students.

The GoodeLugh-Harris Draw-A-Person was given,, s a Possible non -
culture bound I.Q. test. The,investigators hy othesized that the
test would not prove valid aura = measure of scholastic aptitude,
but may be a measure of apparent natural art aptitude of these
Navajc students. It was recommended that the'Goodenough-Harris'
not be used as a test for measuring scholastic aptitude.

4

For personality testing, the TennesSee Self-Concept Sdale was
used. These, againohe recommendation was that this test not
be used as a group diagnostic personality instrument.

In the area of achievement, the California Achievement Tests
were used in the areas of reading, arithmeticy and language.
One concern expressed Wag that the junior high level might be too
difficult for these students and that low scores would have little
or no meaning. However, there were only nine percent of the
students who scored at or' below a chance score of thirty-two on
the language test. Only foUrteen percent of the students who.
scored at or below a chance score of thirtyon the arithmetic
test. And twenty-three percent of the students who scored at
or below a chance spore of twenty-seven on the reading test.
From, this data it would appear that the junior high'level battery
maybe an appropriate battery for these sltudents.
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The majoritx_,of studenti'.tested on the California were fourteen
years or older, and theref4e should be placed In at least the
ninth grade according to chronological age.. The results of the
achievement test, whe4compared with publisher's norms, indicate
that these students std 11 score poorly, even as seventh graders
with approximately fifty percent of the stud is falling in the
lowest quartile of publisher's norms for beginning seventh grade
students.

Now the pre-post examination, was given on the Cal forpia in the
fall and spring of the 19.69-'70 school year. The verage growth
of the students tested was three-tenths in arithmet c, six-tenths
in reading, and four-tenths in language. The time lapsed between
the two testings was appioximately seven-tenths of the school year,
so the normal growth during this time should be seventenths grade
equivalent.

In reading, the students approached but did not reach the normal
growth rate; in arithmetic and language, growth was approximately
one-half of the normal rate. '.This i'ate of achievement correlates
with the results of the scholastic aptitude tests and confirms

"Iihe position that students tested represent,a sample in need of
'special facilities and special programs. It was-further determined
that, the language section of the California was the most reliable
prediction for academic placement where heretofore the reading
section has been used at Intermountain fot, initial group placement..

Ithplications of this testing indicate that Intermountain School is
'attempting to educate ninth grade students who not only have a
langUage and a cultural barrier but also constitute, in substantial
numbers, students who would require special programs designed td
meet their individual learning needs.

A second part of the project was in the area of vision,' speech, and
hearing. The objectives of this phase were to evaluate the communi-
cative difficulty of Navajo students entailed at Intermountain School.
Specifically, they were to evaluate phonological capacity of.the
students,, assess the recognition vocabulary of students, screen
the population for hearing difficulty, determine the prevalence
of visual dysacuity in the new and re-returnee students.

The sample in this case' as three hundred and twenty-five new and
re-returnee students who re seen for evaluation. Tha instruments

they used were the Templin- ley Tests of Articulation Which tests

an individual's production of eech sounds of language; the
Peabody-Picture Vocabulary Test rm A and B), tho this testis
designed to measure verbal intellig hce, the principle use ,of it
in this study was to estimate the subject's comprehension of the
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sAen word, A pUretone Air Coilduction audiometric threshold test
was given to determine the subj ct's sensitivity to.pure tones.
The criterion, for failure was a loss of twenty-five.dedibels in
any tonal frequency in either r both ears.

The vision screening was acco
chart. :Criterion for failure
the lines for 20/25 or
the, 20/40'and 20 50 lines. Ad
three diopter lenses were used
problems.

The results 'of this testing ar
forty-two percent of th&popul
forty-four percentmade.substi
omission errors, seventeen per
of the Cases had more than one
result is that a high proporat
errors in production of the so
even tore'dramatic when you co
of theicorrett production was
response.

lished by using the Snellen eye'
as more than tWO' misses oh any of_
0/30, or more than one error on
itionally, the plus one, two, and
to determine distance vision

b
P,

as follows: In articulation, ,only'
tion tested had errorless speech,
ution errors, eleven percent made
ent made distortion errors. Some
type of error; but the important
on of the sample population made
nds of English. This finding is
sider that inmost cases a model
urnished the subject prior -this

In the Peabody-Picture Vocabul rY, the mean mental age computed
for -this'group was seven years four months._ The test protocol

of ceiling unduly penalized the subject's did not

was followed but it was felt. .y the examiners that strongest_
,

know English words. Generall , it was felt by the examiners that
the subjects Wete brighter "ana were able tp perform better than
the test scores Indicated:

On the puretone air Conducticin threshold testing, only three .'

hundred and eight of the three hundred and twenty-five subjects
were tested. Thirty -two percent of this population demonstrated
medically significant losses. It is readily apparent that.ithe
prevalence of educationally and medically'significant losses
exceeds'that Of the nova], population many times.

In the vision screening, thrbe hundied and forty-five students
were screened for vision. .Sixty-one petcent had significant
visual acuity deficits, fifty-three, percent had a significant
visual acuity deficit chat does not appear to be*equately
corrected hy glasses. Nineteen of the forat7sevehstudents
who were tested with glasses appear to have'hsual deficit not
adequately corrected by glasses.

* .

The large number of studentS demo strating visual deficits,, those.
reporting lost or broken glasses; and the large number
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inadequately corrected by glasses would suggest that at leant
part of the educational problem with the Intermountain School
population has some relationdhip to visual 'acutty.

From this study it is apparent that there exists 'in many of the
students a communicative handicap. The effect of that handicap

- is, in'eall probability, relatedrto their performance in other
areas.. However, the strength of the rel tionship still' needs to
be determined.

A '

We do feel that this project is possibly only the firsts step. We
found out some things about our children and we also found out
some things about testing. And I am hopeful that we can pursue
these tbsults possibly on a large scale, because we are able to
use the kind of results we get from a study of this kind and better
plade our students in the program to that they ri.lr have a higher
degree of success.

Dr. Campanelli: Thank you, Ate there any qbestfont?

p

Participant: I was wondering what you attributed the lower
scoriip. to. Where did these kids go to grammar gchool?

Dr. Campanelli: Dr.. Benham, would you like to respond' to this

. Dr. Benham: Like most reservation schools, they come from a
variety of sources, from the reservation schools. These represent
youngsters who sometimes have been dwpped out from public'schools;
or, the public schools did not provide the program, so they enrolled
there. Or sometimes, in_a few instances, they are youhgsers who-
would be committed to some kind of a federal reformatory.or some
-kind of'a place like that but for the facilities of some of these

I

reservation schools.''

But some of them are youngsters that have dropped out for quite a

period of time. .

Participant: Do you think it is the quality of off-resevation schools, .

that you,attritiute this to, the fact that they were not skiing very

well in high school? Is Itthe quality, or is it the kids having
a hard time getting adjusted to this school?

DrBenham:. I feel'it illustrates full well the fact that it does
take a highdy individually-oriented program. It does' take. this.

That is the implication to me of this. I don't think you would
'find this too different in most of the off-reservation schools,
I think this is the nature of them. I think this has implication

_ foroall'operators in terms of trying to find a :standard diode. The
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kids just won't fit it. You have got to fit'it to a highly_
individually-oriented program or the kids just won't fitit;
youare in trouble, it is just as simple as that. That's the
way it hits me.

0

Participant: 'Do you think they would have an easier time if the
schools were on the reservation?. They woulcrbe more likely, to
succeed if,the school was closer to their home?

Dr. penham: Yea, I Vas.

Participant: Is there any chance that these schools cAn do that?

Dr. Benham: I think in, terms of the hopes and aspirations oPthe .

people. And it is just a matter ortil, and funding until it is that
way.

Dr. Campanelli: Thank you. Mrs. Harvey? 4.

0

Mrs. Harvey: I wonde if, the gentleman would elaborate a little
bit more on the psychological testing and how-the kids see them-,
selves and the personality traits. II am wondering if xou would
particularly address your remarks to whatever implicatIOns there
are for having examples of living for the children. Would this
entail more of the. Indian people than the Navajo pe e themselves?

Mr. Bartholomew: I can't give you the.kind Oflonsweir that you are
looking for. We, of course, feel that a great number of Ehe
student, population have a negative self image. This was one of
the regsons'tbat this personality' test was included. "But as I-
tnentioned, they did not, came 1,:p with any signifiLnce in the'
testing. And)they did, as a result, recommend that this,particular
test'not be used.4 So, in this area, we are not really any further.'
along than we were before. We would like to pursue this, i
could, and find some kind of a test that would give us the da

Dr. Campanelli: I,Ehink one of the important things that has
come out of the Intermountain study is the fait that theymete
able-to establish the normative base lines 'for the scHOol. I

think this is critical. Subsequent discussions with the University
have suggested to us that they would like to take 'the next step
forward, and determine the predictive validity of IA. tests which
are given at the beginning of the school jeer in comparisbn with .

the'end of the school'year academic achievement tests: So that

if you were to take a sample of children, and give them'a number'`
I.Q. tests., Thenarun 'a cimparison between the tests and how
ey do academically,at the,end ofVle yer. and include, say,

teacher rating. You poisibly can weed out test batteries which

A
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really are a waste of time to give because they ddn't allow you
to predict in terms of this particular population which could be
vastly different from the youngsters at Phoenix or Riverside or
any other school. I think this is the critical thing that we
have got to Ii's vely difficult to generalize when you are
- talking about different tribal groups and different backgrounds
that they come from. It has got to,'be a very'specific process.

ParticipaAtC Then ybu mean that you Have to establish your norm
for their Own particular group?

Dr...Campanelli: I think this is essential.-

Participant: I wonder if the findings of this project' could be
put out.to us, ,that aisb deal withNavajo high - school -aged pupils.
Granted that there is, -7 that their population id,different.pan
ours, -- but there still can be some relative implication here,
for us.

Dr. 6ampanelli: I think there is material from all of these
pr -ects that yotican take ut that is significant to you and
b lid on your individual ogram. A copy of the IF/SLIp final
report, add a copy of e Phoenix Indian School report have
already been sent to all Area Offices., And this was done
January 1971.. They have also been pent to the Agency educational
people who are responsible to tie central' Office.

A

I thick one of the critical things, as you listen to Mrs. Gods,
Mr. Bartholomew, and to the other exdMinations that were, done, '

(particularly in terms of Phoenix and Intermountain, where you '

were talking about secondaryachool populations) is the tremendously
high number of hearing and visual problems that occur in these

o students., I think that the figure that came out of Intermountain %

was thirty-four percent failure on a hearing pireshold test. Now, .

this is not hearing screening, because you expect many children to
fail a screening, because you expect many children to fail a screening
test for one reason or another: "there was noise in the room, they
weren't Paying attention, they may have had some emotional problem,
oi,sabthing, so they couldn't concentrates But'the ones who failed

' the screening and then were tested individually; thirty-four percent
-of them indicated educationally significant hearIng problems, which
tells,us something as school people. We have to look rather care-
fully at'the kin's of01001 health services that we areitupposed
"to'be getting. may e it now becomes our responsibility to move
into this area as educational respc-tcibiliLy-in terms of, say,

hearing and vision treening that"many pi4Jic'school systems carry
out the work. I thi k this.is critical,: :ause here we are talking

about sensory areas at are medically teveLsible. It is not
8

t'

\_.
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necessary to build classes for these kids: It is not necessary,
to lire Special Education teaChers if you can get them early
enough, and treat thq*.medidally, and then just send iihem back
into the regular classes.-

u 7 Na;ak

might comment along this lineabout the value of
getti4 this kind of documentation. Vle'did have an idea,'the size
of the Problem, becatise of the previous Title I project in speech
and hearing. And the results'of that, Coupled with these results,
this.yeaewe were able to hell Public Health on the idea of
establishing a unit, a speech and hearing unit, like in the Ppiolit ,

healthrhospital. The Billings Area has funded thi project this
year. §o, <gathering this kind of data cap-be valuable in terms
'of getting new services.

D Thgra are two other points that I would tike to 1'
makdr what you have heard.

I think, as MX. Paxton pointed out in the,Riverside'studies:, If
you are trying to establish pr extend Special Educa#on programs
in your school and _you have nothing. The thinkin,geems to be
that if,I can just )get a-Special Education teacher and sOacek I
could get these problem children out of these other classes anak
put ii this one classroom, my problems are going-to be over.'
This does not happen, because once you begin to do that,, the k&nds
os needs that have to be supplied geometrically increase, And
what Mt.: Paxton was talking:_abont0 think, makes sense: the
kind of intaTdisciplinary approach that is necessary in the school;
that you have to think also in terms of psychological services,
school social work services, counseling services. .These ars all
essefitial. And, from my own biased point of -view (and I hope-You
probably think the same way) these are not_luxury.itens. This is
not frosting on the cake. Thhe are good, basic, practical,
educationdl services which are necessary for all children. If we
are going to achieve the human potential, regardless of theI.Q.
level of students, we hide to have these kinds of swport services

, .built in as regular s rvices'in a school' etting. -I

The second point is that whatever you attempt to do, wiviever
o buccesses you achieve in a school when you undergo any kilnd of

project, it is necessary to have le total school commitment. You/
just can't start a Special Education program, or any other kind' ?

of prOgraM and isolate it as a tack-on to the regularschool
program. It'angot fo be apart. of the total program that is
presented.on thelicamlaus. And,so'very, often Ohat ,happens -- as '

Mrs. Bassett pointed out it doesn't happen,Intentionalry, but .

the map space that is available d.s something that has
A been remodeled over here. So,the'atudents have-to go out of, .

fhe.regular school building to attend the.Special Education classes.
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This has a negative connotation to the mental health of the kids
tha have to go overthere: i think-this can.be handled appr6--
pr ately by effective leadership in.the sCho61. .But, you must
aye at6tal school' commitment. In,other.worda, the regular class -

room teacher has to understand exactly what.it.is the Special
Education teacher can do and cannot do. Very f ten this-special -

teacher. is brought in as the savior of'AlI ma, find in the school .

building,-when, in fact, she is hot, because she.operat:vander
certain limitations. $

4 - .. ' a'

,

These arg the points that have come'to us. What we have tried 1230

communicate to the Commissioner and the,Direttor of Education 2t't
'this point in time in this: we really are seriously laqking, as
an educational system, inbase-line data on the. kinds of children.
that we have in our schoOls, the kinds of problems that -they pre-.,
sent, and. there seems to, be a'breakdow,n in theesystem as this
information is not passed on asthe youngster moves frOm one school`
to another. One, of the suggestions that has been talked ab6ut is

to explore the possibility
to replace what you ate

of a Bureau-wide annual testin§ and
measurement program. Not
currently doing in your articular'Aregs, because I assume'you do

measurements for the kind of information you get. But,' to enable

us to get some kind of handle on exactly thescope of problems

that the children are presenting is something thai-weare asked-
by, the Congress when we have to justify piograms. And this becomes

very difficult when you respond solely on an emotional basis. Or,-

when you have to preface your statements by saying, "Well, we think
that we have ". . . . .

.

Participant: I have a question: The majority of the testing
.

instruments are not valid. When you get your., nswers, what do you

correlate it with?w

Dr. Campanelli:. This is a good questtpi and a difficult question.

Participant: Instead of saying that odi'instruments are not valid,
how are we going to move into an area where, we will get something
that will be valid?

Dr. Campanelli: I think the kinds of projects that were doxte at

Intermountain and at'Phoenix gives us information on the kinds '5f

tests. You can carry it an addttional,step forward and run a
correlation with the child's testAg,core at the beginning of the
year and compare it With-his actual academic achievement at the

end of the year. This will tell you something *about how'well that-
test predicts, or how valid that test is to measure what you
think you are measuring.

Nor, there is a comparable kindkf problein that you are addressing

N
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youiaelf'towhich existed for many,mad.ye4rs f d of
deaf education.. They were faced with basically Ehe same 00bIem:
How do you measure theintellectual ability of people who have
never heard anything in their lives?

!.; 4 *

'''Well,psych lqgists madesome'very.serious mistakes hack in the'.
;

early 1910' and 1920's, because they. were administering VeAal-..
type tests to deaf chi1dten. They were comingout.with fiOies
that were aaying-that the:kids are retarded, that hey were'.Ohly
Scoring seventy and seventy-five T:Q., until some

.

hapened to mention to `the 'Howilairissit,topgive verbal-tYpO ,,t
tests to,a chLld who has-n heard speedkor-language?0 ,

.

.' So then psychologists and'eaudators,begat tOlnpve iritotheareg'
°Of developing,non-verbaIor petformance=typJ tests.' Xeimilar
problem was, faced in the eerlypareof'this century When large.
numbers of'immigtonts were Coming into thf.ijnited Sttes.", One

4 of fhe'c4iteria for. immigration into the tnited-SVte 100.8 that:
.

if yOd-were an imbecile or anidiot,,you-coUldet dkadmitteOnto
the United States.' So 'what the government then -had tp dO (andvellv_
quickly) was to develop a mentaltdreening 134.4* thatopUlA b-e,

administered, POple who Were tinmanlan.. French;:italian, German,
Chinese, What have you Andit was done. And it was essentially

'',a,n0nrverba1 kind of test. a.

`
. I think it would be of great_y_aluee'to take groups of Indian
students at different age levels and adminispr4theetoth verbal'
and non-verbal tests ancreee Which arethe better predictors of
their academic achievement I'think we will hgve cOme a long
way. Th Black community and the,Mexican-American community
r actly the same questions. In fact, thdy heye taken the
California school system to court do this very same'point: The
Mexican-American parents in ealifarnia are saying it is nit right-
that you administer verbal tests, based on Anglo norms teour,
children, Where they fail them and "then are placed Jr:special 4

Education classes for. the mentally retarded. I think by working
/ with individual schools and interested colleges and Uni sifies,

these can-be developed: This is not an impossible to

Par cipant: think I.Q. testing .as way for deerming scholastic
per ormance, .1 think, is not necessarily valid% You have gat to
take in the motivation factor. In fact, fhere are many with genius
1.Q.'s who do not do well in school because they'are not motivated.
So, this. Motivation thing is a .41Lybig thiAg. And maybe, when you
do get the test results, they Atill Won !t Ado well in sChibol becau$4,,
they are not motivated in that certain area.

Dr. Campanella: W

k

this intrinsic motivation factor isSvery--.
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critical thing. This was pointed out at one Area Office, where
they di testing of the students'in the seconda schools. Then,
at a melting they had the students there wilt) had been tested. The
student responded and said' t, body had told them what' they
t

were be ng tested for, and theiiad. st marked hair pape any
old way which wasa very positive feed ck for he-people who had
givert e tests. TheLtesters assume ey. ad p duced va id
mdUure ents. They had to go back and re-evaluat the chi gs
that we a talking about.
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Dr. Campanelli: I have asked theTeporting individuals-to take

1,:;01,
about five to seveWminutea pregenting tile recommendations fromv04004,,,

, ab

\

01.

At

'A

'their respective gzbups..

We aite going to inc de at this session, in addition to the three
,,formal groups, the group Mr. Honabni met with in terms of School'

Boards'and tribal representatives. He will start off and give us a
recommendation and ;report from that group.

Mr. Honahni: We had approximately thirty tribal people in our section
yesterday, and we talked about several things. Several areas were
coVeredi'inoluding the Indian studen s, handicaps;.bilingualismp-and
isolation, and so forth.

We also talked about the :pee al Edu(:tion teachers that should be
'recruited and provide appropri: ..!,aries by he Bureau of Indian

_

Affairs. They also ged modificati. of BIA or.Ciiil Service

They also aIked about:their concern) o maintain proMo 3. status

. hiring practices. These confluents had (some connection to' the
handicapped pr ram.

It

,

.

\1\4\1

of'educat onal.servioes and avoiding p itical patronage. d.the
funding o Indian Education projects, ith is a legislOiV problem
and how we would positively senbitize' Le legislative peopi to
become better allocates for'programs wit in the Indian Educa ion
field. Program writing fo Special Education projects shout

-.intlude local involvement And possibly e al assistancelpro ded by
the-NariouS ESEA Title prpgrams.

\ _

.0ne.of the matjor recommendations from sessions wa that
supplementary funds should be requested to Itonduct comprehensi e
research to identify Special Education needs for Indian studen s.
These funds are to be allocated to Indian so that they can'
select agencies and institutions to conduct studies at their own
discretion. The reason why they felt that this was a ikajor
eration was because we were unable to really ocus'Our attention on
any specific recommendation until comprphens e research was 'done,
so that we could find, out how studerits needed help, and in
what particular areas, and so.fort .

Also, a little note attached to that is that e National Indian_:.
Education Advisory Committee, along with the E EA Title III Advisory
Committeel assumes ihe,responsibility to make is iequeStWo the
Washington Office level: the Advisory Councils for ESEA Title I
and VI would be appointed 'from names suggested by persons attending
this particular conference. The membership-for-each advispry
council should consist- p; six members. The existing ESEA-Title'
coordinators in the Washingtiin,,OfficeS-shoultrbemaintaTine6tO work
with these Advisory"Countils.
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The BIA must absorb the cost to provide to Indian tribes the
tducation information available through Area and other resources.
And again,, this would be at the request of each tribal group.

Special' Education professional staff must be increased in the
Washington'Office to provide realistic and competent services to
Sp6cial EdUcation projects. :Thii'has to do with the hirineaf a
Specjial Education person for each one of the ESEA Titles that we
have, been concerned with during the past' week--Titles I, XI, and
VI.

The fifth recommOndation is that the BIA maintain the fifty-first
State status to reeeivr Public Law 91-230 (former P.L. 69-10)
Title fluids for Indian students untisuclitimv_any- ke an tribes
set up Ed Of their own. 4

Now, if,a pa ticular tribe sets up its own EdUcation depaAment, it
does of jeo ardizt the other Indian tribes from continuing to be
servic by he fifty-first State..

Sixth, cnkr Public Law 91-230 projects eligible fbr regular
program acti ties. And one of the major concerns of the people

A 5was irregular ty and inconsistencies of programs under Titles I, III,
and VI; for h dicapped programs or others. TEey felt that there
was a definit need for a continuity of programs for Indian people,
so that thaym 11 feel allot more comfortable and secure in the
laws and progr that they implement.

SO,,any Title p ograms that could be absorbed by 1740 funds should
be absorbed.

-Those are the re4pmmendations.
le

Dr. Campane111,1 Thank y6u. We have the Alpha Group reporter
Mr. Tam Holder,

Mr. Holder: Thank you. Our first' discussion was,, as you recall,
discussion with various resource people for the Title program.' It
Consisted of a'question and answer session primarily involving the
dissemination of Title in rmation to our people. And some of 4

' these rel4ted to Special E cation. In consideration of Title I,
the handidapped chjid shout be a primary target of Uitle I.

The priorities should be docum nted. The "Title projects that we are
using arc so interrela ed that Invariably a discussion of one' an
be used to implement th discussion another,

The programs could better b /established after you have established
the need of the Ardent. After this "comprehensive survey, then'we
can use this,as a babis for applying to our Title programs. But

°
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also, me have had the other questions: Do ds from one Title
project affect the funds from another? And, e answer to this was,
no. We are also-interested in thebarrying o er .of various Title
Hinds, which we were allowed to do for a cert in amount of time.

,

And the discussion turned tO:the Public Health Service, ad.what
role these people were playing or what they were supposed to'be

me. And to a certain extent,' I think that the general consensus

pl l'ing,in our endeaor,hoiq deeply involved they should really
beN
was that we thould use these people as a resource group and not have
an active part it the administration of the-4ducational part of this
thing. We could use them in our testingcandin our surveys and in '.
our evaluation prograp. And'it WouldThricattithkfig that "old
take a look t.

' n
SOme more quesio evoliad on the medical
thou6tDfwheti they onsidAred the lndividua
fession considers only the'physic4 Aficien
the mental deficiencies of -the indfVilual.

and what they
. The medical pro-
ies, Jam), sometimes,

ow, this can clearly
be seen by their big urge to try to take care o' all of our phyarcal
problems, but mental' problems of the Indian 'community aren't, dealt
with in'aepth.' ven the people in the Public Health Service therk,
want to push these 'p oblems arelkind of ignored, to a great extent.

We are talking about Education
here. We are talkin abou Sp
about institutionswh ewe hay
unable to be educated. And I
all of our dAcussiona

s the primary reason that we are
ial Education. We are not talking
to put some of our'people that are
ink that we should define this in

A lot of people not f liar-with our setting will say,'"What are
you going-to. have for t e- people that should be committed- in.the
institutions, becauSa y can' teach them." rA lot 'of the examples
tae, saw 'where they were able t learn, or they were in such bad .

circumstances, Mentally, eipo dn't handle them in our Bureau
school. And the children should be entitled in -the Title projects
to Special Education. This was very,. verrimportant.

Now some of us, a lot of us 'dohrthave Sfeci Education program,
but already we've isolated isola ed them and we took
them and we put them out, ba in 6 hou e. Thy made it a nice
house, and they may be good teachers, h _they are still not_ inte,
'grated with everybody in the school. Th se peo le are going to
have to be a part of the cons ructed scho 1 sys em, or' we are
creating another gap for these peopl to ross. .-If we don't keep
them Igith it, too often a Speci' Edu atio prog am is stuck over in
a corner, and like a man said a while ago, "If,you don't straighten
up, I:m goihg to send you to the dumb- umb class."

°
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We are gbing to haVe to hold these people closer to us than we ever
have, in order to give them,the feeling that we.are educating them
for something, instead of just educating them because they don't
know or can't learn anything. This is something' that is very,
very necessary.

Continuity is going to have to be established if our Title programs
are to work. It's necessity that each individual know what the
other is doing. Ana I think that we all know this. Of course,
there are a lot of things that we ali/know, but what we are all
'doing is a horse of a different color, as we say in Oklahoma.

I am really interested in mental health, as a professional; health
work or th4mployment.of may tribe,

The Wahpetonjoroject, the Seneca project, the Eufsla broject; how
many of us know all about these and are able to take of these
projects and to tailor them and shape them, uniquely, to rt what
we have? This is something thats very necessary. We are going.
to have to do this, as soon as we possibly can, for everybody to
join in in a big, circle of communications, for the bettermslt of
our Indian children.*

So we discussed Titles I, III, and VI, and of course, the various
aspects of who could be used;'what could be used, what is being
used, and where it's being used.

.% We discussed Bureauwide.recomMendations. All children in Bureau
schools must receive the benefits of the Title programs. This is
to say that in some areas, because of not meeting certain require-
ments, the Indian children were being discriminated against in
certain ?itle-PiOgrams. We want all of these Title programs,
available to all,of the children in the Bureau schools; the day""
adOO1, residential, boarding schools--wherever we happen to be
educating children. They must be able to receive.the benefits of
all of the Title programs, and the priorities be placed on the .

medium: the -Special Education needs of Bureau and residential schools,
and the assessment of the children's,needsli

00

..

ppecifiCally, trained personnel to handle the needsof the children.°
natioriWide position to unify the demands or the eeds of our

children, and this would refer to all Bureau schools d ally
Special Education programs.. The Bureau should earmark cis on a-_,.. 1

base-type thing.. The regular funds' should state that Spe ia1 Edu-
cation be inserted in these funds. These would be earmarked.
specifically for'Special Education-and would come out of our,

0. '.,
regUlar allocations, instead of us having to fight'each other, and

'that's what it amounts to.* We are fighting each other. fo4 a pittance. .

0
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The type of system which is-currently,being used, this is GA
which meant that some pf the schools, if they weren'tjully
utilizing a ioom as per seatrin this room, they were being penalized.
We wanted to kind of bypass this, when we started talking about
'Special Education. We wanted special considerati\n, when we asked
for it--construction, on the Special Education lev 1.

A person,epecialized in Special Education should be hired at the Area
Office level:to coordinate programs for that level. However,.it
was spoken by some"ck our people that a lotof of areas are remote.
As far as it goes, this Area has a coordinato5 -He's going to .

have to be hired, I think, on the ratio of the people that he
serves and the geographic locations of the certain areas.. Itinerant
Special Education personnel be hili6d. in Areas with scattered mill
schools. .

41.

We recommend an assessment of means, andlthatathe PHS be made to
''live up to the obligations that are already .stated. I think that
this is something that the tribal groups are going to have to do
themselves., We can 'state it, but we,4as tribal leaders, are going
to have to make the demands of PHS%to come into this thing and to
carry out its full capacity.

We had some trouble determining these.priorities and I will have to
say that this was put in at the very last, but it's going to have
to be first.

,

We set an assessment of the staff, and the needs of the staff and
the students, and a commitment by the Commissioner of the Bureau
of Indian Affairs, and a position paper on Special Education which
would,. of course, clarify our stand here.

40,

The stabilization of funding, through a base-funding program for
Special Education; this is the second. And then involvedl related-
agencies, such'es recruiting_psl-Pabirc Health Service, to assist

tn making eereseessItent-ef our needs in orde to hilly carry Out
this progfam.

Welwantan in-service train ing of staff, tri
lk Administration. This would acquaint these pe

duca'tion programs. My superintendent, toddy)
eiintendent of tnother school isn't here.

hav= to educate .everyb'ody in order to go forwar
last rson that turns out the light in the do
to know what Special Education means, before we
program. 0

eaders, and \

with Special \
let here; the
ire axe going to

right "down to the
tories, is going

have a, quality

We got into a little bit of a discussion there abouv, the people that
we hire. -We recommend that the ceiling adjustments e made to allow
the hiring of Special Education people, and that the Special Educa-
tion teacher be hired, personalitywise and skillwise, and this is
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a necessity when you work with Indian children. You have,to know

who you ale talking with. And this recommendation was made in full'

view of-the fact that the predbnt policy from the Commissioner is'

toward contracting. A lot of our Boards have contracted to s
extent, but they don't want to go full back. And some of the
Boards, like the Boards that I belong to, aren't even incorporatedy,

yet. So we are going to ask for these people on a ceiling-type

thing.

We want more of what we are already getting. The continuous Title
funding, and I think that this is slightly misstated in what we are
talking about,, If we are going to have Title funding, let's be able,
toget it in April so that'we can hire our teachers starting in
September instead of having our programs approved in November and

not getting anything. Most of the time our Titleiprojects are
running at half-staff, because we don't have the money,at the first
of the year to hire the quality people that weneeded.

The present funding system be reviewed in respect to tne small
amount of money. And this was in respect to the'per-capitaiexpendi-

ture of the respective Stites. It's pretty low, and we want to

have the whole situation loOked

The total accountability be taken of Bureau school admPaistration,
and the policies and this sort of thing, to insure quality teaching.
That steps be taken by the Area and Agencies to educate and orient
tribal leaders.in respect to Special Education and total education.

I:believe that.just about takes care of it. Thank you.,

Dr. Campanelli: Mr..Abeytal the second group.

Mr. Abeyta: ThLk you. 'This morning, group Beta met and I
personally feel very pleased at the recommendations which resulted
from some very, verTinteresting and involved discussion, The

discussion got so involved, as, a matter yf fact, that we were able
to agree on only-four recommtpdations, bit I am very pleased with

them.

The first one is-that additional funds be made available for Special
Education in 1740 programs5 and increased personnel ceilings to
provide for the necessary staffing.

During the d. cussipn there was some concern that this approach may
be premature. the discussion, people considered the teachtr-
aides and the di 4culty involved in getting people on time the

difficulty that theemployees, themselves, have. They are funded,
from year to year, and it makes life very difficult for these kind
of people. We are very concerned with a goat program.
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There is no questicin in our minds thatSpecial Education is a
neglected area in Indian Education. There is no Uestion about
it, and I think that to take,up the slack for he fortunate
neglect that has'eXistedo we are going to need som exceptional
kinds of people, vole extridinary and very capab a finds of
people to fill these positions, as Special Educatio to chers.

And we think that this is going to be difficult, to.attract these )
kinds of special people, with Title money. I think more particu-
larly that we are talking about attracting people from year to years
And because of this Concern, wethoughE that it wee not inappropri-
ate to suggest or recommend that the whole beg of Special EduCatiou
be included in °a regular ,gram Of 1740 funds.

The second recommendation is that Title fundse)kmarpd for the
Bureau of Indian Affairs should be'increasedcto.adequately meet the
needs. of Indian children. There was 4,yery interesting-anecdote--
I guess that's the word--that somebody gage, and it went something
like this, This one fellow said that it's very unfortunate that we
have got kids, in our reservations and our schools that'are being
negleQted because the availability of monies for these Special
Education programs depend on an individual's ability to put deOn a-
.need on paper. Just because a particular individual is in an Area.
Ofgce, isnA,escapable. Or for that mpttery doesn't have, t1

-right friends in. Washington.

I don't know whether this is true or, not, There are kids'that
unfortunately aren't receiving this ,service. In one of our group'
sessions, a gentleman.camein and spelled out very clearly the
amounts of money that were available for Title I, for -Title III, and
for Title VI. .It's nowhere the kind ofomoney that we need.to
really put together the -kind of programs that.we really need. "And
it turns out that the little bit of ,money is being scrapped over.
People are fighting for it. You know, they are .competing with one
another. And in all of this'competition, all of this pulling at

.each other, thp people that are suffering and, the people that -are
being neglected are those kids that need this Special Education
help

The third recommendation was that the Bureau of Indian Affairs
continue,jp be funded-az a State, under Titles I, III, and VI,
and eligiVility be expanded to all federally-funded'educational
rograms available in the other States.

o

The ast-recommendation, was that positionsand funds
hoUld be provided for federal program,coor tors at the Agency
1 vel, to igtegrate all resources; federal, Sta and local. A
n er of.peop expressed their particulaMealing n the local
lev . Persona I have had /frustrating experiendes ,meeting
With a parent, r ekmaiple.,thsays--,- "W kid just ain't doing it
in se a. I deb t know whit the problem is." b'.
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So you take the kid and go to'Plitlic Health, and-get'some very good
kinds oe cooperation. Th0 professional man takes a great deal of
time in putting together a professiond1 kind of evaluation that's .

required. ,State agencies for this particular individual. You go
through l'great deal of trouble; the parent is anxiously awaiting
some kind of positive results, and not so much the cost, but waiting E"

fot something to be done-with the kid., The ,kid is taken,-for
example, to a state hospital, and you'ere told, "No way, partner."
Like there's about seven,hundred kids ahead of you. The facilities
just aren't 1 rge enough to accommodate the kid'. And the result is
that you go home and it doesn't do anybody any good.

So, this., I thinkis what we are talking about. Somebody getting
this thing coordinated.

Another thing that Was mentioned-i-it's important, is that
for some reason or other there's not the -dbmimpication between
the profesefonai man and the classroom teacher in the school, tilat
should be there. I have personally asked a number of people, and
it's a matter of staffing, it's d matter of,money, it's d matter
of a lot of these kinds of things that we are.all familiar with, but

still--it's not, by any s_mead, an acceptable answer to our \
solution to the problem.

Again, after a doctor writes tp,an,evaluation, . e.cpmmunication

between him andp-the teacher for a specific kind of approach for that
student in a partieular classroom, i just falls apart. There is
ju.st Aot enough time or money, I am not sure what it is. BIA at
any tate, this fourth recommendati includes these kinds of/things:
cooperation, com4unication beMeen a agencies available that have
gotlpervices for our Indian tudents at are handicapped..

.
And that is thetummary of our report Thank you.

Dr. Campanelli: The final group report will be given by Mrs% Betty
Coss.

.!Mrs. 92211In-rega'r,d to Special Education in the Bureau of Indian,
Affairs, the recommeridation-Waa,that a compiehensive interdisciplin-,
ary,type of approach, involving planning by all interested arid
involved parties beinitiated and much similar to thee-type of
approach as the ihtroduction of the kindergarten programs were,.
.where there was total involvement of/teachers, administrators,
in-service treining,'et cetera. And that planning shbuld include
aides, teachets. That there be people from P.D. & C. involved 'n
planning facilities, that there be ongoing training, and total'
indoctrination 2f the staff, and it would be an ongoing type thing.

/

Number two, the funding for Special Education come from 1740 funds.
Project funds are limited in their Use as to the type of people that

I
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you attract, and there was one mention made-of a of of training
going into,helping people with the'type of project, for instance.
At the end of the year, or even beforethe end of .t e project
period, after money Maas spent training and, getting people involved,
we would lose the people. 444, a temporary type of program, 'ke
this, that it's and to attractand maintain the type of per on
that you need' o bringcontinuity to -the program:

Number t ee, that an integrated approach to providing the.services
be included, with more.thorough interdisciplinary approaches to the-
screening activities, and total involvement in not only the social
services, but health, EducatiOn, et. cetera.

'Number.fgur, that there be greater involvement of parents in building
good health practices,.better family relationships; total-child

t.° s tell-being,anO acceptance of handicapping,conditions.

_ NUmber'five, that, there be greater emphasis placed on ,tyre meeting of
the needs of the exceptionally gifted chi/C--We spent quite a bit
of time discussing that, maybe through individuallyradvised'instruc-
tion or "maybe even a special classroom situation. I think there
were even mentions made of perhaps a.special school, but that we
not neglect or not forget that we do have gifted children inour

.
schools, also. .

Number six, that we make other federal agencies, such as Public
aware of our heeds, and then suppOrt them in helping thed

to get the'kind'bf staff and money they heed in order to help us
-.with our program, -which would.reduce cosa to us, making our
services possible to reach a greater numbet of. children.

. ,

.07

Number seven, that we enlist the support of local leadeis and School
Boards in Our endeavors.

L %

.s .

Number eight, that a whole look needs to be,taken at our current
1740 situation. We spent some time discussing that we have a
changing type of student coming into our off-reservation boarding 1.
-schools. Current y, we have c1 ldren, public school rejects,

,,

et cetera, and, still have he same, base fun 'ng, we still have
the same-ratio of teacher to tudent, of do 'tory person to
student, and e aren't even eeting those p ticular needs at this
time. A. who e new look need to be taken fundi at services,
and at durre --tstatus yatte s and staffing qu ications in
bOarding sch ols, to,meet the specialized e scat ional needs of this
different ty 6 of student that\we are cur ently having in our
schools.

,

-----

And number nine, that a total dissemination of information from this
workshop should be made to all levels of people involved in educat-
ing Indian children. It just not stop with people who are involved

.
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here. Somehow., we make provisions that kt get to our teachers,
the teacher-aides, and es sorgeone mentioned, to the person who is
,turning out the light at nip. Thank you.c-

. .

,

.

,

Dr. Campanelli: Thank you very much: I would lige to exert se my
prerogative as Chairperson. I know I speak-4'6r. Mr. Horse and 4

Mt. Trace when I extend our appreciation tejill of you: federal
employees, Schopl:Board members, tribal representatives.

t " " .

"="'N YouYou have been very kind'aad very patient thia.week.
.

. Y have.giVea
up tAme with your families.. You have worked to tome here and help
us.tp develop, hopefully, a..model that we can present to the
/Bureau to begin to initiate and extend programs in Special Education124..

-V

What' we will do now is await the'final report firom this recorders,
Then as Mrs, Goss suggests; make this 'available toa112eve16,
because I think it's' very critical to get' the kindepf statements
that-have peen made here to the people who are, 'here. That is,
in helping thet-ifOrk,with you, that we have, a tota ..commitment

wherever you-are. 1'

, 6
A

We haire the names from Mr. Hondhni's group that. we will submit to
the Commissioher,'ask him to make a selection, and appoint a
Title VI Advisory-Board. Hopefully, we can then begin.to move gnd
get thlir involvement on the submission of proposals \that you will

make. The recommendation was made yesterday that e have a cut -off
date of May 1, to .receive proposals under Title froth the field

level.

I think that we need to extead th o the AlbuquerqueArea Office
and -the staff members here in. Alb'u'querque who provided thetechnicAltr
assistance to us. Obviously the ones you have seen here: Westerli

Michigan, U.S. Office of Educationail of the people thatPartioi-
pated'herel, and some of the-people-who were hot able to come. .

Particularly, there was,some disappointment stressed that. the BIA
Title III coordinator was not able to come. I think if you feik
/rather strongly about that, you'might wish to communicate your--___
sentiment. to the appropriate people in Washingtonbecause that is--
beyond my control. .

-----

I. would like to leave you with just a few thoughts4' I think that
we have leadership in Washington, in the Bureau, particularly, and
in this area. o have competent people that can render techni-.
cal assi ance to you, whenever yoli wish these people tecome out,
We cannot come out unless you request it. You may not wish us to
come out. You may .wish to. use your own-private resources that you
have in,your community; colleges, the State level; this is fine: As
long as you ,go somewhere when you-ate faced with.the*problemd-of
trying to create programs in anew area.

t

a'
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I asked one person: "Can't we fgi youany kind of assistance in
Pupil Personnel, Services for your. Area Office?"

And he was quite blunt tome, and he said: "Well, all you have to
do is just sign the advice of allotments."

Well, I would ope that we could do more than-that. We stand rea
to help you as we have in the pastthree years, in all areas of .

Pupil Personnel Services.. We know that this is a difficult area;
it'snew to the Bureau; it's not well understood; and, there needs'
to be communication, so that we come to realize4thati.we are all
part of one big school system. 'It's not "Washington," as opposed',
to somebody out in the field who is 'providing the services.

.

I think the second point I would leaye with y .is that the hard
,part comes now. That is, when you go back to. your communities and
schools, you have the responsibility, I think, of translating the

',words and the ideas and the*poncepts that were discussed here into
some kirk of action. No this/action eantake many forms. It can
mean a dissemination of infor tion of bringing in resource people;
and as we stated before, to your schools, to your school board
meetings,ogetting the School Board people and tribal representatives
to visit other kinds of programs that may be already in operation
in public schools. And I think that this is one of the helpfdl
aspects of the Visitations on Wednesda . That, probably, for same
of you, may be t I first time tha au ever saw what a handi-
capped child loake like. hat they, are not all grotesque creatures.
Some of :h41C, if you d t kn that they were handicapped, carry
no stigm . And I th' this iimportarA to communicate to parents
and to classroom teachers, who are sometimes' reluctant to accept ..

the responsibility f or working with handicapped children. I think
that we need to g o/ aek now and invo lve all levels of the school
and t community; 'I

I would make one major suggesta. along this matter of involvement:
0 When you go

n*
back, please do not liiit the involvement solely to

adults. You ha70--4--r onsible student government leaders, student
,leadership personnpl in y urschools, ho c be very,Valuable in
working,along with-4ou in developing pi nsand translating the
..aims._' and the philosophies of-alhatyon are trying to do to the Brest
of the student body as well as to their parents at home. I'don't
think that we ought to neglect thisvaluable4esource thatexists-
in our own h55177--------- K

In reclusion ink it is custobary, at most references that----
fhave_attended, that whoever comes from Washi g n bra. gs you,the
greetings and the best wishes frown the Commissioner and would say
that he wishes'that he'Were here. But he_is....not here, but go on

y

withoutzhim anyway.
*



I would like to seta precedent and say that I bring you a sensega
,,appreciation thanks, not from the Commissioner, but rather from
pVer 10,000 gifted and handicapped_Inditon children who are in our

eau school., If we cani some time in'the future, loop back on.!
thi's meeting as perhaps the start of idiagienting,long-last%ng
progiams in our Bureau schools, I'think that, we will.haVe pepforMed
a major effort in at least trying to achieve the hump potential, at!.
whatevpr level W are talking'about..,

On,behalf bf a of us; I thank you for your patience and
cooperation. We hope to see you again,.andwe thank you fer
pgrticipatint.

/ '
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VI. List of Participants

Wayne Adkison,

Buck Benham

Virginia.Brown

Jodeph J. Eisenbaph

Ken Fredericks

Iwne Heard.

Harriet B. Hilburn

Tom Holder

Martha Iwaski

Dennis Huber

William Ld6osco

Clyde H. McMillin

Domingo Montoya

Charles Moody

C. Stewart Munz

Pala Nelson
© y.

John R. oldriele

S. Gabe Paxton, Jr.

.-Fern C. Prechtel'

:Henry Roberts

Laniece Robison

Reg. Rodriguez .

Peter Schmidt

Vera;R. Sherer

Earlj.ne Smith

Rudy Smith

).1*.oe Moore

:Paul L. Sward
0 .

Cecil Tc4d.

Ieonard'Tomaskin

James Towhee
-

Leon W011

HarleniWash

Jack B!,. Williams

Roger Ms= c.

Leroy bird

Joa,Abeyta
A.

10P

Tenah Allen

Wallace Allen-,

Nita Augustine

HezirtBalliet

C. Samuel Barone

Tommy K. Begat'

Robert R. Billie

./ Samuel Billison

Margie Byrd

John D. Chaske

Richard Christman

dames R. Cleaveland

John E. Davis
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Lorene,,B. Gopher S. Wialiam Benton

Jessie L. Hill Dave Burch
.0

Dr. Wm. H. Hinze Peter 4. Campanellii,

, Emil Kowalczyk Upton S. Ethelbah, Jr.

Ernest Magnuson Betty Goss

Prentice Morris Elie Gutierrez

Louise Painte Geraldine D. Harvey

Charles' E.. Perry Leo Henry

ti

Kenneth G,,Ross Betty Hollowell

Laurine Ruleau Dan Honahni

Bennie Sales Kirby,K. Jackson

Marlin E. Scott
11,

Everett L. Johnson

Walter C. Skates Bill Ledford

Jack Smith William 0. Long'

Ray Sorensen Helen M. Matt

Warren Tiffany , Russell Mockta, Jr.

Robert Voorhees

:Gabe Williams

Leona Winters

Morvin Wirtz

Tom Claymore'

Arthur Amiotte

Donald R. Antone James F. Slocum

Rayno W. Penttila

Alice V. Pipkins.

Jamei H. Powell

Joe Ramey

Cecil Shipp.

Mamie Sizemore.

.

Robert 0. Bartholomew J. R. Trace

Vera C. assett

Peter elgarde, Jr.

Miguel H. Trujillo,

Joseph Upickslun
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Deb J: Victor

11%

Reba Walker

0. Ray Warner

Earl Webb

Dr, P"rances E, Lord
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SECTION VII

ESEA TITLE I - III - VI:

BIA CONFERENCE EVAWATION

.4

A total of J.., Jrsons,registered for the Conference. At the
condludionof the veeting,,t4e participants were requested to
complete a written evaluation form to indicate closure. Fifty

nine persons (or, 55%) elected to complete the evaluation form.
The results appear on the following pages.

10



a

EVALUATION FORM

5

INSTRUCTIONS: Read eabh.item. Respond by agreeing or disagreeing,
according to the following scale: SA = strongly agree, A = agree,
V= undecided, D-= disagree, SD = trongly disagree. Circle SA, A,
U, D,ror SD on the line at the end f each item.

'1. This Conference was pertinent to\My professional.personal)
growth.

2.

SA . A U D SD
21 35 2 1 0 Biimber of 15ersons responding.

This Conference
groWth.

waa pertinent to my job (9r, School Board)r-

SD
0

good job ofThe chairmen did a

SA A
18 34

U D SD
5 2 0

aging the.sessions.

4. The accomodations and meeting.facilities were

SA , A U D SD

8 33 5 5 8

The participants' presentations were appropriate

sa sfactory.

. SA A U
13 40 5

D SD
O 1

and helpful.

. The packet materials and handouts were appropriate
helpful.

SA A U
19 35 4

D SD-
]. 0

I learned some new ideas for services,
teaching in SpeCial Education.

SA A U- D SD
.16 41 0 -2 0
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I.

8. Iswill-atteMpt to seek further information about-the topics
presented and discussed.

SA A b D SD

la _3,13. 2 1 .. ........... ...... . ..

9. This Conference helped me gain a new perspective on my own
work or respohsibility:

SA A U D SD
15 Ito. 1 0

10. This Conference edme learn abaft-new and innovati e
developments Ali the ar exceptional children.

SA A U
10 37 lo

4
11. There dpas ample time for questions and discussion.

SA A U D SD 44
13\35 '8 5 o,

12. I enjoyed this Conference.

SA A U D SD
19 3o 6 3 1

...................... ...........

13. I. often. felt sleepy or bored-during the Conference sessions.

SA A U D SD
,3 14 11 22 9

14. This Conference met the stated program objectives as outlined
in the program prospectus.

\\SA A U D SD
6 4o 9 4

15. During this Conference, I have\changed my 'attitudes positively
toward exceptional childien and Special Education.

SA- A U D SD
13 31 10 4 1

16. The discussions presented by e U.S. Office of education
specialists were informative = d helpful to me in better
understanding legislatjon.

"SA A U SD
. 6 4o 1Q 0
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17r The topics diaCussedby the Western Michigan University staff
were of great value to- meintuiftratanding Special Education

Tand its benefits to exceptionWchildien.

. SA A U D SD
vs, 14 36 7 2 0

18. Visiting the public school Special Education classes ga
additional insight for helping handicapped children.

SA .. A It I) _RD
25' 25 6, 2 1
\

19. The panel pregentation on BIA Title III and VI projects
suggested possible program concepts useful for our school
System.

b

SA A U D SD
10, 36 9 4 0

01,. I liked the idea of using tape-recorders to express my opinions'

\
tthe end of each day.

1. ' 0.

SA A U D SD
2 20 32 4 1

21. I Would have liked to have seen some films on handicatped
children and Special Education programs.

SA A U D SD
17 4 .13 4 1

22. This Conference has convinced me of the critical need for
`Special Education services for exceptional Indian children
and their parents in BIA schools.

SA. A U D SD
31 22 1 3 '2

23. The BIA must make a major program priority toward comprehensive
Special Education services for exceptional Indian children.

SA A U D SD
46 13 0 0 0

24. Inservice training in Special Education would benefit BIA
classroom teachers and dormitory staff.

SA A U D SD
41 16 0
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i5. f yo wish,to Make peveral statements about the conference,
they,.w uld include:,

\

a

Average sponses for all categories:

I

SA
17 31

D SD
1 1


